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Summary

Modern multimedia and wireless applications require considerable computational power due to an increasing amount of functionality added to these applications. Additionally, many portable consumer electronics impose requirements on
low power consumption for long battery life. To meet these requirement, streaming applications are implemented on a multi-processor system-on-chip (MPSoC),
where multiple (slower) processing cores exploit task and data-level parallelism
to increase performance. The hardware components inside an MPSoC are usually
connected to each other by a scalable network on chip (NoC). To be able to analyze
the timing of an application implemented on an MPSoC and provide timing guarantees at design time, all MPSoC components must be predictable. To remove
the bottleneck of global clock-tree routing and reduce a major source of power
consumption, multi-processor systems are implemented with the globally asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS) design style. GALS architectures enable
the use of voltage-frequency islands to additionally reduce power consumption by
scaling the frequency (voltage) of individual components in an MPSoC.
To reduce circuit area and thus integrate more functionality on a chip die,
CMOS technology has traditionally been scaled down. However, scaling in the
nanoscale era has brought significant variability in the manufacturing process.
This variability or inability to precisely control the manufacturing process results
in significant variation in the maximum supported frequency of hardware components in a multi-processor system. Given this variation, it becomes difficult to
provide timing guarantees for an application mapped to a multi-processor system. As a solution, circuits are conventionally implemented with design margins
or guard-bands to guarantee the target frequency of hardware components inside
an MPSoC. Under this design paradigm, known as worst-case design, an application sees the hardware components in a multi-processor platform with deterministic minimum frequencies, leading to a mapping of the application tasks to the
hardware components, such that a certain timing requirement (e.g. throughput
or latency) imposed on the application is satisfied. However, worst-case design
results in a considerable up-sizing of circuit area and in increased power consumption. Because of this, the benefits of technology scaling can be lost with worst-case
design.

This thesis deals with the design of real-time streaming applications constrained by a throughput requirement with reduced design margins, referred to
as better than worst-case design. With better than worst-case design, the area,
the power consumption and the leakage of a circuit are reduced. Smaller circuit area and thus die size results in a larger number of gross dies on a wafer.
However, the target maximum supported frequency of hardware components in a
multi-processor system is not guaranteed anymore, and the spread in the maximum supported frequency of hardware components needs to be considered when
mapping an application to the platform. The goal of this thesis is to maximize
the number of good dies that satisfy the throughput requirement of a real-time
streaming application.
To this end, a design flow consisting of three stages is presented in this thesis.
In the first stage of the flow, a streaming application is allocated to a NoC-based
multiprocessor system with voltage-frequency islands, where each hardware component is characterized by process-induced frequency variations. The goal is to
maximize the timing yield, which is a system-level metric quantifying the percentage of manufactured chips that satisfy the timing requirement of the application.
Maximizing the timing yield is essential as the number of good dies is given by the
product of the number of gross dies and timing yield. Two mapping approaches
are possible: single and multiple bindings for manufactured chips. Multiple bindings can exploit the availability of within-die variation-induced faster and slower
processing cores on the same chip by adopting the allocation of application tasks.
Following the mapping stage, trade-offs between the number of voltage-frequency
islands, as well as the number of clock-frequency levels provided to each island,
(area and power consumption cost) and timing yield are performed. Having decided on the binding (or a set of bindings), a set of voltage-frequency island
configurations and a number of clock-frequency levels per island, the number of
good dies on a wafer is evaluated for different guard-band reduction values in the
third and final stage of the flow. The reduction in guard-bands providing the
most good dies is selected. We show on both synthetic and real applications that
the proposed design flow can increase the number of good dies by up to 9.6% and
18.8% for designs with and without fixed SRAM and IO blocks, respectively.

Samenvatting

Moderne multimedia en draadloze applicaties vereisen aanzienlijke rekenkracht
als gevolg van hun toenemende functionaliteit. Bovendien eist veel draagbare
consumentenelektronica een laag stroomverbruik om een lange levensduur van
de batterij te garanderen. Om aan deze eisen te voldoen worden streamingapplicaties geı̈mplementeerd op een multi-processor system-on-chip (MPSoC),
waarbij meerdere (tragere) processorkernen taak en data-parallellisme benutten
om de prestaties te verhogen. De hardwarecomponenten in een MPSoC zijn
meestal met elkaar verbonden door middel van een schaalbaar network-on-chip
(NoC). Alle MPSoC onderdelen moeten voorspelbaar zijn om tijdsanalyse van applicaties te kunnen geven en om tijdsgaranties te kunnen geven tijdens de ontwerpfase. Deze systemen worden ontworpen volgens het globally asynchronous, locally
synchronous (GALS) principe om zo de bottleneck van een globale klokfrequentieboom te omzeilen en om een belangrijke bron van vermogen te verlagen. GALS
architecturen maken het mogelijk om frequentie-spanningseilanden te vormen die
het vermogensgebruik verder verminderen door de frequentie (of spanning) van
componenten in een MPSoC individueel te schalen.
Het schalen van CMOS technologie heeft er voor gezorgd dat chip oppervlakte
verkleind werd om zodoende meer functionaliteit op een enkele chip te kunnen
integreren. Echter, het schalen naar nanometer-technologie heeft aanzienlijke veranderlijkheid gebracht in het fabricageproces. Deze veranderlijkheid (het onvermogen om het productieproces te controleren) resulteert in aanzienlijke variaties
in de maximaal ondersteunde frequentie van componenten in een multi-processor
systeem. Door deze variaties wordt het moeilijk om tijdsgaranties te geven voor
applicaties die afgebeeld zijn op zulke systemen. Als oplossing worden chips gebruikelijk uitgerust met marges (zogenoemde guard-bands) om vooraf vastgestelde
frequenties toch te kunnen garanderen. Volgens deze ontwerpstijl (worst-case ontwerp) ziet een applicatie dat alle componenten van een multi-processor platform
deterministische frequenties hebben. Dit leidt er toe dat een afbeelding van applicatietaken op de hardwarecomponenten aan vooraf bepaalde tijdsvereisten kan
voldoen (bijvoorbeeld doorvoersnelheid of latentie). Echter, de worst-case ontwerpstijl resulteert in aanzienlijk grotere chips en in een verhoogd stroomver-

bruik. Hierdoor kunnen de voordelen van het schalen van CMOS weer verloren
gaan.
Dit proefschrift behandelt het ontwerpen van real-time streaming-applicaties
die beperkt zijn door een doorvoersnelheidseis met verkleinde marges, bekend als
de beter dan worst-case ontwerpstijl. Een dusdanig ontwerp verlaagt het oppervlaktegebruik en vermindert het stroomverbruik en de lekstromen. Een kleiner
oppervlaktegebruik resulteert in een groter aantal chips per wafer. Echter worden
de vooraf vastgestelde frequenties niet meer gegarandeerd en moet de spreiding
van de maximaal ondersteunde frequentie in overweging genomen worden wanneer een applicatie wordt afgebeeld op een platform. Het doel van dit proefschrift
is om het aantal goede chips dat aan de doorvoersnelheidseis van een real-time
streaming-applicatie voldoet te maximaliseren.
Hiertoe wordt een ontwerp dat bestaat uit drie fases gepresenteerd. In de
eerste fase wordt een streaming-applicatie toegewezen aan een NoC-gebaseerd
multi-processor systeem met frequentie-spanningseilanden, waarbij elke hardwarecomponent gekarakteriseerd wordt door proces-gestuurde frequentievariaties. Het
doel is om de yield te maximaliseren: een systeemniveau metriek die kwantificeert
welk percentage van de geproduceerde chips aan de tijdsvereiste van de applicatie
voldoen. Het maximaliseren van de yield is essentieel, omdat het aantal goede
chips wordt bepaald door het product te nemen van het bruto aantal chips en
de yield. Twee afbeeldingstechnieken zijn mogelijk: ofwel een enkele afbeelding
ofwel meerdere afbeeldingen. Meerdere afbeeldingen maken de toekenning van
applicatietaken adaptief. Hierdoor kan rekening gehouden worden met de aanwezigheid van variaties in snelheden van processorkernen binnen een chip. Volgend op de toekenningsfase worden de yield en de compromissen (oppervlaktegebruik versus vermogensgebruik) van het aantal frequentie-spanningseilanden en
frequentieniveaus bepaald. In de derde en laatste fase van het ontwerp wordt het
aantal goede chips geëvalueerd voor verschillende guard-band reducties. Uiteindelijk wordt een guard-band gekozen die het grootste aantal goede chips oplevert.
We tonen aan dat de gepresenteerde ontwerptechniek voor zowel synthetische als
echte applicaties het aantal goede chips kan verhogen met 9.6% of 18.8%, waarbij
het eerste resultaat er vanuit gaat dat er vaste SRAM en IO-blokken zijn die niet
meeschalen met guard-band reducties.
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Introduction

1.1

1

Real-time embedded systems

Embedded systems contribute to most aspects of our daily activities. They surround us and provide us with entertainment, daily information and assist us
in completing our every day tasks. Examples of embedded systems are mobile
phones, digital cameras, TV sets, global positioning systems, air traffic management, etc. An important portion of embedded systems is represented by embedded
multimedia and wireless systems. Applications in these systems work on streams
of audio and video data, and are termed streaming applications. Examples of
streaming applications are video decoding (encoding) [63, 82] from the multimedia domain and software defined radio [59] from the wireless domain. Streaming
applications are usually constrained by a throughput requirement associated with
user perception. An example throughput requirement for video decoding is the
number of frames per second. Timing requirements exist in firm and soft realtime application classes. In firm real-time applications, such as software-defined
radio, violations of the timing requirement are not allowed. Soft real-time applications, such as such as video decoding, are characterized by less stringent timing
requirements. In such applications missing a deadline causes only a performance
degradation, often evaluated through some quality-of-service parameter. There
are also best-effort applications, which do not have any timing requirements. An
example best-effort application is a graphical user interface. Although there are
no timing requirements set on the applications of this class, high performance is
preferred by the user.
To enhance user experience, an increasing amount of data must be processed
(e.g. to achieve higher video resolutions) and more computationally intensive cod-
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ing schemes must be implemented. As a result, an increasing computational capability to implement such applications is required. Additionally, many portable
consumer electronics, such as mobile phones, digital cameras, and tablets, impose
requirements on power consumption for longer battery life. To meet the increasing
demand on computational capability and low power consumption, such applications are implemented on a multi-processor system-on-chip (MPSoC) [35, 49, 87,
95], where multiple (slower) processing cores exploit task and data-level parallelism to increase performance without increasing power consumption.
The components inside a multi-processor system were traditionally connected
to each other by a bus. However, traditional buses do not provide scalable interconnection. For this reason, a paradigm shift towards network on chips (NoC)
based interconnection inside multi-processor systems has been seen in recent
years [17]. All hardware components in an MPSoC must be predictable, such that
the timing of an application implemented on the MPSoC can be formally analyzed
and timing guarantees can be given at design time. Present-day MPSoCs are implemented by means of the globally asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS)
design style [48, 60], which was introduced to alleviate the bottleneck of global
clock distribution and reduce the related major source of power consumption in
multi-processor systems. The GALS architecture is composed of synchronous
blocks, communicating with each other on an asynchronous basis. The concept
of voltage-frequency islands (VFI), within the GALS design paradigm, enables
scaling the frequency (voltage) of each individual hardware component (clusters
of components) in a multi-processor system to further reduce power consumption.
Due to rapid technology changes, consumers replace old products with new
ones much more frequently. For example, two major products are released annually by mobile phone manufacturers, such as Apple and Samsung. These products
offer more and more functionality, leading to a considerable increase in design effort. This imposes requirements on short time to market of products. To address
this issue, a platform-based design methodology has been proposed [4, 69]. A
platform consists of multiple hardware and software components specific to a particular application domain. The software components are application software,
middleware and operating systems used for programming the hardware components. A platform, as a result of integration of different components, serves as
a starting point in application development. Which components to integrate depends on the requirements imposed on the application [94]. Given a platform, an
application, which can be partially specified in software and partially in hardware,
is mapped to the multi-processor platform, such that the timing requirements imposed on the application are satisfied.

1.2

Manufacturing process variation

To reduce the power consumption of consumer electronics and decrease the area
of integrated circuits, thus enabling integration of more functionality on a chip
2
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die, transistor feature sizes have traditionally been scaled down . An observation
that the integration density of integrated circuits doubles approximately every
two years was made by Gordon Moore in 1956. This observation, known as
Moore’s law [56, 57], still holds up to this day. However, scaling CMOS technology into nanometer feature size nodes has made it practically impossible to
precisely control the manufacturing process. Major sources of manufacturing process variation are random dopant fluctuations and sub-wavelength lithography for
patterning transistors [11]. Process variation results in variability in key design
parameters, such as transistor channel length and threshold voltage, and interconnect width [12,61]. Parameter variability, in turn, influences circuit speed [13,20],
power consumption and leakage [51]. Considerable variability of up to 50% in the
longest path delay of a processor is reported in available literature [20,51]. Process
variation can be categorized into die-to-die and within-die variations. Die-to-die
variation acts globally on the entire chip die, affecting parameters of all devices
(i.e. transistors) on the die identically. Die-to-die variation is seen between dies
within a wafer and between dies of different wafers (due to wafer-to-wafer variation). In contrast, within-die variation affects parameters of devices on the same
die differently. It can be classified into systematic and random components. Systematic within-die variation exhibits spatial correlation, such that nearby devices
possess similar parameter values due to high correlation, which dies out quickly as
a function of distance on a die [22]. Random within-die variation is purely random
from device to device on a die. The impact of within-die variation is expected
to worsen as technology scales. Both die-to-die and within-die variations impact
the maximum supported frequency of hardware components inside an MPSoC.
Different (identically designed) hardware components on the same die, as well as
the same hardware component across different dies, can have different maximum
supported frequencies.
As a solution to process-induced variations, circuits are conventionally implemented with conservative design margins, or guard-bands, to guarantee the
target frequency of each hardware component in manufactured multi-processor
chips. This is known as worst-case design. Circuit guard-banding is typically
done by using corner-files during the design and verification stages. These files
describe the worst-case and best-case delay values of standard-cells, corresponding to slow and fast process corners, respectively. Under worst-case design, design
synthesis is performed for the slow process corner, while the fast process corner is
used in the design verification stage to correct possible set-up timing violations.
Corner files lack detailed information on within-die variation. Instead, on-chip
timing variation margin is added during the design verification stage to account
for within-die variation with a pessimistic assumption that all the devices within
a die are performing according to their worst case under slow process conditions.
Figure 1.1 shows a qualitative example of the process-induced spread in frequency of a hardware component. As shown, almost all manufactured instances
of the hardware component meet the target frequency ftg under worst-case design (WCD). Therefore, from the perspective of an application, which can be
3
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partially defined in software and partially in hardware, the hardware components
in a multi-processor platform have deterministic minimum frequencies, leading
to a mapping of the application tasks to the hardware components in the multiprocessor platform, such that a certain timing requirement (e.g. throughput or
latency) imposed on the application is satisfied. However, worst-case design has
a considerable impact on circuit area, power consumption and leakage [33, 40].
Consider the qualitative circuit area and clock period trade-off curves for slow,
nominal and fast process corners for a generic circuit, illustrated in Figure 1.2. As
can be seen, larger circuit up-sizing is performed for a lower clock period (higher
performance) under worst-case design. The added timing variation margin to
account for within-die process variation also results in increased circuit area, as
illustrated in the figure. Due to increased circuit area, power consumption and
leakage, the benefits of technology scaling can be lost.

WCD
Better than WCD

Number of hardware
components

ftg

Frequency
Figure 1.1: Process-induced spread in frequency of a hardware component for worst-case and
better than worst-case designs, where ftg is the target frequency.

circuit area

extra area
nominal

WCD
slow

fast
timing margin
target performance
clock period

Figure 1.2: Circuit area and clock period trade-off curves for slow, nominal and fast process
corners. The timing margin accounting for within-die process variation is shown by an arrow.
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1.3

Problem statement

The trends outlined in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 show that the requirements on computational capability and low energy consumption of multimedia and wireless
applications are increasing. Designers use multi-processor systems and platformbased design to deal with the increasing complexity of systems and to shorten
time to market. As a solution to increasing process-induced variation in the frequency of hardware components in a multi-processor system, a worst-case design
approach is adopted. This results in a considerable increase in circuit area and
power consumption, and can lead to a loss in the benefits of technology scaling.
This thesis deals with the design of real-time streaming applications constrained
by a throughput requirement with reduced design margins, referred to as better
than worst-case design. With better than worst-case design, the area, the power
consumption and the leakage of a circuit are reduced. Smaller circuit area and
thus die size results in a larger number of gross dies on a wafer. However, the target maximum supported frequency of hardware components in a multi-processor
system is not guaranteed anymore. The spread in the maximum supported frequency of an example hardware component with respect to its target speed, under
better than worst-case design, is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The goal of this thesis
is to maximize the number of good dies that satisfy the throughput requirement of
a real-time streaming application. This goal is accomplished by providing algorithms to exploit process-driven variation in frequency of hardware components
in a multi-processor system in the application mapping and voltage-frequency
island partitioning stages. The main concept of the work is illustrated in Figure 1.3, where an application with a throughput requirement is mapped to a
multi-processor platform under both worst-case and better than worst-case designs. With worst-case design (Figure 1.3a), the target speed of the processing
cores (denoted by pe) is guaranteed at the cost of large area. All processing cores
are operated at their target speeds, providing sufficient computational capability
for the application to satisfy its throughput requirement (for a given mapping).
With better than worst-case design (Figure 1.3b), the area of the processing cores
is reduced, but the target speed is not guaranteed anymore. However, there may
be processing cores with higher and lower than the target speeds on the same chip
die due to the impact of within-die variation. Operating the processing cores at
their corresponding speeds and using the available mapping flexibility, the allocation of the tasks of an application to the processing cores can be tailored for each
specific chip, such that the throughput requirement is satisfied whenever possible.
This can result in a larger number of good dies, given that a larger number of
gross dies are available on a wafer due to smaller die area.
The building blocks of this thesis are a multi-processor platform, a streaming application and a model of computation (MoC) that can capture a streaming
multimedia or wireless application along with its mapping to a multi-processor
platform. Using the model of computation, timing guarantees can be given by
5
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performing design-time analysis. Due to process variation, the frequency of hardware components is given by a probability distribution. A network on chip provides interconnection between hardware components in the multi-processor system. The hardware components are partitioned into voltage-frequency islands. A
set of clock-frequency levels are provided to each island. We introduce a metric
termed timing yield quantifying the percentage of manufactured chips satisfying
the throughput requirement imposed on an application. The number of good dies
is given by the product of timing yield and the number of gross dies on a wafer.
Therefore, the algorithms presented in this thesis aim at designing systems with
high timing yield, such that the number of good dies is maximized.
1:

t1

t2

t3

t1

t2

t3

2:

pe1

pe2

pe3

pe1

pe2

pe3

ftg
3:

pe1

pe2

pe3

pe1

pe2

pe3

ftg

ftg

ftg

4:

(a) Worst-case design. The processing cores
in the platform are operated at their target speeds (3:). For a certain mapping, the
throughput requirement is satisfied.

(b) Better than worst-case design. There
may be cores with higher and lower than the
target speeds on a die (4:). The mapping
can be adjusted for each specific chip, such
that the throughput requirement is satisfied
whenever possible. Given a larger number
of dies on a wafer (smaller area (2:)), the
number of good dies can be maximized.

Figure 1.3: An application (1:) constrained by a throughput requirement is allocated to a
multi-processor platform (2:) under worst-case and better than worst-case designs.

1.4

Overview of solution

To address the problem in Section 1.3, this thesis proposes a design flow, called
better than worst-case design. This section provides a brief overview of the flow.
The design flow is shown in Figure 1.4. It assumes that a streaming application that has to be implemented on a multi-processor platform is modeled by a
synchronous data-flow (SDF) graph [36, 37]. SDF graphs are well-suited for mod6
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eling and analysis of streaming applications, and have multiple efficient techniques
for throughput computation [79]. The hardware platform is a NoC-based multiprocessor platform with voltage-frequency islands, as introduced in Section 1.3.
The SDF graph of the application includes information on the number of clock
cycles it takes to execute each actor (modeling computation) on each processing
element in the multi-processor platform and the amount of data sent between
actors. This SDF model of the application is decoupled from the process-induced
variation in the frequency of hardware components in the platform.
Application SDF graph, MPSoC template, variation
a throughput constraint. characterization for hardware
(Chapter 2)
components. (Chapter 2)
(1) Variation-aware mapping
Single binding and multiple
bindings. (Chapter 3)
Single or a set of bindings.

(2) VFI partitioning
Number of islands, as well
as number of clock-frequency
levels per island, (area cost)
and timing yield trade-offs.
(Chapter 4)
Die area.

Set of VFI configurations. Number of clock-frequency levels.

(4) Number of good dies
Impact of guard-band reduction on the number of good
dies. (Chapter 5)
Figure 1.4: Design flow.

In Step 1 of the flow, the application is allocated to the platform, such that the
timing yield is maximized. For this purpose, both exhaustive and heuristic mapping algorithms are proposed in this thesis. Two different mapping approaches are
presented: single-binding and multiple-bindings. With the single binding mapping
approach, only a single binding for all manufactured chips is derived. In contrast,
with the multiple-bindings mapping approach, a set of bindings are selected for the
manufactured chips. These bindings are stored and based on each manufactured
7
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chip, a binding is selected at an initial run-time configuration stage, such that the
throughput of the application is maximized. Multiple bindings always result in
equal or higher timing yield. To compute the timing yield, a characterization of
the hardware multi-processor platform in terms of possible clock-frequency sets
for processing elements and the network on chip is performed. The probability
that the processing elements and the network on chip are operated at a certain
set of clock frequencies is computed. The throughput of the mapped application
for the different clock frequency sets is analyzed by constructing another model of
the application, which captures the resource allocation for the application on the
platform. The actors in this graph are characterized by execution times in seconds. Therefore, this model of the application is not decoupled from the variation
in frequency of hardware components.
From the first stage of the flow, a single or a set of bindings are derived that
result in maximized timing yield. Using these bindings, trade-offs between the
number of voltage-frequency islands, as well as the number of clock-frequency
levels per island, and timing yield are performed in the second stage of the flow
(Step 2). The higher the number of islands and clock-frequency levels per island,
the higher the additional area (and power consumption) cost of clock-generation
units associated with the islands is. Therefore, by reducing the number of islands,
the die size becomes smaller, resulting in more gross dies on the wafer. On the
other hand, a reduction in the number of voltage-frequency islands and clockfrequency levels for each island may lead to decreased timing yield. This thesis
introduces heuristic algorithms to perform voltage-frequency island partitioning,
such that the timing yield is maximized for a given number of islands. Algorithms
considering both a single and multiple bindings are proposed. The result of the
second stage of the flow is a set of voltage-frequency island configurations and a
number of clock-frequency levels for the islands, such that high timing yield is
provided.
In the final stage of the flow (Step 3), the change in the number of good
dies due to reducing circuit guard-bands is evaluated. In this stage, the mapping
of the application to the platform in terms of a single or a set of bindings, the
set of voltage-frequency island configurations and the number of clock-frequency
levels for each island are known. The number of good dies are evaluated for a
set of guard-band reduction values, such that the reduction providing the highest
number of good dies is selected. In this stage, characterization of variation in
the frequency of hardware components for each guard-band reduction value must
be provided. Additionally, the circuit (die) area reduction factor due to reduced
guard-bands has to be known.

1.5

Contributions

This thesis makes five contributions to develop real-time streaming applications,
constrained by a throughput requirement on a multi-processor system under bet8

1.5. Contributions

ter than worst-case design (i.e. with reduced design margins).
1. A formal framework is presented to estimate the probability distribution of
application throughput in a NoC-based multi-processor system with voltagefrequency islands in the presence of process-induced frequency variations of
hardware resources (Chapter 2). Both within-die and die-to-die variations
are considered. Any set of clock-frequency levels can be specified per VFI
domain. We use synchronous data-flow (SDF) to model a streaming application mapped to an MPSoC. The novelty of our SDF formulation lies in
the explicit modeling of software execution in terms of clock cycles (which
is independent of the frequency variation of hardware components), and in
terms of seconds (which does depend on the frequency variation of hardware
components), which are linked by an explicit binding. This modeling allows
a system designer to analyze the throughput of an application mapped to
an MPSoC in the presence of process-driven variations. An earlier version
of this work was published in [52–54].
2. Optimal and heuristic mapping algorithms are proposed to map streaming
applications to a NoC-based multi-processor system with voltage-frequency
islands under within-die and die-to-die process-driven variations (Chapter 3). We differentiate best-effort, firm real-time and soft real-time application classes, and define an optimization criteria for each of them. Singlebinding and multiple-bindings mapping approaches are presented. With
the single-binding mapping approach, a single binding for all manufactured
chips is computed, while a set of bindings are derived with the multiplebindings approach. At an initial run-time configuration stage, the right
binding that maximizes throughput for a particular chip is selected. This
work was published in [52, 53].
3. Heuristic algorithms to partition processing elements in a NoC-based multiprocessor system into voltage-frequency islands for maximized timing yield
in the presence of die-to-die and within-die variations are presented (Chapter 4). Algorithms considering both a single and multiple bindings for manufactured chips are given. An earlier version of this work was published
in [54]
4. A demonstration on case-studies is presented showing how the framework
proposed in this thesis can be used to estimate the impact of reducing circuit
design margins on the number of good dies that satisfy the throughput
requirement of a real-time streaming application (Chapter 5). We show for
both synthetic and several real applications that the proposed design flow
can increase the number of good dies per wafer, compared to conventional
worst-case design.
5. All the presented algorithms and the formal models have been implemented
in C++ in the publicly available SDF For Free (SDF3 ) tool-kit [72, 81].
9
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2
Formal Modeling

To analyze the performance of an application mapped to a multi-processor platform at design time, a model of computation is required. The model needs to
capture the application, the platform and the mapping of the application to the
platform. The impact of process variation on the hardware resources (i.e. processing elements, routers, network interfaces and links) in the platform also needs
to be captured in the model. This chapter introduces the formal models that
are used throughout this thesis. We start by defining a hardware multi-processor
platform as a platform graph. We present how the modeling of variation in the
maximum supported frequency of hardware resources due to process variation is
performed. Based on this variation, a characterization of the platform graph in
terms of possible clock-frequency sets for processing elements and the interconnect
is performed. The methodology to compute the probability that the processing
elements and the interconnect are operated at a certain set of clock frequencies
is presented. Later, an SDF model of a streaming application, named a resourceaware application graph, is introduced. This model is unaware of the binding of
application actors to processing elements, and is hence decoupled from hardware
variation. Finally, we define another SDF model of the application, coined as
a bound application graph. This graph captures the binding of a resource-aware
application graph to a platform graph. We describe how resource allocation is
modeled in a bound application graph. This model is used to perform timing
analysis of the mapped application. While a resource-aware application graph
describes performance in terms of execution time in cycles, the essence of a bound
application graph is that it considers performance in terms of execution time in
seconds. This allows us to take process-induced variation in the frequency of processing elements into account. The presented techniques are general and apply to

Chapter 2. Formal Modeling

any system that implements the models described in this chapter. Examples of
such systems are CoMPSoC [25], CA-MPSoC [73], DaedalusRT [5], MAMPS [34],
and systems by NXP [59] and STE / Ericsson [84].

2.1

Platform graph

The template of a hardware multi-processor platform used in this thesis and referred to as a platform graph is illustrated in Figure 2.1. It consists of generic
processing elements, such as processors, DSPs, or hardware accelerators, connected to each other by a network on chip (NoC), later referred in this thesis as
an interconnect. Processing elements are denoted by pe. We assume an arbitrary
topology interconnect, which consists of routers, denoted by rt, network interfaces,
denoted by ni, and unidirectional links, denoted by lk. Routers are connected to
each other and to network interfaces by links. The interconnect provides lossless
and ordered data transmission. Each processing element is connected to a single
network interface in the interconnect. It is assumed that the network interfaces
sit close to processing elements, and that the connections between processing
elements and network interfaces do not introduce any delay. The path from a
network interface to another network interface in the interconnect is referred to
as a connection. A connection provides a certain maximum bandwidth (in bytes
per cycle) assuming that all resources on the connection are reserved. It also has
a certain hop count, given by the number of routers on the path. For constructing
a connection model in an application SDF graph, presented later in Section 2.5.1,
we require that any arbitration point in a connection can be modeled as a latency
rate server [78], independent of other connections. Note that any starvation free
arbitration can be modeled by a latency rate server. Examples of interconnects
that fulfill these requirements are [21, 26, 27, 32, 39, 50, 70, 77, 83, 89, 90, 92]. In this
thesis we assume a time-division multiplexing (TDM) arbitration policy (although
other arbitration policies can be used). The arbitration for the shared router network is performed in network interfaces, which packetize the transactions from the
processing elements and inject them into the router network as flow control digits
(flits). All network interfaces in the interconnect have the same slot table size (in
number of slots). The injection of flits, regulated by the TDM tables, is done such
that no two flits ever arrive at the same link at the same time. Therefore, the
flits are forwarded without arbitration in the interconnect. Resource reservation
on a connection is performed by allocating a number of slots in the TDM slot
table. This provides a certain minimum bandwidth and maximum latency on the
connection, as described in more details in Section 2.5.1. Network-on-chips that
provide the described properties are Æthereal [26], Aelite [27], dAElite [77], Nostrum [50], SoCBUS [92], SurfNoC [89], and NoCs given in [70], [90], [21] and [83].
We formally define an interconnect in Definition 1. We refer to a processing element, a router, a network interface and a link in a platform graph as a (hardware)
resource . As such, the union of the sets of processing elements, routers, network
12
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interfaces and links represents the set of all resources in the platform graph (Definition 2). The multi-processor platform is given by a globally asynchronous,
locally synchronous (GALS) architecture [48], where the processing elements and
the interconnect are partitioned into voltage-frequency islands (VFI). The interconnect is placed in an separate VFI, and thus the resources in the interconnect
belong to that island. The set of voltage frequency islands is denoted by FI. Communication between the processing elements and the interconnect is accomplished
by means of mixed-clock first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffers, which are part of network interfaces. In Figure 2.1, the separation between clock domains is shown by
the dotted lines. A clock-generation unit (CGU) that provides a set of discrete
clock-frequency levels, is dedicated to each voltage-frequency island. The formal
definition of a platform graph gp is given in Definition 3. The set of all platform
graphs is denoted by GP. The multi-processor platform depicted in Figure 2.1 is
partitioned into three islands, namely fi1 and fi2 comprising processing elements
pe1 and pe2 , respectively, and fi3 consisting of the interconnect.

fi3

pe1

fi2

ni1

pe2

ni2
lk1

rt1

lk3
rt2

lk2

interconnect

fi1

Figure 2.1: The template of a multi-processor platform consisting of processing elements
connected to each other by an interconnect. The processing elements and the interconnect are
placed in different voltage-frequency islands. The separation between clock domains is shown
by the dotted lines.

Definition 1. (Interconnect) An interconnect noc is a 6-tuple hRT, NI, LK, η, sztb ,
szfl i consisting of a set RT of routers, a set NI of network interfaces, a set LK of
links connecting routers and network interfaces in an arbitrary topology, a TDM
slot table size sztb (in number of slots) for all network interfaces, a flit size szfl
(in bytes), a function η(nii , nij ), which for a connection from a network interface
nii ∈ NI to a network interface nij ∈ NI (nii 6= nij ) returns a tuple hβ, Ψi with β
the maximum bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) assuming that all slots in the TDM
table are reserved, and Ψ the number of hops.
Definition 2. (Set of resources) The set R of resources is the union of the sets
PE of processing elements, RT of routers, NI of network interfaces, and LK of
13
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links in a platform graph, and is defined as
R = PE ∪ RT ∪ NI ∪ LK

(2.1)

Definition 3. (Platform graph) A platform graph gp is a 5-tuple hPE, noc, FI, ψ, χi
consisting of a set PE of processing elements, an interconnect noc, a set of voltagefrequency islands FI, a function ψ(fi) : FI → P(R), which for each voltagefrequency island fi ∈ FI returns the set Rfi ∈ R of resources belonging to the island, and a function χ(pe) : PE → FI, which for each processing element pe ∈ PE
returns the voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI to which the processing element belongs. Each processing element pe ∈ PE is connected to a single network interface
ni ∈ NI in the interconnect noc.

2.2

Variation in hardware resources

In this section, we present the modeling of the impact of manufacturing process
variation in the maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources in a platform graph. Manufacturing process variation can be classified into die-to-die and
within-die variations. Die-to-die variation, also referred to as global variation,
acts globally on the entire chip die, affecting parameters of all devices (i.e. transistors) and wires on the die identically. Global variation is seen between dies
within a wafer and between dies of different wafers (due to wafer-to-wafer variation); therefore, overall global variation presumes multiple wafers. In contrast,
within-die variation, also known as local variation, affects parameters of devices
on the same die differently. It can be classified into systematic and random components. Systematic local variation exhibits spatial correlation, such that nearby
devices possess similar parameter values due to high correlation, which dies out
quickly at the level of devices on a die, as a function of distance [22]. While the
parameter correlation between adjacent devices on a die is high, the correlation
between larger adjacent logic blocks on a die, such as a processing element, is typically much lower. Furthermore, measurements performed by Pang et al. [64, 65]
show no significant spatial correlation at 45 nm technology, in contrast to 90 nm
technology. This is partially because random local variation, which is purely random from device to device, has more than doubled at 45 nm technology whereas
systematic local variation has decreased. For simplicity, we assume zero correlation between maximum supported frequencies of processing elements, routers,
network interfaces and links in a chip due to local variation. An extension of the
models presented in this section, such that correlation between maximum supported frequencies can be specified, is one of the possible future works of this
thesis. It has been shown that a normal distribution is a good fit for modeling the
impact of global and local manufacturing process variations [13, 64]. We, therefore, use normal distributions to model the impact of global and local process
14
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variations in the maximum supported frequency of resources in a platform graph.
We thus proceed by presenting the models.

2.2.1

Global variation

To model the impact of global variation, we describe the maximum supported
frequency of each hardware resource r ∈ R in a platform graph gp by a random
variable fgr distributed normally with µrg mean and σgr standard deviation. To
denote that fgr is normally distributed, the notation fgr = N (µrg , (σgr )2 ) is used.
Global variation affects the maximum supported frequency of all hardware resources on a chip die identically. This results in equally faster or equally slower
resources on each manufactured die. Therefore, we can say that the correlation
r
between (fgri , fg j ) for any ri , rj ∈ R is equal to 1. Additionally, the standard
deviation to mean ratio (σgr /µrg ) is the same for all resources. The Probability
Density Function (PDF) of a normally distributed random variable x = N (µ, σ 2 )
is given by Equation (2.2). The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of
x = N (µ, σ 2 ) is computed by Equation (2.3), where Φ(x) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution N (0, 12 ) (Equation 2.4). The CDF θ(x0 , µ, σ) represents
the probability that the random variable x takes on a value less than or equal to
x0 . Equations (2.2) and (2.4) can be used to compute the PDF and the CDF of
fgr = N (µrg , (σgr )2 ).
(x−µ)
1
√ · e− 2σ2
σ 2π


x−µ
θ(x, µ, σ) = Φ
σ

φ(x, µ, σ) =

1
Φ(x) = √ ·
2π

Zx

e(t

2

/2)

dt

(2.2)
(2.3)

(2.4)

−∞

2.2.2

Local variation

Let us assume that a hardware resources has a certain maximum supported frequency fgr = f0 due to global variation. The impact of local variation on the
maximum supported frequency of the resource is overlaid on f0 . We thus introduce a normally distributed random variable flr = N (f0 − δ r , (σlr )2 ) to model
the impact of local variation on the maximum supported frequency of a hardware
resource with respect to a global frequency value fgr = f0 of the resource. Here,
σlr is the standard deviation and δ r models a reduction in mean frequency of
the hardware resource. Processing elements often contain multiple critical paths.
The frequency of a processing element is decided by the slowest critical path. The
probability that at least one of the critical paths is slowed down due to variation
is higher than the probability that a single path is slowed down. This results in
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a mean frequency reduction, as shown by Bowman et al. in [13]. Links contain
multiple wires, which has a similar impact on the mean frequency as in processing
elements. The reduction for links has been shown experimentally by Hernandez
et al. in [29]. In the same paper it is shown that the reduction in mean frequency
is negligible for routers. We make a similar assumption of a negligible mean
frequency reduction for network interfaces. As we assume no spatial correlation
between the variation in maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources
r
due to local process variation, the covariance between (flri , fl j ) for any ri , rj ∈ R
is equal to zero. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example PDF of fgr for a processing
element with µrg = 300 MHz and σgr = 12 MHz. The same figure shows the PDFs
of flr with respect to f0 = (µrg + k · σgr ) for (k = −1, 0, 1), where δ r = 15 MHz and
σlr = 10 MHz; these numbers are representative for 45 nm technology nodes, as
the measurements in [64] show.

Probability density

0.045

fgr
flr
flr
flr
fr

0.03

= N (µrg , σgr )
= N (µrg - σgr - δ r , σlr )
= N (µrg - δ r , σlr )
= N (µrg + σgr - δ r , σlr )
= (µr , σ r )

0.015

240

260

280

300

Frequency (MHz)

320

340

360

Figure 2.2: fgr PDF (due to global variation) for a processing element with µrg = 300 MHz,
σgr = 12 MHz; flr PDFs (due to local variation) with respect to fgr = 273, 285 and 297 MHz,
δ r = 15 MHz, σlr = 10 MHz; combined PDF of f r is the convolution of PDFs of fgr and flr .

To describe the maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource by a
single distribution, global and local distributions are combined by convolution, as
given by Equation (2.5). Using this equation, the convolution for arbitrary distributions can be derived. However, as explained before, global and local variations
in the maximum-supported frequency of a resource are modeled by means of normal distributions. It is known that the convolution of two normal distributions is
also a normal distribution with added means and variances. Therefore, the maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource due to both global and local
variations is described by a normally distributed random variable given by Equation (2.6). The combined distribution for the example described in Figure 2.2 is
shown in the figure.
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Z∞
φcv (f ) =

φ(x, µrg , σgr ) ∗ φ(f − x, 0, σlr )) dx

(2.5)

−∞

f r = N (µrg − δ r , σgr

2.3

2

2

2

+ (σlr ) ) = N (µr , (σ r ) )

(2.6)

Clock-frequency characterization

From an implementation perspective, all clock-generation units, associated with
voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph, provide only a set of discrete clockfrequency levels. The selection of a set of clock-frequency levels for a voltagefrequency island is based on the variation in the maximum supported frequencies
of hardware resources belonging to the island. It is performed in the following way. In a general case, a voltage-frequency island is comprised of multiple
hardware resources (either processing elements or interconnect resources). Each
resource is characterized by a combined distribution of its maximum supported
frequency, reflecting both global and local process variations (Equation (2.5)).
For the purpose of clock-frequency selection, we consider only the frequency range
within three standard deviations from mean (i.e. µr ± 3σ r ) in the distributions.
The probability of the maximum supported frequency being outside the range of
three standard deviations is only 0.3%. Considering the range outside the three
standard deviations, and thus providing clock-frequency levels in a wider range,
will result in a lower number of clock frequencies in the range of three standard
deviations (for the same number of levels). This can result in a performance
degradation in manufactured chips, as the gap between the actual maximum supported frequency and the clock frequency a resource is operated will be larger for
99.7% of the resources. Figure 2.3 illustrates example combined distributions for
the range of three standard deviations for two hardware resources belonging to
the same island. We assume that the combined distributions can be in any arbitrary positioning with respect to each other. The clock frequency of an island is
limited by the slowest resource belonging the island. Considering all resources in
a voltage-frequency island, we identify the frequency given by the lowest positive
three standard deviations from mean (i.e. µr + 3σ r ) in the combined distributions. In Figure 2.3, this frequency is shown by fhigh . Similarly, the frequency
given by the lowest negative three standard deviations is derived, as shown by
flow in Figure 2.3. Once the frequencies flow and fhigh are identified, the clockfrequency levels are selected in the range given by (fhigh − flow ). In principle,
clock-frequency levels in the range (fhigh − flow ) can be selected in any arbitrary
way. The policy of selection does not affect the rest of the methodology in this
thesis. We choose to select the clock-frequency levels equidistantly, as formally
defined in Definition 4. Figure 2.3 illustrates how five equidistant clock-frequency
levels are obtained for the given example.
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Definition 4. (Clock-frequency levels) A set of n equidistant clock-frequency levels available to a voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI in a platform graph gp ∈ GP,
where ψ(fi) hardware resources belong to fi, is given by c(gp, fi, n) : GP × FI × N →
P(R+ ), and is defined as
c(gp, fi, n) = {flow + (k − 1) ·
where
flow

=

fhigh

=

(fhigh − flow )
| k = 1, 2, .., n}
n

(2.7)

min (µr − 3σ r )
r∈ψ(fi)

min (µr + 3σ r )
r∈ψ(fi)

0.06

f r1 = N (µr1 , σr1 )
f r2 = N (µr2 , σr2 )
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Figure 2.3: An example showing how equidistant clock-frequency levels are selected for a
voltage-frequency island comprising two hardware resources.

Given that each voltage-frequency island can be operated at any clock-frequency
level in the set c(gp, fi, n), for a set FI of islands in a platform graph, there are
multiple possible combinations of clock-frequency levels. An instance of clockfrequency levels for all islands in a platform graph is captured in a chip-frequency
vector, denoted by fc, and is an M-dimensional vector for M islands (Definition 5).
Each element in fc represents a clock-frequency level fclk ∈ c(gp, fi, n) for a corresponding island fi ∈ FI. The set of all possible chip-frequency vectors is obtained
by the Cartesian product of individual sets c(gp, fi, n) (Definition 6).
Definition 5. (Chip-frequency vector) A chip-frequency vector for a set FI of
voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph gp specifies a clock frequency fclk
from the set c(gp, fi, n) for every island fi ∈ FI, and is given by fc(fi) : FI → R+ .
Definition 6. (All chip-frequency vectors) The set of all possible chip-frequency
vectors for a set FI of voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph gp is given by
Y
FC =
c(gp, fi, n)
(2.8)
fi∈FI
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Each chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC is associated with a probability, which is
the probability that voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph are operated
at the particular clock-frequency levels specified by fc. From probability theory,
it is known that the joint probability of independent events equals the product of
their individual probabilities. However, due to the correlated global variation in
hardware resources in a platform graph, frequencies described by random variables
f r are not independent. On the other hand, resource frequencies described by
random variables flr are independent, as we assume no spatial correlation for
local variation. For this reason, the joint probability of a chip-frequency vector
fc is represented as a sum of components. Each component is the joint local
probability, which is the probability that the islands are operated at the particular
clock-frequency levels based on local distributions with respect to global frequency
values of resources corresponding to a chip-level global variation. To simplify the
computation of global frequency values of resources corresponding to a chip-level
global variation, we introduce a base hardware resource, denoted by rb , which
is chosen arbitrarily among hardware resource in the platform graph. Given an
absolute global frequency value fgrb = f0 of a base hardware resource, the global
frequency values of any resource r ∈ R is given by f0 · (µrg /µrgb ), where µrgb and
µrg are the global mean frequencies of hardware resources rb and r, respectively.
We proceed by explaining how the probability that an island is operated at a
clock frequency with respect to a global frequency value of the base resource is
computed. In a general case, an island consists of multiple hardware resources.
The clock frequency of the island is decided based on the slowest resource in the
island. To compute probability that the island is operated at a clock frequency
fclk , the probability that the maximum supported frequency of all hardware resources in the island is higher than fclk need to be considered. This is given by the
product of probabilities (1 − θ(fclk , µrl , σlr ) for all hardware resources belonging to
the island. Definition 7 defines the CDF of the minimum of maximum supported
frequencies of hardware resources in an island; the CDF θm (x0 , vfi, f0 ) represents
the probability that the minimum of the maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources takes on a value lower than x0 with respect to an absolute global
frequency value fgrb = f0 of the base hardware resource rb .
Definition 7. (Cumulative distribution of minimum) The CDF of the minimum
of maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources r ∈ ψ(fi) belonging to a
voltage-frequency island fi in a platform graph gp ∈ GP is given by θm (gp, x, fi, f0 ) :
GP × R+ × FI × R+ → R+ , and is defined as
θm (gp, x, fi, f0 ) = 1 −

Y

(1 − θ(x, µrl , σlr ))

(2.9)

r∈ψ(fi)

where µrl is the mean of the normally distributed random variable flr , and is
computed with respect to an absolute global frequency value fgrb = f0 of the base
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hardware resource rb ∈ R by
µrl = f0 ·

µrg
− δr
µrgb

Depending on the maximum supported frequency of hardware resources in a
voltage-frequency island, each island is operated at the highest possible clockfrequency level. Let us consider the CDF of the minimum of frequencies of
hardware resources in an island, shown in Figure 2.4. The plot is given with
respect to an arbitrary global frequency value f0 of the base hardware resource.
4
5
4
For any actual x in the range (fclk
, fclk
], the island is operated at fclk
. The
4
5
probability of x being in the interval (fclk , fclk ] is computed by the difference
5
4
(θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 ) − θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )). Similarly, the probability that the island
5
5
is operated at fclk is given by (1 − θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )). This is formally defined in
Definition 8.
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Figure 2.4: An example illustration of how the probability that an island is operated at a
particular clock frequency is computed.

Definition 8. (Probability of clock frequency) The probability that a voltagefrequency island fi ∈ FI in a platform graph gp ∈ GP is operated at a clock frei+1
i
1
n
i
quency fclk
for a set {fclk
, · · · , fclk
} of clock-frequency levels, where fclk
< fclk
,
rb
with respect to a global frequency value fg = f0 of the base hardware resource
i
rb ∈ R is given by pf(gp, fclk
, fi, f0 ) : GP × R+ × FI × R+ → R+ , and is defined as

i
pf(gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )

(
i+1
i
, fi, f0 ) − θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )
θm (gp, fclk
=
i
1 − θm (gp, fclk , fi, f0 )
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The probability of a chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC for a set FI of voltagefrequency islands, with respect to a global frequency value f0 of the base hardware
resource, is computed by the product of individual probabilities pf(gp, fc(fi), fi, f0 )
and the probability of the global frequency value. This is formally defined in
Definition 9.
Definition 9. (Local probability of fc) The probability of a chip-frequency vector
fc ∈ FC for a set FI of voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph gp ∈ GP,
with respect to a global frequency value fgrb = f0 of the base hardware resource
rb ∈ R, is given by p(gp, fc, f0 ) : GP × FC × R+ → R+ , and is defined as
p(gp, fc, f0 ) = φ(f0 , µrgb , σgrb ) ·

Y

pf(gp, fc(fi), fi, f0 )

(2.11)

fi∈FI

The overall probability of a chip-frequency vector fc is obtained by adding
the joint local probabilities for all global frequency values in the range of three
standard deviations from mean for the base hardware resource, as defined in
Definition 10.
Definition 10. (Probability of fc) The probability of a chip-frequency vector
fc ∈ FC in a platform graph gp ∈ GP is given by pc(gp, fc) : GP × FC → R+ ,
and is defined as
pc(gp, fc) =

X

p(gp, fc, f0 )

(2.12)

f0 ∈I

where
I = [µrgb − 3σgrb , µrgb + 3σgrb ]

2.4

Resource-aware application graph

We model best-effort and real-time streaming applications by means of Synchronous Data-Flow (SDF) graphs [36]. An SDF graph provides a good compromise between expressiveness, modeling ease, analysis potential and implementation efficiency. With an SDF model, an application is captured by a directed
graph, where the nodes, called actors, represent computation, communication or
storage; actors communicate with each other by sending streams of data elements,
called tokens, over their edges. This is similar to the constructs used in domainspecific languages for streaming applications, such as StreamIt [2]. We denote the
set of all actors as A, and formally define an SDF graph in Definition 11.
Definition 11. (SDF graph) An SDF graph sdfg is a 3-tuple hA, D, P i consisting
of a set A of actors, a set D = A2 of dependency edges and a set P of ports. Each
dependency edge has a number of initial tokens, given by ξ(d) : D → N0 . Each
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actor a ∈ A is associated with input and output ports, where each port pt ∈ P
is associated with a rate rate(pt) : P → N+ . The source of a dependency edge
d ∈ D is an output port of an actor, and the destination of a dependency edge is
an input port of an actor. Each port of each actor is connected to a single edge,
and each edge is connected to ports of actors.
Figure 2.5 illustrates an example SDF model of an H.263 encoder application.
It consists of five actors connected to each other by seven dependency edges.
Edges d3 , d6 and d7 each contain one initial token, illustrated by black dots in
the figure. The execution of an actor is called a firing. An actor fires when it has
sufficient number of tokens on each of its input ports, as specified by port rates
rate(pt). The port rates are shown near the channel ends in Figure 2.5. When
an actor fires it removes the number of tokens from all its input edges and at the
end of the firing (after its execution), it produces a number of tokens on each
output port, as given by its output port rates. The sequence of actor firings that
restores the initial configuration of the graph (the initial distribution of tokens on
dependency edges d ∈ D) is termed an iteration. During a single iteration of the
graph, each actor can fire multiple times. This is determined by the port rates of
actors, and is captured by the repetition vector of the graph (Definition 12).
Definition 12. (Repetition vector) A repetition vector of an SDF graph sdfg
specifies the number of times each actor a ∈ A fires during a single iteration, and
is given by κ : A → N, such that for each dependency edge d ∈ D from an actor
ds
ai ∈ A to actor an aj ∈ A, i 6= j, rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(ai ) = rate(ptd ) · κ(aj ), where
sr
ds
ptd ∈ P and ptd ∈ P , are the source and destination ports of the dependency
edge, respectively.
Motion est.
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Figure 2.5: An example SDF model of an H.263 encoder.

An SDF graph is called consistent if it has a repetition vector such that for all
a ∈ A, κ(a) > 0. If an SDF graph is not consistent, it requires unbounded memory
for storing data tokens [37]. Deadlock freedom is also an important property of an
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SDF graph. If an SDF graph is not free of deadlock, the actors cannot fire due to
insufficient initial tokens on the cycles of the graph. In this thesis, only consistent
and deadlock-free SDF graphs are considered. The repetition vector of the SDF
graph shown in Figure 2.5 is equal to h1, 99, 1, 1, 99i for actors ha1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 i,
respectively. Therefore, the SDF graph is consistent (and deadlock free).
When mapping an application described by an SDF graph to a multi-processor
platform, the minimum throughput requirement (in iterations per second) of the
application (for real-time applications) and information on resource requirements
of the application must be known. Such information includes the number of clock
cycles each actor requires to finish its execution on a processing element, for all
processing elements to which the actor can be bound (Definition 13), the buffer
space (in number of tokens) assigned to each dependency edge for storing the data
tokens produced by actors (in a real implementation these buffers can be allocated
in local memories of processing elements), and the size (in bytes) of data tokens
sent across each dependency edge. After the actors in an application are bound
to the processing elements in a multi-processor platform, dependency edges may
be allocated to connections in the interconnect (i.e. if two actors connected by
a dependency edge are bound to different tiles). To reserve resources on the
interconnect, additional information on the minimum bandwidth (in bytes per
cycle) required by dependency edges has to be known. We formally define an
SDF model of an application, called a resource-aware application graph (ga) that
includes the described information in Definition 14. The set of all resource-aware
application graphs is denoted by GA. Note that, a resource-aware application
graph states the resource requirements, but does not include the binding of actors
to processing elements and dependency edges to connections in the interconnect.
Definition 13. (Execution cycles) The number of cycles required to execute an
actor a ∈ A on a processing element pe ∈ PE to which it can can be bound is
given by ec(a, pe) : A × PE → N.
Definition 14. (Resource-aware application graph) A resource-aware application
graph ga is a 4-tuple hsdfg, treq , ec, ωi consisting of an SDF graph sdfg, a minimum throughput requirement treq for real-time applications, the function ec(a, pe)
that assigns each actor a ∈ A with execution cycles for the subset of processing
elements in the set PE that a can be bound to, and a function ω(d), which for
each dependency edge d ∈ D returns a 3-tuple hszd , βdrq , αd i with szd the size of the
data token (in bytes) sent across the dependency edge, βdrq the required bandwidth
(in bytes per cycle), and αd the buffer space (in number of tokens) assigned to the
dependency edge.
In this thesis, the buffer space (in number of tokens) assigned for storing
data tokens produced by actors on each dependence edge is fixed throughout the
experiments. It is not a relevant parameter for the scope of this thesis, and the
impact of it on the throughput of an SDF graph has been previously explored by
Stuijk et al. in [80]. In this work, we limit the constraining of the throughput due
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to insufficient buffer space as follows. The buffer space αd (in number of tokens)
assigned to a dependency edge d ∈ D is given by Equation (2.13), where rate(ptsr
d )
is the rate of the source port of the edge and κ(asr ) is the number of times the
sr
source actor fires in an iteration. As such, the term rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(a ) represents
the number of tokens produced on the edge in a single iteration. Because of
possible overlapping of multiple iterations (i.e. multiple iterations being active at
sr
the same point in time), a higher number of tokens than rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(a ) can be
produced on the edge. For this reason, a buffer space twice larger than the term
sr
rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(a ) is assigned to each dependency edge to limit the constraining of
the throughput due to insufficient buffer space.
sr
αd = 2 · rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(a )

(2.13)

The required bandwidth βdrq (in bytes per cycle) for a dependency edge d ∈ D
in a resource-aware application graph ga is estimated by Equation (2.14), where
tαd is the throughput (in iterations per cycle) of the resource-aware application
graph with the specified αd buffer space for each dependency edge. The first
three terms give the number of bytes that are produced on the edge and thus
must be sent across a connection in the interconnect during a single iteration.
The product of these terms and the throughput tαd represents the number of
bytes produced on the edge in a single cycle. Note that the throughput tαd is
evaluated on the resource-aware application graph assuming that only a single
execution of each actor is allowed at the same point in time, as described in more
details in Section 2.5.1. The throughput of the application when it is mapped
to a multi-processor platform may be lower than tαd due to resource sharing and
communication delays. As such, the throughput tαd is simply used to derive
an estimated required bandwidth (independent of mapping) that is not overly
pessimistic. The derived required bandwidth is later used to model the latency
for sending data tokens across the interconnect in the bound application SDF
graph, as described in Section 2.5.1.
sr
βdrq = rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(a ) · szd · tαd

(2.14)

Note that actors are non-blocking pieces of code. Therefore, execution times in
cycles can be determined on a processor in isolation, and no complete mapping of
the application to the hardware platform is necessary. For real-time applications,
execution cycles can be derived using Worst-Case Execution-Time (WCET) estimation tools, such as given in [93]. For best effort applications, typical execution
times can be obtained by simulations.

2.5

Bound application graph

In the previous section, we introduced a resource-aware application graph, consisting of an SDF model of an application that includes information on the execution
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cycles of actors on processing elements, the size of data tokens communicated
between actors, the required bandwidth of dependency edges, the buffer space
assigned to each dependency edge, and the minimum throughput requirement for
real-time applications. When implementing the application on a multi-processor
platform, designers need to make choices on mapping of application actors to processing elements and thus dependency edges to connections in the interconnect,
reserving resources on the connections, and scheduling of actors on the same processing element. Once these decisions have been made, a new SDF model, coined
as a bound application graph, that captures these decisions is constructed, such
that it can be used to perform timing analysis of the system. While a resourceaware application graph describes performance in terms of execution time in cycles, the essence of a bound application graph is that it considers performance in
terms of execution time in seconds. This allows us to take process-induced variation in the frequency of processing elements into account. This section details
how a bound application graph is constructed.

2.5.1

Modeling resource allocation

We start by capturing the binding of the resource-aware application graph to
the platform graph. We assume that each actor can be bound to a number of
processing elements from the set PE, as given by Definition 15. Therefore, there
are multiple bindings of a set A of actors to a set PE of processing elements. The
set of all possible bindings is obtained by the Cartesian product of the individual
sets of possible bindings (Definition 16).
Definition 15. (Actor bindings) The function ba(a) : A → P(PE) \ ∅ returns the
set of processing elements to which an actor a ∈ A can be bound.
Definition 16. (Binding) The set B of all possible actor to processing element
bindings is given as
Y
B=
ba(a)
(2.15)
a∈A

A given binding of actors to processing elements is captured in a binding
vector, denoted by b, and is an N-dimensional vector for N actors (Definition 17).
Each element in b specifies the processing element to which each actor is bound.
For example, let us assume that the resource-aware application graph shown in
Figure 2.5 is mapped to a multi-processor platform comprising two processing
elements; a2 , a3 are bound to pe1 and a1 , a4 , a5 are bound to pe2 . This is given
in a binding vector ha1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 i → hpe2 , pe1 , pe1 , pe2 , pe2 i.
Definition 17. (Binding vector) A binding vector for a set A of actors specifies
the processing element pe ∈ PE to which each actor a ∈ A is bound, and is given
by b(a) : A → PE.
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For a given binding vector b, the execution cycles ec(a, pe) of each actor a ∈ A is
known from Definition 13. The execution time et(gp, a, pe) in seconds is obtained
by the division of ec(a, pe) by the clock frequency fc(χ(b(a))) of the voltagefrequency island to which the processing element belongs (Definition 18).
Definition 18. (Execution time) The execution time (in seconds) of an actor
a ∈ A on a processing element pe ∈ PE, which belongs to a voltage-frequency island
χ(b(a)) operated at a clock frequency fc(χ(b(a))) in a platform graph gp ∈ GP, is
given by et(gp, a, pe) : GP × A × PE → R+ , and is defined as
et(gp, a, pe) =

ec(a, pe)
fc(χ(b(a)))

(2.16)

In this thesis, we assume that only a single execution of an actor on a processing element at the same point in time is allowed. In an SDF graph, this is
modeled by adding a self edge with a single initial token and with rates equal to
one on source and destination ports on all actors, as shown in Figure 2.6a. This
prohibits an execution to start before the previous execution has finished.
Now we proceed by discussing how buffers with a finite capacity are modeled
in an SDF graph. In a real implementation, a buffer space needs to be assigned
to each dependency edge in an SDF graph for storing the data tokens produced
by actors (tasks). These buffers can be allocated in local memories of processing
elements. Thus, an actor can only fire when sufficient space is available in the
buffer to which the actor writes data. Figure 2.6b illustrates two actors ai and aj ,
connected to each other by a dependency edge d with port rates (rate(ptsr
d ) = q)
sr
ds
and (rate(ptds
d ) = o), where ptd and ptd are the source and destination ports of
the dependency edge, respectively. The FIFO buffer is illustrated by the dotted
rectangle, and is assumed to have a size αd (in number of tokens), as given by
function ω(d) in the resource-aware application graph. There can also be a number
of initial data tokens stored in the buffer, shown as ξ(d). When actor ai fires, it
produces q data tokens, which have to be stored before they are consumed by aj .
We use the approach in [67] to model the buffer space available to dependency
edges in an SDF graph. Figure 2.6c shows how the available buffer space to the
dependency edge d of the example shown in Figure 2.6b is modeled in the graph.
For this, a backward edge db from aj to ai is added with (αd − ξ(d)) initial tokens
ds
ds
sr
on the edge, for which (rate(ptsr
db ) = rate(ptd )) and (rate(ptdb ) = rate(ptd ))
ds
hold, where ptsr
db and ptdb are the source and destination ports of the edge db ,
respectively. The size o the FIFO buffer is αd , ξ(d) models the number of initial
tokens in the buffer and (αd − ξ(d)) models the available space in the buffer.
Token consumption from the edge db can be seen as claiming space in the buffer for
writing the data tokens. Token production on db can be seen as freeing space in the
buffer. Note that self edges do not require buffer space in a real implementation,
as they only model the absence of multiple executions of a task at the same point
in time. Modeling constructs similar to the ones described in this paragraph are
also used by Stuijk et al. in [79].
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Figure 2.6: Modeling resource allocation in an SDF graph.

Connection model
Now we consider how to model latency of data communication across a connection
in the interconnect in an SDF graph. In Figure 2.6c, the latency for sending date
tokens across the dependency edge d equals zero. We assume that this is the case
when two actors are bound to the same processing element, as they communicate
through a shared local memory. However, when two actors are bound to different
processing elements, the dependency edge that connects the actors is bound to
a connection in the interconnect. In this scenario, the interconnect introduces
latency for sending a data token across the connection. The following discussion
describes how a connection model that considers the interconnect architecture is
constructed in an SDF graph. As detailed in Section 2.1, we require that any arbitration point in a connection can be modeled as a latency rate server, independent
of other connections. More specifically, we use a TDM-based arbitration with a
single arbitration point in a connection at the network interface. Therefore, the
connection model includes only a single latency rate component. The connection
model used in this thesis is shown in Figure 2.7. It assumes the SDF graph of
Figure 2.6c, where actors ai and aj are bound to different processing elements,
and thus, the dependency edge d is bound to a connection in an interconnect. The
execution time of actor al captures the maximum latency a data token can ever
experience in a connection. The actor does not have a self edge with an initial
token on it. This ensures that the latency can be experienced my multiple tokens
at the same time; as such, the model captures pipelining between data tokens.
ds
The edge dds
b , with αd initial tokens on it, models the buffer space at the destination tile. As such, actor al fires only when sufficient tokens are available on the
edge, corresponding to a data transaction being initiated only when buffer space
is available at the destination processing element. The execution time of the actor
can be broken down to two different components: slot table injection latency and
path latency. Data injection into the router network is regulated by the reserved
slots in the TDM table of a connection. The slot table injection latency depends
on the number of reserved slots. Based on the required bandwidth βdrq of a dependency edge d ∈ D, a number Λ of slots are reserved in the TDM table (with a
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size sztb ) of a connection, as shown in Equation (2.17), where β is the maximum
bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) of a connection from a network interface nii to a
network interface nij , i 6= j, given by the function η(nii , nij ) (Definition 3). The
bandwidth β assumes that all slots in the TDM table are reserved. The allocated
bandwidth βal (in bytes per cycle) is computed by Equation (2.18).
dsr
b

1

q
ai

(αdsr − ξ(d))

ξ(d) 1
q

1

al

1

1

aρ

1

o

1 1 1
αdds

aj
o

dds
b

Figure 2.7: SDF model of a connection in the interconnect.


Λ=

βdrq
· sztb
β


(2.17)

Λ
·β
(2.18)
sztb
The slot table injection latency not only depends on the number of reserved
slots, but also on the distance between them. In this thesis, we assume a continuous slot reservation strategy due to the simplicity of its analysis and implementation; this strategy is shown in Figure 2.8. With this strategy, in the worst-case
situation, a data token arrives right after the reserved Λ slots, resulting in a waiting time of a number (sztb −Λ) of slots. The slot table injection latency (in cycles)
is given by Equation (2.19), where szfl /β represents the latency (in cycles) of a
single slot. Note that other reservation strategies, such as distributed slot reservation, are possible. These strategies may give a lower service latency, but are
more difficult to analyze and implement.
βal =

sztb

Λ
Figure 2.8: Continuous slot reservation strategy in a TDM slot table.

Θtb = (sztb − Λ) ·
28

szfl
β

(2.19)
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The path latency depends on the number Ψ of hops, given by the function
η (Definition 3), and the pipelining depth αrt of the routers. In the case of
the Æthereal network, the pipelining depth of the routers is three, which is also
chosen in this thesis. The path latency (in cycles) is given by Equation (2.20).
Combining the path latency and the slot table injection latency, the execution
time (in seconds) of actor al is given by Equation (2.21).
Θhp = Ψ · αrt
etl (al ) =

(Θtb + Θhp )
fc(finoc )

(2.20)
(2.21)

Actor aρ bounds the rate at which data tokens are sent. With a self edge
and a single initial token on it, the execution time of the actor captures the time
it takes to serve a data token after an initial latency etl . The execution time
(in seconds), given an allocated bandwidth βal and a token size szd , is given by
sr
Equation (2.22). The edge dsr
b with (αd −ξ(d)) initial tokens models the available
buffer space at the source processing element. In this thesis, both αdsr and αdds
are chosen to be equal to αd /2. The presented connection model is similar to the
one given by Hansson et al. in [28]. Having presented the modeling of resource
allocation in the resource-aware application graph, a bound application graph gb
is formally defined in (Definition 19).
etρ (aρ ) =

szd /βal
fc(finoc )

(2.22)

Definition 19. (Bound application graph) A bound application graph gb is a
5-tuple hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc, i consisting of an SDF graph sdfg that models resource
allocation when the resource-aware application graph ga is mapped to the platform
graph gp, a binding vector b that specifies the processing element pe ∈ PE to which
each actor a ∈ A is bound, and a chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC that specifies the
clock-frequency of each voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI.

2.5.2

Throughput computation

Throughput is an important design metric in streaming applications. In the
context of an SDF graph, it quantifies the rate at which output data tokens are
produced. An example is frames per second for an H.263 decoder. There is a body
of work that addresses the problem of throughput computation for SDF graphs.
As proposed by Sundararajan et al. [75], the throughput of an SDF graph can be
computed by performing Maximum Cycle Mean (MCM) analysis on an equivalent
HSDF graph, which is a special case of an SDF graph with all rates associated
to ports equal to 1. This suggests that an SDF graph must be converted to an
equivalent HSDF graph. An algorithm for this conversion is given by the same
authors in [75]. The throughput of an HSDF graph is then given as 1 over the
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maximum cycle mean of the graph. The cycle mean of a cycle is the sum of
the execution times of actors on the cycle over the number of initial tokens in it.
Several algorithms to perform efficient MCM analysis have been proposed, and are
compared for run time and additional properties in [19]. However, the drawback
of computing the throughput based on an equivalent HSDF graph is that it can
be exponentially larger in size than the original SDF graph. This is decided
by the repetition vector of the graph. For example, the SDF model of an MP3
Playback application given in [91] consists of only four actors, while the number of
actors in an equivalent HSDF graph after conversion becomes 10601. Performing
throughput analysis on a large graph results in prohibitively high computation
times. For this reason, a different technique to compute the throughput directly on
an SDF graph has been proposed by Ghamarian et al. in [24]. The authors show
that the throughput of an SDF graph computed by their approach is equivalent
to 1 over the MCM of the corresponding HSDF graph. This technique is based on
the timed execution of an SDF graph, later being constructed with the following
principle. All actors that have sufficient data tokens on their input edges fire; the
execution of actors is captured by time transitions or increments (e.g. in seconds
or cycles). When an actor finishes its firing, it produces data tokens on its output
edges. This changes the token distribution on the edges in the graph, enabling
other actors (or the same actor) to fire. The distribution of data tokens on the
edges of the graph is termed state. After each firing of an actors, the state of the
graph is saved. The timed execution of the graph continues until a previously
visited or a recurrent state (i.e. distribution of tokens on the edges) is reached.
At this point, the periodic phase of the timed execution is found. Note that
throughput computation is usually restricted to strongly connected SDF graphs,
in which all actors can be reached from another actor in the graph. This is the
case in this thesis, as the back edges modeling the available buffer space make the
SDF graph strongly connected. Following the throughput computation approach
of timed execution, the throughput of a bound application graph is given by
Definition 20.
Definition 20. (Throughput) The throughput of a bound application graph gb is
defined as
τ (gb) =

τ (a)
κ(a)

(2.23)

where τ (a) is the throughput of an arbitrary actor a ∈ A, which is equal to
the average number of firings per second in the periodic part of the self-timed
execution of bound application graph gb, and κ is the repetition vector.
A tool called SDF For Free (SDF3 ) has been developed and is available for use
by research community [72, 81]. Besides being able to generate SDF graphs with
specified properties with support for visualization, SDF3 offers a library that can
be used to perform throughput computation based on timed execution of an SDF
graph. In this thesis, this library is used to perform throughput computation.
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2.5.3

Scheduling

Several actors of a resource-aware application graph are often allocated to the
same processing element. In this scenario, the firings of actors must be scheduled
on shared processing elements. In this thesis, the actors allocated to the same
processing element are scheduled with static-order scheduling spe , which specifies
a sequence of actor firings repeated infinitely. For an example binding vector
(a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 ) → (pe2 , pe1 , pe1 , pe2 , pe2 ), presented for the graph shown in Figure 2.5, the schedules for two processing elements can be spe1 = ((a2 )99 a3 )∗ and
spe2 = (a1 (a4 )99 a5 )∗ , where (ai )j specifies that ai fires j times, and ∗ indicates
that the schedule is repeated indefinitely.
Scheduling of SDF graphs on uni-processor systems was addressed by Bhattacharyya et al. [6]. They proposed a class of single appearance schedules, in
which each actor appears only once in the regular expression of a schedule. As
the authors demonstrate, the benefit of a single appearance schedule is the minimized program-code size, as no duplication of the software code implementing
the functionality of an actor is performed. Sundararajan et al. address scheduling of HSDF graphs on multi-processor systems in [75]. Using this approach on
an SDF graph requires conversion to an equivalent HSDF graph, which can be
exponentially larger in size, resulting in prohibitively high throughput computation times. To limit the increase in the graph size, clustering algorithms may
be used, as shown in [66]. With this approach, several actors in an SDF graph
are clustered into a single actor before conversion. The actors belonging to the
same cluster are then scheduled with uni-processor schedulers on the same processor. A scheduling policy for multi-processor systems working directly on SDF
graphs is proposed in [79]. When computing the throughput of an SDF graph
mapped to a multi-processor platform, the scheduling can be captured following
two approaches. The first approach is to model the schedules in the graph itself.
The work in [76] shows how static-order schedules can be modeled in an HSDF
graph. It is accomplished by adding additional edges in the graph, such that the
schedules (i.e. order of actor firings) is enforced. Following a similar approach,
static-order schedules can also be modeled directly in an SDF graph, as addressed
by Damavandpeyma et al. in [18]. In contrast to modeling schedules in HSDF
graphs, with this method, additional edges and also actors with zero execution
time are added in the SDF graph to enforce the actor firings according to the
schedule on a processor.
When computing the throughput of an SDF graph, the second approach to
capture scheduling between actors bound to the same processing element in a
multi-processor system is to account for them during the self-timed execution of
the SDF graph. This is demonstrated by Stuijk et al. in [79]. In this thesis, we use
this approach to construct and capture static-order scheduling for all processing
elements when computing the throughput of a bound application graph. An
intuitive explanation of the method is given as follows. During the construction
of the self-timed execution of the SDF graph, each time an actor is enabled for
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firing, it does not start its firing immediately. Instead, it is added to a ready list of
the processing element to which it is bound. When no other actor is firing on the
processing element, the actor is added to the schedule of the processing element
and starts firing. When a recurrent state is reached, a finite length schedule for
each processing element is constructed.

2.6

Summary

Formal models are required to perform design-time analysis and give timing
guarantees in a system with voltage-frequency islands, considering the impact
of process-induced variations. To this end, this chapter introduced the formal
models used throughput this thesis. We presented a multi-processor platform,
coined as a platform graph, consisting of multiple processing elements connected
to each other by an interconnect. The maximum supported frequency of the
hardware resources in a platform graph is given by normally distributed random
variables, capturing the impact of process-induced die-to-die and within-die variations. A methodology was presented to select a set of clock-frequency levels
provided to each voltage-frequency island based on the frequency variations in
hardware resources. We later characterized the platform graph with possible sets
of clock frequencies for the voltage-frequency islands. Based on process-induced
frequency variations, the probability that the voltage-frequency islands are operated at each set of clock frequencies was derived.
Following the introduction of a platform graph, we presented a general SDF
model of computation for performance (timing) analysis. Our main contribution lies in the separation of a resource-aware application graph and a bound
application graph. The resource-aware application graph uses clock cycles as the
basis for performance specification. Since variation affects the length of the clock
cycles, the resource-aware application graph is unaware of process-induced variations. The bound application graph captures the mapping of a resource-aware
application graph to a platform graph, where the maximum supported frequency
of hardware resources is affected by process variation. Therefore, the bound
application graph models the performance of an SDF application mapped on a
multi-processor platform considering the impact of process-induced variations.
We illustrated how buffers with a finite capacity, used for data communication,
and the latency for sending data tokens across a connection in an interconnect
are modeled in the bound application graph.
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3

In this chapter, we describe the requirements of best-effort, firm real-time and
soft real-time applications, and define a mapping optimization problem for each
of them in the presence of process-induced variations in the maximum supported
frequency of hardware resources in a multi-processor platform. For best-effort applications, we maximize the average throughput over all manufactured chips. The
optimization objective for firm real-time applications is to maximize the timing
yield, which is the percentage of manufactured chips that satisfy the minimum
throughput requirement of an application. For soft real-time applications, we
maximize the timing yield and/or reduce the average throughput degradation, as
the chips with a low degradation in the throughput can be used in this class of
applications. The optimization criteria for the different application classes are
summarized in Table 3.1.

3.1

Optimization problems

For the different application classes, we present single-binding and multiple-bindings
mapping approaches. With the single-binding mapping approach, the objective
is to find a binding at design time that results in an optimized objective function
for an application class. For example, the objective function for firm real-time
applications is the timing yield. With the multiple-bindings mapping approach, a
set of bindings are found and stored at design time, and based on the variation in
each manufactured chip, the right binding that satisfies the throughput requirement of the application (for real-time applications) or maximizes the throughput
(best-effort applications) is selected at a run-time configuration stage for each
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chip independently. We experimentally compare both mapping approaches in
Section 3.5.
Table 3.1: Optimization criteria for application classes

Average throughput
Timing yield
Average throughput degradation

3.2

Best-effort
√
–
–

Firm real-time

Soft real-time

–
√

–
√
√

–

Single-binding

With the single-binding mapping approach, a single binding is selected at design
time, such that the objective function for an application class (e.g. timing yield for
firm real-time applications) is optimized. As explained in Section 2.3, depending
on the maximum supported frequency of hardware resources in a platform graph,
each voltage-frequency island is operated at a particular clock frequency from the
set of frequency levels selected for the island. The clock frequencies for the overall
number of islands on the chip is given by a chip-frequency vector fc. The set of
all possible chip-frequency vectors for a chip is given by FC. With the singlebinding mapping approach, all manufactured chips that can have have different
chip-frequency vectors from the set FC have an identical binding. We proceed
by presenting the optimization criteria for the different application classes and
defining the single-binding optimization problem for each of them.

3.2.1

Best-effort applications

Best-effort applications do not have real-time performance requirements. Although there are no timing requirements set on the applications of this class,
high performance is preferred by the user. Our optimization objective for besteffort applications is hence to maximize the average throughput taken over all
manufactured chips.
For a given binding b ∈ B, the chips that have different chip-frequency vectors can have different throughputs. Figure 3.1 depicts the throughput τ (gb)
of a bound application graph gb = hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fci for different chip-frequency
vectors fc ∈ FC, given a fixed binding b ∈ B. With the single-binding mapping approach, the objective is to find a binding that maximizes the average throughput
tavg over all chip-frequency vectors (i.e. average throughput over all manufactured chips). This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Note that each chip-frequency
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vector fc ∈ FC, shown on the x-axis in Figure 3.1, is a vector specifying the
clock frequency of each voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI in the platform graph
gp. Therefore, the x-axis does not assume any increasing or decreasing ordering
of fc ∈ FC. Furthermore, the figures presented in this section do not represent
realistic applications, but are given for illustrative purposes; experiments on real
applications are presented in Section 3.5. For clarity, the throughput τ (gb) is
shown as a continuous curve, but is discrete in reality.

τ (gb) maximize t
avg
tavg

fc ∈ FC
Figure 3.1: Throughput against chip-frequency vector for a fixed binding.
throughput over all chip-frequency vectors is shown by the dotted line.

The average

The average throughput of a binding b ∈ B over all chip-frequency vectors
fc ∈ FC, where each chip-frequency vector has a probability-weight pc(gp, fc) is
given by Definition 21.
Definition 21. (Average throughput of a binding) The probability-weighted average throughput of a bound application graph gb = hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc, i over all
chip-frequency vectors fc ∈ FC, for a specified resource-aware application graph
ga ∈ GA, platform graph gp ∈ GP and binding b ∈ B, is given by τavg (ga, gp, b) :
GA × GP × B → R+ , and is defined as
τavg (ga, gp, b) =

X

τ (gb) · pc(gp, fc)

(3.1)

fc∈FC

The objective of the single-binding mapping approach for best-effort applications is formulated as: given a resource-aware application graph ga and platform
graph gp, find a binding bsb ∈ B of actors in the resource-aware application graph
to processing elements in the platform graph, such that the average throughput
tavg = τavg (ga, gp, bsb ) is maximized.
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3.2.2

Firm real-time applications

In firm real-time applications, violations of the timing requirements are not allowed. Examples of such applications are software-defined radio, air-traffic control, robotics and military systems. The manufactured chips that have less than
the required performance cannot be used in such systems. Providing more than
the required performance is not important as long as the performance requirement
is satisfied. The optimization for this class of applications aims at maximizing
the timing yield, which is the percentage of chips that satisfy the throughput
requirement.
With the single-binding mapping approach for firm real-time applications, the
objective is to find a binding that maximizes the timing yield. In our modeling
framework, the timing yield of a binding b ∈ B over all chip-frequency vectors
fc ∈ FC, where each chip-frequency vector has a probability-weight pc(gp, fc), is
given by Definition 22. The timing yield computation of a binding is graphically
illustrated in Figure 3.2.

τ (gb)

maximize the number
of fc points above treq

treq

fc ∈ FC
Figure 3.2: Throughput against chip-frequency vector for a fixed binding. The timing yield is
given by the percentage of fc points (with associated probabilities pc(gp, fc)) above treq .

Definition 22. (Timing yield of a binding) The percentage of chips, characterized
by a bound application graph gb = hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc, i, that satisfy the throughput
requirement treq over all chip-frequency vectors fc ∈ FC, for a specified resourceaware application graph ga ∈ GA, platform graph gp ∈ GP and binding b ∈ B, is
given by γ(ga, gp, b) : GA × GP × B → R+ , and is defined as
(
X pc(gp, fc) if τ (gb) ≥ treq
γ(ga, gp, b) =
(3.2)
0
otherwise
fc∈FC
Figure 3.3 shows two bindings b1 and b2 , where b2 has a higher average
throughput (better for best-effort applications), but a lower timing yield (worse
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for firm real-time applications) than b1 . This illustrates the benefits of having different optimization criteria for best-effort and firm real-time application classes.
τ (gb)

τavg (gu, gp, b2 )

treq
b2

b1

fc ∈ FC
Figure 3.3: Throughput against chip-frequency vector for a fixed binding. Two bindings b1
and b2 are shown, where b2 has a higher average throughput but a lower timing yield than b1 .

The objective of the single-binding mapping approach for firm real-time applications is formulated as: given a resource-aware application graph ga and platform graph gp, find a binding bsb ∈ B of actors in the resource-aware application
graph to processing elements in the platform graph, such that the timing yield
γ(ga, gp, bsb ) is maximized.

3.2.3

Soft real-time applications

Compared to firm real-time application, soft real-time applications are characterized by less stringent timing requirements. In such applications, missing a
deadline causes only a performance degradation, often evaluated through some
quality-of-service parameter. Examples of such applications are multimedia systems, monitoring apparatuses, virtual reality, and interactive computer games.
The optimization objective for this class of applications is to improve the timing
yield, but also to reduce the average throughput degradation (deviation from the
requirement) over all chips, as the chips with a low degradation can be used in
this class of applications.
With the single-binding mapping approach, the objective is to find a binding that results in maximized timing yield and/or minimized average throughput
degradation over all chip-frequency vectors (i.e. over all manufactured chips). Depending on the particular (timing yield, average throughput degradation) value
pairs, one binding may be preferred over another. A binding that has a lower
timing yield but also a lower average throughput degradation may be preferred
over another binding with a higher timing yield. The trade-off between the timing
yield and the average throughput degradation is captured in an objective function
that guides the binding selection process (Definition 23). The optimization problem for soft real-time applications is formulated based on the objective function
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and aims at minimizing it. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Definition 23. (Probability-weighted sum of throughput degradation) The sum
of the probability-weighted difference between the throughput requirement treq and
the (lower than the requirement) throughput of a bound application graph gb =
hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc, i, over all chip-frequency vectors fc ∈ FC, for a specified resourceaware application graph ga ∈ GA, platform graph gp ∈ GP and binding b ∈ B, is
given by ζ(ga, gp, b) : GA × GP × B → R+ , and is defined as
(
X (treq − τ (gb)) · pc(gp, fc) if τ (gb) < treq
ζ(ga, gp, b) =
(3.3)
0
otherwise
fc∈FC

τ (gb) minimize the sum of throughput
degradations below treq
treq

fc ∈ FC
Figure 3.4: Throughput against chip-frequency vector for a fixed binding. Selecting a binding
with the lowest objective function ζ is equivalent to minimizing the shaded area below treq .

A binding selected for a soft real-time application, as a result of minimized
objective function, provides certain timing yield and average throughput degradation. The timing yield of a binding is estimated by Definition 22. The average
throughput degradation of the binding with a certain value of the objective function is computed by Definition 24.
Definition 24. (Average throughput degradation of a binding) The average throughput degradation of a binding b ∈ B, for a specified resource-aware application graph
ga ∈ GA, platform graph gp ∈ GP, is given by ∆τavg (ga, gp, b) : GA × GP × B →
R+ , and is defined as
∆τavg (ga, gp, b) =

ζ(ga, gp, b)
1 − γ(ga, gp, b)

(3.4)

Figure 3.5 shows two bindings b1 and b2 , where b2 has a higher timing yield
(better for firm real-time applications), but also a much higher average throughput degradation (worse for soft real-time applications) than b1 . This example
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shows that a good solution for a soft real-time application may not necessarily be
preferred for a firm real-time application and vice versa. This is why, different
optimization criteria are defined for the application classes.
τ (gb)

b2

treq
b1

fc ∈ FC
Figure 3.5: Throughput against chip-frequency vector for a fixed binding. Two bindings b1
and b2 are shown, where b2 has higher timing yield, but also a higher average throughput
degradation, than b1 .

The objective of the single-binding mapping approach for soft real-time applications is formulated as: given a resource-aware application graph ga and platform
graph gp, find a binding bsb ∈ B of actors in the resource-aware application graph
to processing elements in the platform graph, such that the objective function
ζ(ga, gp, bsb ) is minimized.

3.3

Multiple-bindings

With the multiple-bindings mapping approach, a binding for each chip-frequency
vector is selected at design time. Therefore, a set of bindings are found and stored
at design time. Based on the chip-frequency vector of each manufactured chip, the
right binding that satisfies the application throughput requirement or maximizes
the throughput is then selected at a run-time configuration stage. The run-time
binding selection for each chip is done only once at a system initial configuration
stage through the operating system, and is not detrimental to real-time deadlines.
Per chip binding selection always provides better or equal results as compared to
the case where a single binding is used for all chips. The downside of the approach
is that multiple bindings, together with information on which binding needs to be
applied to each chip-frequency vector, has to be stored for the configuration stage.
Additionally, diverse application instances are present for the same product, which
can complicate the processes of software maintenance and upgrading.
The objective of the multiple-bindings mapping approach for best-effort applications is to find a binding for each chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC, such that the
throughput of the bound application graph at that chip-frequency vector is maximized. For firm real-time applications, a binding for each chip-frequency vector is
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selected that satisfies the throughput requirement of the bound application graph
at that chip-frequency vector. If there is no binding that satisfies the requirement, then the chips with that particular chip-frequency vector cannot be used,
reducing the timing yield. For soft real-time applications, the objective is to find
a binding for each chip-frequency vector, such that the throughput requirement
is satisfied. If there is no binding that satisfies the requirement, then a binding is
selected that provides the lowest throughput degradation.

3.4

Implementation algorithms

To implement any of the optimization problems, various bindings of actors in an
unbound graph to processing elements in a platform graph have to be explored.
In this section, we present two algorithms for the evaluation of bindings, an exhaustive and a heuristic algorithm. With the exhaustive approach, we evaluate all
binding possibilities (as given by Definition 16) to find a single binding for all chips
(i.e. chip-frequency vectors) in the case of single-binding approach, or a binding
per chip (i.e. for each chip-frequency vector) in the case of multiple-bindings mapping approach. This approach enables us to find the optimum solution. However,
it is too computationally expensive for problems of a large size (i.e. large number
of actors in an resource-aware application graph and processing elements in a platform graph). To overcome this limitation, we also provide a heuristic algorithm
that prunes the search space and obtains results close to the optimum.
The exhaustive and the heuristic algorithms presented in this section are given
for the class of firm real-time application, and therefore aim at maximizing the
timing yield. The algorithms for best-effort and soft real-time applications are
similar to the ones presented and are not given in this section. The differences in
the algorithms are explained where necessary.

3.4.1

Exhaustive algorithm

The exhaustive algorithm for the single-binding mapping approach for firm realtime applications is shown in Algorithm 1. As input, the algorithm requires
a resource-aware application graph ga, platform graph gp, desired number n of
clock-frequency levels for each voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI, and µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr
values for the random variables describing the maximum supported frequency of
each hardware resource r ∈ R (see Section 2.2). As the algorithm shows, the
set of clock-frequency levels for each voltage-frequency island are first computed,
followed by the derivation of the set FC of all possible chip-frequency vectors for
the set of islands (Definition 6). The algorithm exhaustively evaluates the timing
yield (Definition 22) for all possible bindings, and returns the binding bsb that results in the highest timing yield ymax = γ(ga, gb, b). The algorithms for best-effort
and soft real-time applications use the functions τavg (ga, gb, b) (Definition 21) and
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ζ(ga, gb, b) (Definition 23) to exhaustively find a binding with the highest average
throughput or the lowest objective function for soft real-time applications.

Algorithm 1: Exhaustive mapping algorithm implementing the singlebinding mapping approach for firm real-time applications.
Require: ga; gp; n ∀fi ∈ FI; (µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr ) ∀r ∈ R
1: Compute c(gp, fi, n) ∀fi ∈ FI
2: Derive FC
3: ymax ← 0
4: for all b ∈ B do
5:
if γ(ga, gp, b) > ymax then
6:
bsb ← b
7:
ymax ← γ(ga, gp, b)
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return bsb , ymax

Algorithm 2 illustrates the exhaustive algorithm for the multiple-bindings
mapping approach for firm real-time applications. As shown, for each chipfrequency vector fc ∈ FC, the algorithm exhaustively evaluates all possible bindings to find a binding that satisfies the requirement treq . The first binding that
satisfies the requirement treq is stored for each chip-frequency vector. The algorithm returns a set Bmb of bindings that includes a binding for each individual
fc ∈ FC and an estimated timing yield ymax . For best-effort applications, the algorithm exhaustively evaluates all possible bindings for each chip-frequency vector
fc ∈ FC to find a binding with a maximized throughput. Note that the break
statement on Line 10 in Algorithm 2 does not apply for the best-effort mapping
algorithm, as all bindings for each chip-frequency vector have to be explored. For
soft real-time applications, the algorithm exhaustively selects a binding for each
chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC, such that the requirement treq is satisfied (the
break statement on Line 10 is used) or otherwise the lowest throughput degradation is obtained by evaluating all possible bindings.
The exhaustive algorithms enable us to find the optimum solution. The limitation of the exhaustive algorithms is that they are too computationally expensive
for problems of a large size. The total number |B| of bindings to evaluate for
timing yield or for throughput for each fc ∈ FC is given by Equation 3.5, where
|ba(a)| is the number of processing elements in a platform graph to which an actor a can be bound, and A is the set of all actors belonging to a resource-aware
application graph. Thus, the complexity of the exhaustive algorithms is given
by O(|A| · |PE|). To address this problem, we proceed by presenting a heuristic
algorithm that prunes the search space to reduce computation time, while still
obtaining results close to the optimum.
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Algorithm 2: Exhaustive mapping algorithm implementing the multiplebindings mapping approach for firm real-time applications.
Require: ga; gp; n ∀fi ∈ FI; (µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr ) ∀r ∈ R
1: Compute c(gp, fi, n) ∀fi ∈ FI
2: Derive FC
3: ymax ← 0
4: Bmb ← ∅
5: for all fc ∈ FC do
6:
for all b ∈ B do
7:
if τ (gb) ≥ treq then
8:
Bmb ← Bmb ∪ {b} //save b for current fc
9:
ymax ← ymax + pc(gp, fc)
10:
break
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end for
14: return Bmb , ymax

|B| =

Y

|ba(a)|

(3.5)

a∈A

3.4.2

Heuristic algorithm

With the heuristic algorithm, only a small number of bindings from the total number of possibilities are explored. The bindings that are evaluated by the heuristic
algorithm are generated by a two-phase procedure, initial resource allocation and
allocation optimization. In the initial resource allocation, an initial binding of
application actors to processing elements is derived. This initial binding later undergoes an optimization stage where the allocation of each actor is reconsidered to
either improve the timing yield (the average throughput or the objective function
for soft real-time applications) with the single-binding mapping approach or the
throughput for each chip-frequency vector with the multiple-bindings mapping
approach.
In the initial resource allocation, the actors whose execution time are likely to
have a large impact on the throughput of an application, referred to as critical
actors, are considered first. The criticality of an actor a ∈ A is estimated by the
product of its repetition vector κ(a) (Definition 12) and average execution time
(in cycles) (Definition 13) over all processing elements to which the actor can be
bound (Definition 15), as formally defined in Definition 25. This is an approximate way of determining the criticality, as it intuitively estimates the average
computational demand of an actor. Note that depending on the topology of an
SDF graph, an actor a with the highest ca(a), as given by Definition 25, may
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not necessarily be on the critical cycle of the graph and therefore, may not have
the largest impact on the throughput of the graph. For an exact estimation of
criticality, all the cycles in the equivalent HSDF graph have to be analyzed, which
is computationally more expensive. In this thesis, the criticality estimation given
by Definition 25 is chosen for several reasons. First, it is simple to implement and
has low computational complexity. Second, mis-predictions in criticality estimation can be tolerated, as the mapping derived in the initial resource allocation
stage is later improved in the allocation optimization stage, as described in this
chapter. An implementation of a graph-topology aware criticality estimation is a
possible future extension to this work.
Definition 25. (Actor criticality) The criticality of an actor a ∈ A in a resourceaware application graph ga is given by ca : A → Q, and is defined as
∀a ∈ A. ca(a) =

κ(a)
·
|ba(a)|

X

EC(a, pe)

(3.6)

pe∈ba(a)

When allocating actors in a resource-aware application graph to processing
elements in a platform graph, the initial resource allocation tries to balance the
load in terms of execution time (in seconds) on the processing elements. The
load of a processing element is computed by the sum of products of the repetition
vector and the execution time (in seconds) of the actors bound to the processing
element (Definition 26).
Definition 26. (Load of a processing element) The load of a processing element
pe ∈ PE is given by lpe : PE → Q, and is defined as
X

∀pe ∈ PE. lpe(pe) =

κ(a) · et(a, pe)

(3.7)

a∈A
b(a)=pe

Algorithm 3 shows the heuristic algorithm for the single-binding mapping approach for firm real-time applications. In the first part of the algorithm (Lines 5–
10), initial resource allocation is performed. The actors in a resource-aware application graph are sorted in decreasing order of criticality and are allocated to
processing elements in a platform graph, such that the load on the processing
elements is balanced. Each time an actor is to be bound to a processing element, the processing element with the lowest load is selected (Line 8). If several
processing elements are not yet allocated or have equal loads, an actor is bound
to the processing element with the highest mean frequency µpe
g of the normally
distributed random variable fgpe describing the maximum supported frequency of
the processing element. This is done to ensure that the actors with high criticality
are allocated to processing elements with high computational power (processing
elements with high mean frequencies µpe
g are faster on average). In the second part
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of the algorithm (Lines 15–27), allocation optimization is performed. The allocation of each actor, in increasing order of criticality, is changed from the processing
element to which it is bound to all other processing elements (to which it can be
bound) in sequence (Lines 15–19). Each time the allocation of an actor is changed,
the new binding is evaluated for timing yield. If the timing yield is improved, the
new allocation of the actor is kept, otherwise the actor is moved back to the
processing element to which it was bound (Lines 20–24). This process continues
until the allocation of all actors has been reconsidered. The algorithm returns
a binding bsb that has the highest timing yield ymax = γ(ga, gb, bsb ) among the
bindings that have been explored. For best-effort and soft real-time applications,
the functions τavg (ga, gb, bsb ) and ζ(ga, gb, bsb ) are used instead of γ(ga, gb, bsb )
to find a binding with an improved average throughput and reduced objective
function, respectively.
Algorithm 3: Heuristic mapping algorithm implementing the single-binding
mapping approach for firm real-time applications.
Require: ga; gp; n ∀fi ∈ FI; (µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr ) ∀r ∈ R
1: Compute c(gp, fi, n) ∀fi ∈ FI
2: Derive FC
3: ymax ← 0
4: //Initial resource allocation
5: ∀pe ∈ PE. initialize loads
6: Sort A in decreasing ca(a)
7: for all a ∈ A do
8:
Bind a to pe with lowest lpe(pe) or highest µpe
g (if equal loads)
9:
Update the load of pe
10: end for
11: //initial binding bsb retrieved
12: ymax = γ(ga, gp, bsb )
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

//Allocation optimization
for all a ∈ A do
pe0 = bsb (a)
for all pe ∈ ba(a) do
if pe 6= pe0 then
Bind a to pe //new binding bsb retrieved
if γ(ga, gp, bsb ) > ymax then
ymax ← γ(ga, gp, bsb )
else
Revert the allocation of a
end if
end if
end for
end for
return bsb , ymax
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The heuristic algorithm for the multiple-bindings mapping approach for firm
real-time applications is illustrated in Algorithm 4. For each chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC, the algorithm performs initial resource allocation and allocation
optimization, such that a binding is found that satisfies the requirement treq . The
initial resource allocation approach (Lines 8–12) is similar to the one described
for Algorithm 3. The difference lies in binding an actor to the processing element
with the highest clock frequency fc(pe), as specified by current chip-frequency
vector, in case several processing elements are not yet allocated or have equal
loads (Line 10). In the allocation optimization stage (Lines 16–35), the allocation
of each actor in increasing order of criticality is reconsidered, as described before
for Algorithm 3. Whenever a binding is found that satisfies the requirement treq ,
the binding is stored in a set Bmb of output bindings and the timing yield ymax is
incremented by the probability of the chip-frequency vector (Lines 18–21, 25–29).
Note that the break statement on Line 27 is used to stop the optimization process when the throughput requirement is satisfied. The algorithm returns the set
of output bindings and an estimated timing yield. For best-effort applications,
the initial resource allocation and allocation optimization are performed for each
chip-frequency vector to find a binding with a maximized throughput. For soft
real-time applications, a binding is found for each chip-frequency vector, such
that the requirement treq is satisfied or otherwise the throughput degradation is
minimized.
With the heuristic algorithm, the number nb of bindings to evaluate for timing yield or for throughput for each fc ∈ FC is given by Equation (3.8). The
complexity of the algorithm is O(|A|). Given a large problem, nb is considerably lower than the total number |B| of bindings explored by the exhaustive
algorithm (Equation (3.5)). For example, one of our test applications that has
sixteen actors is allocated to a platform consisting of three processing elements.
With the exhaustive algorithm, the overall number of bindings to be evaluated
is |B| = 316 = 43046721 (given that each actor can be bound to any processing
element), while only 16 · 2 = 32 bindings are explored by the heuristic algorithm.
The proposed heuristic algorithm thus addresses the scalability problem of the exhaustive mapping algorithms from the perspective of the number of bindings that
must be evaluated. However, given a large number of voltage-frequency islands
fi ∈ FI in the presence of a large number processing elements, and a large number
of clock-frequency levels c(gp, fi, n) (Definition 4) per voltage-frequency island, the
number of chip-frequency vectors FC (Definition 6) becomes very large, resulting
in a very large number of throughput evaluations. This limits the scalability of the
proposed mapping algorithms. The treatment of this scalability issue is possible
future work for this thesis.

nb =

X

(|ba(a)| − 1)

a∈A
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Algorithm 4: Heuristic mapping algorithm implementing the multiplebindings mapping approach for firm real-time applications.
Require: ga; gp; n ∀fi ∈ FI; (µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr ) ∀r ∈ R
1: Compute c(gp, fi, n) ∀fi ∈ FI
2: Derive FC
3: ymax ← 0
4: Bmb ← ∅
5: Sort A in decreasing ca(a)
6: for all fc ∈ FC do
7:
//Initial resource allocation
8:
∀pe ∈ PE. initialize loads
9:
for all a ∈ A do
10:
Bind a to pe with lowest lpe(pe) or highest fc(pe) (if equal loads)
11:
Update the load of pe
12:
end for
13:
//initial binding b retrieved
14:
15:
//Allocation optimization
16:
for all a ∈ A do
17:
pe0 = b(a)
18:
if τ (gb) ≥ treq then
19:
Bmb ← Bmb ∪ {b} //save b
20:
ymax ← ymax + pc(gp, fc)
21:
else
22:
for all pe ∈ ba(a) do
23:
if pe 6= pe0 then
24:
Bind a to pe //new binding b retrieved
25:
if τ (gb) ≥ treq then
26:
Bmb ← Bmb ∪ {b} //save b
27:
ymax ← ymax + pc(gp, fc)
28:
break
29:
else
30:
Revert the allocation of a
31:
end if
32:
end if
33:
end for
34:
end if
35:
end for
36: end for
37: return Bmb , ymax

3.5

Experimental results

In this section, we use the presented algorithms to map SDF graphs modeling
real multimedia and DSP applications to a NoC-based MPSoC platform consid46
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ering the impact of process variation on the hardware resources. We demonstrate
the average throughput, the timing yield, and the average throughput degradation, as a result of the exhaustive and heuristic mapping algorithms implementing
the single-binding and multiple-bindings mapping approaches for best effort and
real-time applications. We analyze how well the heuristic algorithms perform,
compared to the optimum results provided by the exhaustive algorithms. Additionally, we illustrate how allocating more resources in the interconnect (NoC) and
thus providing higher bandwidth for communication impacts the timing yield considering firm real-time applications. We proceed by describing the experimental
setup.

3.5.1

Experimental setup

The presented variation-aware mapping algorithms for best-effort and real-time
applications are evaluated on a set of six SDF graphs that model real DSP and
multimedia applications. From the DSP domain, the set contains a Sample rate
converter and a Modem [7], and from the multimedia domain an H.263 encoder
[63], an H.263 decoder [82], an MP3 playback [91] and an MP3 decoder [82]. An
overview of the SDF graphs is shown in Table 3.2. The table reports the number
of actors, the number of cycles (feedback loops) in each graph and the available
parallelism in terms of the minimum number of processing elements that can fully
exploit it. The topologies of the applications, together with the execution times
(in cycles) of actors and the size of data tokens (in bytes) sent across dependency
edges, are given in Appendix B. These application SDF graphs are the resourceaware application graphs in our formal framework. For simplicity, we interpret
the same six applications as best effort, firm real-time and soft real-time when
evaluating the mapping algorithms for the different application classes.
Table 3.2: Application SDFG overview.

SDF graph

H.263 decoder
H.263 encoder
MP3 playback
Sample rate
Modem
MP3 decoder

Nr. actors

Nr. cycles

Parallelism
(Nr. PEs)

4
5
4
6
16
14

0
1
1
0
5
0

3
3
2
3
3
3

The described applications are allocated to a NoC-based MPSoC platform
consisting of three homogeneous processing elements (most of the applications
have a parallelism of three processing elements). The MPSoC platform, described
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by a platform graph in our modeling framework, is shown in Figure 3.6. The three
processing elements and the interconnect (NoC) are placed in separate voltagefrequency islands; as such, there are four islands. The number of clock-frequency
levels provided by clock-generation units (not shown in Figure 3.6) to each of
the four voltage-frequency islands is chosen to be five. The interconnect consists
of two routers, three network interfaces and multiple links, which connect the
processing elements to each other. Table 3.3 shows the parameters assumed for
the interconnect. The net bandwidth (i.e. the overall bandwidth capacity) of
each connection in the interconnect is assumed to be four bytes per cycle. The
flit size is set to twelve bytes, and a TDM table size of twenty slots for each
network interface is assumed. Note that the net bandwidth may be affected by
possible overheads, such as inserted headers. To account for this, we assume a
worst-case scenario, where four out of twelve bytes in a flit is a header. Therefore,
the net bandwidth used for transferring data becomes two-thirds of the original
bandwidth.
pe1

fi2

ni1

pe2

ni2

fi4
fi3

lk1
rt1

rt2

ni3

interconnect

fi1

pe3

lk2

Figure 3.6: The multi-processor platform used in the experiments. It consists of three processing elements connected to each other by an interconnect. The processing elements and the
interconnect are placed in separate voltage-frequency islands.

Table 3.3: Parameters assumed for connection bandwidth, TDM slot-table size and flit size
for the interconnect.

βc (bytes/cycle)

sztb

szfl (bytes)

(2/3)·4

20

12

Table 3.4 illustrates the parameters assumed for the hardware resources. The
mean of the random variable describing the maximum supported frequency of each
processing element due to global variation is 300 MHz. For routers and network
interfaces, a 500 MHz mean is chosen. The choice of the mean frequency for links,
compared to the mean for routers, is made according to a NoC implementation
given in [29], where the authors design a link slightly faster than the routers not to
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limit the performance of the NoC and to preserve power. We select a mean of 560
MHz for links. As reported in [20], at high computing frequencies (in the order of
GHz), the variation is large. In our work, we target embedded systems running
streaming applications, where the typical frequencies are in the order of hundreds
of MHz. Measurements at 45 nm technology in the frequency range of interest are
provided by Pang et al. [64]. Based on this data, we assume standard deviation to
mean ratios of 4% and 3.3% for within-die and die-to-die variations, respectively
(Table 3.4). We assume a 5% reduction in mean frequency for processing elements
and links due to multiple critical paths and wires, respectively. For routers and
network interfaces, no reduction in mean frequency is assumed. These choices
correspond to the discussion presented in Chapter 2.2.
Table 3.4: Parameters assumed for random variables modeling the maximum supported frequency of hardware resources.

µrg (MHz)
σgr (% of µrg )
δ r (% of µrg )
σlr (% of µrg )

3.5.2

pe

rt

ni

lk

300
4
5
3.3

500
4
0
3.3

500
4
0
3.3

560
4
5
3.3

Evaluation results

Below, we demonstrate how the proposed algorithms, implementing the singlebinding and multiple-bindings mapping approaches, perform when allocating the
set of applications given in Table 3.2 to the multi-processor platform shown in
Figure 3.6. The results are presented for best-effort, soft real-time and firm realtime application classes with corresponding optimization criteria. We show that
the multiple-bindings mapping approach provides better results, compared to the
single-binding approach. Both exhaustive and heuristic mapping algorithms are
evaluated. The exhaustive algorithms are applied to a subset of small to medium
size applications, as they are are too computationally expensive for applications
having a large number of actors (Modem, MP3 decoder). The heuristic mapping algorithms are evaluated on the complete set of applications. For the set of
small to medium size applications, we analyze how the heuristic mapping algorithms perform, as compared to the optimum results provided by the exhaustive
algorithms. We additionally compare the algorithms for the single-binding mapping approach to a mean-frequency based mapping, where the binding of actors
to processing elements is derived based on the mean frequencies µrg of the processing elements. The purpose is to see if the lower complexity mean-frequency
based mapping can provide similar results as the single-binding mapping algorithm without considering the variation in the mapping process.
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Firm real-time applications
Figure 3.7 illustrates the timing yield for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder, MP3
playback and Sample rate converter applications, as a result of mean frequencybased, single-binding and multiple-bindings exhaustive mapping algorithms for
the class of firm real-time applications. As shown in Table 3.2, these applications have a small to medium number of actors (6 actors the largest), enabling
the use of the exhaustive mapping algorithms. The exhaustive algorithms for the
single-binding and multiple-bindings mapping approaches are denoted by SBE
and MBE, respectively. The lower complexity exhaustive mean-frequency based
mapping algorithm is denoted by MFBE. With this mapping algorithm, all mapping possibilities are evaluated with the assumption that the processing elements
possess mean frequencies given by µrg . There can be multiple bindings of actors to
processing elements that satisfy the throughput requirement. A binding that just
satisfies the requirement can potentially result in a low timing yield, as any negative deviation from the mean frequency of the processing elements can lead to a
violation. For this reason, a binding that provides the highest throughput among
all bindings is chosen. Later, the timing yield of the selected binding is estimated
by the formula given in Definition 22. Note that, there can be multiple bindings
that provide the same highest throughput. Evaluating them all for timing yield
and selecting the one that provides the highest timing yield would increase the
complexity and the run time of the algorithm, which is not the intention of introducing the algorithm (instead single-binding heuristic mapping algorithms can
be used). Therefore, one of the bindings that provide the highest throughput is
arbitrarily selected and evaluated for timing yield.
100
MFBE

SBE

MBE

90

Timing yield (%)

80
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40
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20
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0

H.263 decoder H.263 encoder MP3 playback

Sample rate

Average

Figure 3.7: Timing yield of applications using the exhaustive MFBE, SBE and MBE mapping
algorithms for the class of firm real-time applications.

Figure 3.7 shows that SBE provides better results than MFBE for the H.263
encoder and Sample rate converter applications, providing a 12% higher timing
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yield for H.263 encoder. For Sample rate converter, the improvement is negligible. For the rest of the applications, MFBE results in an identical timing yield
as SBE. Therefore, we observe that the bindings providing a high throughput
for mean frequencies of processing elements typically result in high timing yield.
However, as shown with the H.263 encoder application, it can be necessary to consider the variation in the frequencies of processing elements in the binding process
for finding a better solution. Moreover, processing elements may have identical
mean frequencies, but different frequency distributions (in our setup, we assume
identical frequency distributions for processing elements). Without considering
the variation in frequencies, mean-frequency based mapping algorithms can provide low timing yield. As expected, MBE performs better than SBE, resulting in
improvements for all applications. Timing yield improvements of up to 17% compared to SBE are reported. Figure 3.7 additionally illustrates the average timing
yield for the set of applications. The exhaustive mean-frequency based mapping
algorithm (MFBE) results in a 73% average timing yield, which is improved to
76% and 90% by SBE and MBE, respectively. These results show that having
multiple bindings for the chip population provides higher timing yield in the presence of process variation, compared to the case where only a single binding is used.
We also observed that lower-complexity mean-frequency based mapping, which
does not consider the probability distribution of frequency, on average provides
results close to SBE. However, without the knowledge of variation, it can result
in a lower timing yield, as demonstrated with one of our benchmark applications
in Figure 3.7. The run time of the exhaustive algorithms on a 3.07 GHz machine
is reported in Table 3.5. As can be seen, the mean-frequency based algorithm
(MFBE) is considerably faster than the variation-aware algorithms (SBE and
MBE). The run time of the algorithm for multiple-bindings mapping approach is
lower than the one for the single-binding approach, as not all bindings are evaluated in the allocation optimization stage (Algorithm 2). The optimization stops
whenever the throughput requirement is satisfied.
Table 3.5: The run time of exhaustive MFBE, SBE and MBE mapping algorithms.

H.263 decoder
H.263 encoder
MP3 playback
Sample rate

MFBE (sec.)

SBE (sec.)

MBE (sec.)

13
4
136
181

870
640
9694
20716

224
63
2716
7097

The timing yield achieved by the variation-aware and mean-frequency based
heuristic mapping algorithms for the complete set of applications is shown in Figure 3.8. The mean-frequency based mapping algorithm, denoted by MFBH, is
implemented by the same heuristic algorithm presented in Section 3.4.2. With
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Figure 3.8: Timing yield of applications using the heuristic MFBH, SBH and MBH mapping
algorithms for the class of firm real-time applications.

this mapping algorithm, application actors, in decreasing order of criticality (Definition 25), are initially allocated to processing elements based on their mean
frequencies. The derived initial binding is later optimized, in the allocation optimization stage, for higher throughput. The heuristic MFBH mapping algorithm
results in the same timing yield, as the exhaustive MFBE mapping algorithm
(Figure 3.7) for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and Sample rate applications.
For H.263 encoder, the provided timing yield is higher by 12%. The reason is that
twelve bindings are found by the exhaustive MFBE algorithm that provide the
highest throughput for mean frequencies, and only one of the bindings is selected
arbitrarily. The binding which is selected provides 73% timing yield, while there
are other bindings that provide 85% timing yield. In principle, all bindings found
by MFBE can be evaluated for timing yield, such that the binding providing the
highest timing yield can be selected. However, by doing so, we loose the benefit
of having a fast mean-frequency based mapping algorithm (instead SBH may be
used). The heuristic MFBH algorithm finds a single binding that results in 85%
timing yield. For the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and Sample rate applications, the heuristic mapping algorithm implementing the single-binding mapping
approach, denoted by SBH, provides the optimum results found by the computationally expensive exhaustive SBE mapping algorithm, the results of which are
shown in Figure 3.7. With MP3 playback, SBH results in only 4% timing yield,
compared to the 74% provided by SBE. With this application, SBH is not able
to find the binding selected by SBE, resulting in a significant reduction in timing
yield. Similar to SBH, the heuristic algorithm for the multiple-bindings mapping
approach, denoted by MBH, gives the optimum result with the H.263 decoder,
H.263 encoder and Sample rate applications. With MP3 playback, the provided
timing yield is 58%, compared to the 90% given by the exhaustive MBE algorithm.
For this application and MBH algorithm given in Algorithm 4, we observed that
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the bindings that provide high throughput for some of the chip-frequency vectors
(Algorithm 4), but are not found for these chip-frequency vectors (reducing the
yield), are in fact located for other chip frequency vectors. We combined all the
bindings found by the algorithm and evaluated the timing yield for the precomputed bindings. This provided the same 90% timing yield. As such, although
the reported timing yield with MBH is only 58%, in reality, the selected set of
bindings provide 90% timing yield. For the rest of the applications, the reported
timing yield with MBH and the provided timing yield with the selected set of
bindings are identical. These results show that the heuristic algorithm performs
well on average. It is able to find the optimum for all applications in question,
except MP3 playback.
Figure 3.8 additionally illustrates the timing yield achieved by the heuristic
mapping algorithms for the Modem and MP3 decoder applications of a larger
size (16 actors the largest). For Modem, the timing yield with the variationunaware MFBH algorithm is only 26%. In contrast, SBE provides a considerably
higher timing yield of 62%. This is further improved to 70% by MBH. For the
MP3 decoder application, both MFBH and SBH provide the same 62% timing
yield, while 77% is given with MBH. The figure also shows the average timing
yield for the complete set of applications. Table 3.6 shows the run time of the
heuristic mapping algorithms. Significant reductions, compared to the run time
of the exhaustive algorithms can be seen. Note that the exhaustive mapping
algorithms for Modem and MP3 decoder applications are unfeasible and do not
finish in reasonable time. These results show that the heuristic algorithms can be
efficiently applied to problems of a medium to large size.
Table 3.6: The run time of heuristic MFBH, SBH and MBH mapping algorithms.

H.263 decoder
H.263 encoder
MP3 playback
Sample rate
Modem
MP3 decoder

MFBH (sec.)

SBH (sec.)

MBH (sec.)

11
3
121
29
9
75

157
47
1128
855
285
2088

57
9
841
124
138
51

In Table 3.7, we analyze the number of bindings selected by the heuristic algorithm implementing the multiple-bindings mapping approach. This is relevant
to observe, as these bindings must be stored to be used in a configuration stage,
where one of the stored bindings is selected based on the chip. As can be seen
a low number of (different) bindings are required to be stored. For the Modem
applications, 106 non-identical bindings are returned. However, there are only
23 bindings that provide the highest throughput for all chip-frequency vectors;
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we refer to these bindings as dominant. The rest of the bindings do not provide a higher throughput for any of the chip-frequency vector. Therefore, only
23 bindings need to be stored for Modem. This shows the applicability of the
multiple-bindings mapping approach as it provides significant improvements with
a low impact on storage requirements.
Table 3.7: The number of bindings selected by MBH.

H.263 decoder
H.263 encoder
MP3 playback
Sample rate
Modem
MP3 decoder

Total

Dominating bindings
(if less than total #)

17
12
9
6
106
6

–
–
–
–
23
–

Lowering communication latency
As detailed in Section 2.5, the number of slots allocated in the TDM table of a
connection in the interconnect for each dependence edge mapped on this connection depends on the required bandwidth of the edge, as given by Equation (2.14).
In the experiments above, only a single TDM slot in the table of a connection,
for each dependency edge mapped on the connection is allocated. By allocating
more slots and thus providing lower communication latency in the interconnect, a
higher timing yield may be achieved. For the class of firm real-time applications,
we analyze the impact of allocating more interconnect resources on the timing
yield. Figure 3.9 illustrates the impact of increasing the number of allocated
TDM slots, for each dependency edge mapped on a connection in the interconnect, on the timing yield for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and MP3 decoder
applications. The graphs given by H.263 decoder (a), H.263 encoder (a) and MP3
decoder are derived based on the bindings that are selected by the variation-aware
heuristic SBH mapping algorithm. As these graphs show, allocating more slots
has no effect on the timing yield. This is due to the bindings derived by SBH.
Application actors which communicate large amounts of data in a single iteration of the application graph are bound to the same processing element. Binding
these actors to different processing elements and thus the dependency edge connecting the to a connection in the interconnect reduces the timing yield. As the
variation-aware mapping algorithms aim at maximizing the timing yield, they
rule out the bindings where these actors are bound to different connections. We
conclude that for the graphs given by H.263 decoder (a), H.263 encoder (a) and
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MP3 decoder, the actors modeling the latency and rate of communication are not
on the critical cycle of the graph, and thus reducing the latency does not improve
the timing yield. To strengthen this observation, Figure 3.9 additionally shows
how the timing yield for H.263 decoder and H.263 encoder changes when allocating a higher number of TDM slots, given a binding where dependency edges
that incur large amounts of data communication are allocated to a connection in
the interconnect. These graphs are shown by H.263 decoder (b), H.263 encoder
(b). With a single allocated slot, these bindings provide 30% and 6% timing yield
for H.263 decoder and H.263 encoder, respectively. The increase in the number
of allocated TDM slots provides considerable improvements in the timing yield,
such that 73% and 75% timing yield is achieved with three and five slots for H.263
decoder and H.263 encoder, respectively. Note that depending on the application,
not always a binding can be derived by the variation-aware mapping algorithm,
such that no dependency edge with associated with large data amounts is bound
to a connection in the interconnect. In this scenario, allocating more resources
on connections in the interconnect can help to increase the timing yield.
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Figure 3.9: Timing yield against the number of allocated TDM slots for each dependency edge
mapped to a connection in the interconnect for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and MP3
decoder applications.

Best-effort applications
Figure 3.10 illustrates the normalized average throughput for the H.263 decoder,
H.263 encoder, MP3 playback and Sample rate converter applications provided
by the exhaustive MFBE, SBE and MBE algorithms for the class of best-effort
applications. Both MFBE and SBE perform equal to each other and result in
the same average throughput. The algorithm implementing the multiple-bindings
mapping approach provides a 3% higher average throughput for all applications.
We thus observe that the benefits of having multiple bindings for manufactured
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chips, in the presence of process variation, are lower for best-effort applications,
compared to firm real-time application. For this class of applications, a single
binding may be preferred over multiple bindings if the cost of storing the multiple
bindings, together with the information on which binding needs to be applied
to each chip-frequency vector, is high. To experimentally illustrate the benefits
of having different optimization criteria for firm real-time and best effort applications, consider the H.263 encoder application. A binding found by the SBE
algorithm targeting to maximize the average throughput (Definition 21) provides
the highest average throughput for the H.263 encoder application. This result
is reported in Figure 3.10. For the same application, the same binding provides
only 73% timing yield (this is shown in Figure 3.7 by MFBE). However, the SBE
algorithm targeting to maximize the timing yield (Definition 22) provides a higher
timing yield of 85% (see SBE in Figure 3.7). This experimentally shows that a
binding preferred for a best-effort application may not be good for a firm real-time
application.

MFBE

Normalized average throughput
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MBE

3%
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Figure 3.10: Normalized average throughput of applications using the exhaustive MFBE, SBE
and MBE mapping algorithms for the class of best-effort applications.

The normalized average throughput with the heuristic mapping algorithms
for the complete set of applications is illustrated in Figure 3.11. The results are
normalized to the results of MFBE in Figure 3.10, such that the difference between
exhaustive and heuristic algorithms can be captured. For all small to medium size
applications, except the MP3 playback, the optimum results are provided by both
MFBH and SBH algorithms. With MP3 playback, SBH is unable to find a binding
that results in the highest average throughput, resulting in a 14% lower average
throughput. The MBH algorithm provides the optimum result for only H.263
decoder. For H.263 encoder, MP3 playback and Sample rate converter, 2%, 6%
and 1% reductions in the average throughput are seen, compared to the result of
MBE. Similar results are also reported for larger in size Modem and MP3 decoder
applications.
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Figure 3.11: Normalized average throughput of applications using the heuristic MFBH, SBH
and MBH mapping algorithms for the class of best-effort applications.

Soft real-time applications
As explained in Section 3.2.3, the optimization objective for soft real-time applications is to improve the yield and/or reduce the average throughput degradation,
as the chips with a low degradation can be used in this class of applications. Note
that, with the single-binding mapping approach, a binding with a particular (yield,
average throughput degradation) value pair is selected based on minimized objective function, as presented in Section 3.2.3. In this section, we illustrate the yield
and the average throughput degradation (measured in percents of the throughput requirement) for the set of applications as a result of mean-frequency based
and variation-aware mapping algorithms. With the exhaustive MFBE, SBE and
MBH mapping algorithms, the yield results for (the small to medium size) soft
real-time applications are identical to the ones given for firm real-time applications in Figure 3.7. In fact, identical bindings are selected in both cases. We
thus observe that, for the given SBE and MBE mapping algorithms and the set
of applications, the same bindings provide the best results for both soft and firm
real-time applications. The average throughput degradation as a result of MFBE,
SBE and MBH for the subset of applications is shown in Figures 3.12. It can be
seen that the mean-frequency based MBE and variation-aware SBE mapping algorithms provide identical average throughput degradation for all applications,
except for H.263 encoder. Although the binding selected by MFBE has a slightly
lower average throughput degradation, it has a 12% lower timing yield. Compared
to SBE, MBE provides improvements in the average throughput degradation of
only 1% on average, whereas the timing yield with MBE is improved by 14% on
average (see Figue 3.7).
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the yield and the average throughput degradation for the heuristic MFBH, SBH and MBH algorithms and the complete set
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Figure 3.12: Average throughput degradation of applications using the MFBE, SBE and MBE
heuristic mapping algorithms for the class of soft real-time applications.
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Figure 3.13: Timing yield of applications using the MFBE, SBE and MBE heuristic mapping
algorithms for the class of soft real-time applications.

of applications. The yield results are similar to the ones given for firm real-time
applications in Figure 3.8. One of the difference is seen for the Sample rate converter application, where the algorithm for soft real-time optimization provides a
slightly higher timing yield. For the Modem application, SBE results in a 51%
timing yield. As such, it is unable to find the binding selected by the same algorithm for firm real-time optimization that gives 62% timing yield. On average,
MBH improves the timing yield of MFBE by 21%. The heuristic mapping algorithms result a negligible increase in the average throughput degradation for the
subset of applications, compared to the optimum results given by MBE. The only
exception is the MP3 playback application. As can be seen from Figure 3.14, the
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selected binding that provides a low yield of 4% for the MP3 playback application,
results also in a high average throughput degradation of 18%. For the same application, MBH provides a 3% higher average throughput degradation, compared
to MBE.
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Figure 3.14: Average throughput degradation of applications using the MFBE, SBE and MBE
heuristic mapping algorithms for the class of soft real-time applications.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter, we described the requirements of best-effort and real-time applications. In the presence of process-induced variations, we formalized a mapping optimization problem for each of them. Two mapping approaches were
presented. The first approach is to have a single binding for all manufactured
multi-processor chips, which possess different process-induced variations in the
maximum-supported frequency of the hardware resources. With the second mapping approach, multiple different bindings of the actors in an application to the
processing elements in the multi-processor platform in the manufactured chips
are present. This mapping approach makes use of the faster and slower hardware resources on the same chip die due to within-die variation, which affects the
maximum-supported frequency of resources on the same die differently. Thus,
the mapping of the application to the platform can be tailored based on processinduced variations in each manufactured chip, resulting in better performance. To
implement the mapping optimization problems with the defined objective functions (e.g. maximizing timing yield for firm real-time applications), the chapter
also presented exhaustive and heuristic algorithms. From the perspective of the
number of bindings that are evaluated, the heuristic mapping algorithm effectively
addresses the scalability problem of the exhaustive algorithm. These algorithms
are used to derive a binding or a set of bindings at design time, such that the
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corresponding objective function is optimized. In the case of multiple bindings,
a one-time system configuration through the operating system takes place for
each manufactured chip at run time, such that the right binding from the set of
computed bindings is selected based on the process-induced variations in a chip.
The presented algorithms implementing both mapping approaches with a single and multiple bindings were evaluated on a set of SDF models of real applications. As expected, multiple bindings make use of fast and slow processing
elements on a chip die due to within-die variation and provide better results than
a single binding for the manufactured chips. An average of 19% higher timing
yield is reported for the set of applications considering them as firm real time.
We observed that the benefits of multiple bindings are much lower for best-effort
applications, providing only a 4% improvement in the average throughput. The
results for soft real-time applications are similar to the results for firm real-time
and best-effort applications with respect to timing yield and average throughput
degradation, respectively. Interestingly, a small number of bindings are required
to be stored for an on-line selection with the multiple-bindings mapping approach.
At most 23 bindings are derived considering all the applications. This shows that
the multiple-bindings mapping approach imposes low storage requirements, while
providing significant improvements in timing yield, compared to the single-binding
mapping approach.
Allocating more resources on the interconnect in a multi-processor platform,
and thus providing lower communication latency may increase the timing yield
and/or the average throughput. Analysis of this is provided in the experimental section for firm real-time applications. An observation was made that the
single-binding mapping algorithm derives a binding, where the application’s actors communicating large amounts of data are allocated to the same processing
element. This is the result of the algorithm, which aims at maximizing the timing
yield. For this reason, allocating more interconnect resources does not increase
the timing yield for the given set of applications. However, depending on an application, a binding may not always be derived where no two actors communicating
large amounts of data are bound to different processing elements. In this scenario,
allocating more resources on the interconnect will improve the timing yield, as
experimentally shown in this chapter.
The same chapter also provided an evaluation of the heuristic mapping algorithms, compared to the exhaustive mapping algorithms, which provide the
optimum results. This evaluation is performed on a set of four small to medium
size applications, which enable the use of the exhaustive mapping algorithms. For
the MP3 playback application, the heuristic mapping algorithm implementing the
single-binding mapping approach leads to a considerable 70% lower timing yield
for firm real-time applications. For the rest of the applications, the optimum result is provided. Similarly, considering the multiple-bindings mapping algorithms,
optimum results are found by the heuristic algorithms for three out of the four
applications. Similar accuracy of the heuristic mapping algorithm is observed
considering best-effort and soft real-time applications. Concerning the run time
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of the algorithms, the heuristic mapping algorithms provide improvements of up
to 24 and 57 times for single-binding and multiple-bindings mapping algorithms,
respectively.
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4
Voltage-frequency island partitioning

In a multi-processor platform, a clock-generation unit is associated with each
voltage-frequency island. Each clock-generation unit provides a set of clockfrequency levels. The cost of a CGU in terms of area and power consumption
depends on its implementation, which in turn is dependent on the desired number of clock-frequency levels and the step size between them. A large number
of clock-frequency levels within a frequency range provided by clock-generation
units to corresponding voltage-frequency islands in a multi-processor platform
translates into a higher cost hardware (in terms of area and power consumption).
Note that the actual maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource in a
manufactured chip can be any value within the process-induced frequency spread.
Thus, a large number of clock-frequency levels available to islands can better
match the actual maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources. This
leads to higher throughput values of the application mapped to the hardware
platform in manufactured chips, which in turn result in higher timing yield. Similarly, the number of voltage-frequency islands in a multi-processor platform can
be reduced, resulting in a smaller number of clock-generation units and thus a
lower area (power consumption) cost. However, with a reduced number of voltagefrequency islands, multiple processing elements are placed in a single island. If
one of the processing elements is slow due to within-die process variation, the
whole island is operated at the low clock frequency supported by the slow processing element. This may reduce the throughput of the application mapped to
the platform in manufactured chips, resulting in reduced timing yield. Therefore,
it is important to partition the processing elements into voltage-frequency islands,
such that a minimal reduction in the timing yield is obtained. In this chapter,
we consider only firm real-time applications constrained by a throughput require-
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ment, which cannot be violated, as described in Section 3.2.2. We first outline the
possible architectures of a clock-generation unit based on the desired number of
clock-frequency levels. Later, we introduce algorithms to partition the processing
elements in a platform graph into multiple voltage-frequency islands, such that
a high timing yield for the given number of islands is obtained. Note that the
interconnect is always placed in a separate voltage-frequency island, as described
in Section 2.1.

4.1

Outline of CGU architectures

Process variation results in a spread in the maximum supported frequency of
hardware resources in a multi-processor platform. The actual maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource in a manufactured chip can be any value
within this spread. With a large number of clock-frequency levels provided by
clock-generation units to each voltage-frequency island in a platform graph, a
better matching of the actual maximum supported frequencies of the hardware
resources can be performed. This provides higher throughput values in manufactured chips, resulting in higher timing yield. On the other hand, the finer the
granularity of clock-frequency levels, the higher the complexity and cost in terms
of area (power consumption) of a clock-generation unit can be. In this section, we
outline possible architectures for implementing a clock-generation unit depending
on the number of clock-frequency levels. Note that we do not provide actual data
on hardware cost, but rather show that a larger number of clock-frequency levels
translates into a higher complexity and hardware cost. We proceed by presenting
three kinds of clock frequency generation.
Frequency Division
The simplest way to generate clock frequencies is to use frequency dividers. With
ref
ref
this approach, it is only possible to generate frequencies of fclk
/N, where fclk
is
the reference clock frequency. However, the process-induced spread in the maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource is not as large (e.g. 16% three
standard deviations from the mean for 45 nm technology considering combined
ref
ref
ref
die-to-die and within-die variations) to accommodate multiple fclk
, fclk
/2, fclk
/3,
etc, clock frequencies with frequency division.
Programmable Ring Oscillators
Another approach to generate clock frequencies is to use programmable ring oscillators. A simple ring oscillator is composed of an odd number of inverters. The
clock frequencies are generated by programming the length of the ring oscillator [46]. For a ring oscillator consisting of a chain of m = 2 · k + 1; k ∈ N inverters,
the frequency is given by Equation (4.1), where td is the inverter delay. For two
adjacent ring oscillator lengths, 2·k +1 and 2·(k +1)+1, the step in the oscillating
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frequencies is relatively large [46]. For example, assuming an inverter delay of 100
ps (this is a representative number for 0.13 µm technology), the oscillating frequencies assuming 15, 17 and 19 inverters are 333, 294, and 263 MHz, respectively,
resulting in step sizes of 39 and 31 MHz. Thus, this approach of clock-frequency
generation can provide a small number of clock-frequency levels within the range
of process-induced variation in the maximum supported frequency of a hardware
resource.
fosc =

1
2 · m · td

(4.1)

Voltage Control
To generate clock frequencies with a higher resolution, the voltage supply of the
ring oscillator is controlled. The relation between gate supply voltage (vdd ) and
gate propagation delay [3] is given by Equation (4.2), where cl is the load capacitance at the gate’s output, vth is the threshold voltage, and αv is the velocity
saturation index.
td ≈

cl · vdd
(vdd − vth )αv

(4.2)

By controlling the supply voltage of the gates of the ring oscillator, we can
adjust the oscillating frequency. Voltage control is achieved by using on-chip
or off-chip voltage regulators. Off-chip voltage regulators are separate boardlevel components, which utilize bulky filter components [96] (i.e. large inductors
and capacitors). Therefore, it is impractical and cost prohibitive to have many
off-chip voltage regulators. A fully-digital on-chip voltage regulator is proposed
in [44]. The supply voltage regulation is achieved by creating a voltage drop on
power-transistor segments, which are connected to the circuit of the ring oscillator
sequentially. By carefully choosing the number and the size of power-transistor
segments, different voltage drops on the transistor segments and therefore on
the circuit of the ring oscillator is achieved. The disadvantage of using on-chip
voltage regulators is the reduced power-conversion efficiency (power dissipation
on transistor segments) compared to off-chip regulators. The power transistors
are of high threshold-voltage type. In the implementation presented in [44], the
transistors have a large width of 10 µm. Therefore, a large number of clockfrequency levels comes at the cost of a large number of large transistor segments.

4.2

Heuristic Partitioning Algorithms

In this section, we present heuristic algorithms to partition the processing elements in a platform graph into multiple voltage-frequency islands. We consider
only the class of firm real-time applications. Therefore, the objective of the partitioning algorithms is to derive a partitioning that results in high timing yield,
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which represents the percentage of manufactured chips satisfying the throughput
requirement of an application. The algorithms for soft real-time and best-effort
applications are similar to the ones presented in this section, and can be derived
based on the discussions presented in Section 3.4. The heuristic algorithms in this
section are given assuming a single and multiple bindings for all chips. As the
presented model of a multi-processor platform suggests, the interconnect is never
grouped with a processing element in the same voltage-frequency island, but is
always placed in an unshared voltage-frequency island (see Section 2.1). Thus,
the partitioning is only performed for the processing elements in a platform graph.
This choice is motivated as follows. The interconnect is usually operated at higher
clock frequencies, so that the latency for sending data across the connections in
the interconnect is low, thus avoiding the bottleneck of communication. Placing
the interconnect in a voltage-frequency island with other processing elements will
slow down the interconnect. Low latency of communication can also be achieved
by reserving large amount of resources (slots in the TDM slot table) on a connection. However, this may deprive other dependency edges bound to the same
connection of the same or a different application from getting sufficient resources,
resulting in long communication latency.

4.2.1

Single binding

To guide the process of merging multiple voltage-frequency islands into a single
island, such that fewer partitions are created, we define a metric called island criticality, which assumes a given binding of the actors in a resource-aware application
graph to processing elements in a platform graph. This metric quantifies the sensitivity of the throughput of a bound application graph to the clock frequency of a
voltage-frequency island. The higher the island criticality of a voltage-frequency
island, the higher the reduction in the throughput of a bound application graph is
when the clock frequency of the island is reduced. A voltage-frequency island with
a low criticality value suggests that the actors, which are bound to the processing
elements in the island, are either not on the critical cycle or have low execution
times on the cycles of the bound application graph. Island criticality of a voltagefrequency island for a given binding is defined as the reduction in the throughput
of a bound application graph as a result of reducing the clock frequency of the
island from the highest to the lowest value among its clock-frequency levels, while
the clock frequency for the rest of the voltage-frequency islands in the platform
graph is set to their maximum values (Definition 27). Merging a voltage-frequency
island with a high criticality value with other islands into a single partition can
result in high reductions in the throughput of manufactured chips. This is because
the clock frequency of the voltage-frequency island is reduced due to the presence
of other processing elements in the island (the clock frequency of the island is
decided by the slowest processing element in it). This in turn can result in low
timing yield.
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Definition 27. (Island criticality) The criticality of a voltage-frequency island
fi ∈ FI in a platform graph gp ∈ GP, for a given resource-aware application graph
ga ∈ GA and a binding b ∈ B, is given by ci(ga, gp, b, fi) : GA×GP×B ×FI → R+ ,
and is defined as
ci(ga, gp, b, fi) =

τ (gb1 ) − τ (gb2 )
τ (gb1 )

(4.3)

where gb1 = hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc1 i, gb2 = hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc2 i; chip-frequency vectors
fc1 and fc2 are given as
∀fii ∈ FI. fc1 (fii )

=

∀fii ∈ FI. fc2 (fii )

=

max
fclk
fclk ∈c(gp,fii ,n)

max
fclk

fclk ∈c(gp,fii ,n)



min

fclk ∈c(gp,fii ,n)

fclk

fii 6= fi
fii = fi

Algorithm 5 demonstrates our proposed heuristic algorithm for partitioning
processing elements in a platform graph into voltage-frequency islands. The algorithm requires as input a resource-aware application graph ga, a platform graph
gp, a binding bsb , a specified number n of clock-frequency levels for each voltagefrequency island, and µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr values for the random variables describing the
maximum supported frequency of each hardware resources r ∈ R. Initially, all
processing elements in the platform graph are placed in separate voltage-frequency
islands. The binding bsb is derived using the variation-aware heuristic algorithm
implementing the single-binding mapping approach (Algorithm 3) with each processing element placed in a separate VFI. In each of its iterations, the algorithm
sorts the voltage-frequency islands FIpe comprising all processing elements (except
for the interconnect) in increasing order based on their criticality (Line 7). Two
islands are merged together, forming a single partition. This process continues
until all processing elements are placed in a single partition; thus, two voltagefrequency islands remain considering the interconnect that is in a separate island.
As such, the algorithm evaluates all possible granularities of partitions.
Intuitively, islands having the lowest criticality values, as given by the order
of islands based on criticality, shall be merged in each iteration. This may allow
processing elements with higher criticality values, which are more likely to limit
the throughput of a bound application graph, to remain in unshared voltagefrequency islands, resulting in high timing yield. However, merging two adjacent
islands (adjacent in the ordered list of islands based on criticality) with higher
criticality values may result in lower throughput reductions (e.g. when these
islands have equal or close criticality values). For this reason, the timing yield
given the binding bsb as a result of merging each pair of adjacent voltage-frequency
islands is evaluated in each iteration. This is shown on Lines 8–20 in Algorithm 5.
Each adjacent pair of islands fix and fiy are merged on Lines 9–10, where fix and
fiy are grouped into fiy , and fix is removed from the list of islands FI. Each merge
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is reverted on Lines 18–19, such that the next pair of islands can be merged and
evaluated for timing yield. Once the timing yield for merging all adjacent pairs
of voltage-frequency islands FIpe is evaluated, the grouping providing the highest
timing yield is chosen, and the corresponding islands are merged permanently
in FI. This is performed on Lines 21–22, where fitmp
and fitmp
are the voltagex
y
frequency islands, the grouping of which provides the highest timing yield (derived
on Lines 14–15). The algorithm performs an overall number of (M/2·(M −1)−1)
evaluations of timing yield, M being the number of processing elements. Note
that an exhaustive evaluation of all possible groupings of processing elements into
voltage-frequency islands requires (2M )!/((M + 1)! · n!) (given by the Catalan
number) evaluations, resulting in prohibitively long computation times for a large
number of processing elements. Algorithm 5 returns a set FIv of pairs {FI, ymax }
of voltage-frequency island configurations with different number of partitions and
associated timing yield values.

Algorithm 5: Heuristic VFI partitioning algorithm considering a single
binding for all chips
Require: ga; gp; bsb ; n ∀fi ∈ FI; (µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr ) ∀r ∈ R
1: FIv ← ∅
2: Compute c(gp, fi, n) ∀fi ∈ FI
3: while |FI| > 2 do
4:
ymax ← 0
5:
FIpe ← FI \ finoc
6:
Sort FIpe in increasing ci(ga, gp, bsb , fi)
7:
for all adjacent fix , fiy ∈ FIpe do
8:
fiy ← fiy ∪ fix
9:
FI ← FI \ fix
10:
Compute c(gp, fiy , n)
11:
Derive FC
12:
if γ(ga, gp, bsb ) ≥ ymax then
13:
fitmp
← fix
x
14:
fitmp
← fiy
y
15:
ymax ← γ(ga, gp, bsb )
16:
end if
17:
fiy ← fiy \ fix
18:
FI ← FI ∪ fix
19:
end for
20:
fitmp
← fitmp
∪ fitmp
y
y
x
21:
FI ← FI \ fitmp
x
22:
FIv ← FIv ∪ {FI, ymax }
23: end while
24: return FIv
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4.2.2

Multiple bindings

This section presents a heuristic algorithm to partition processing elements in a
platform graph into multiple voltage-frequency islands considering that multiple
bindings of actors in a resource-aware application graph to the processing elements in a platform graph are present. Compared to the case with only a single
binding, the availability of multiple bindings can improve the timing yield, as
demonstrated in the following example. Consider the example platform graph
shown in Figure 4.1. It consists of three voltage-frequency islands, namely fi1 ,
fi2 and fi3 . The interconnect is placed separately in voltage-frequency island fi3 .
There are three processing elements pe1 , pe2 and pe3 , which are partitioned into
two voltage-frequency islands, such that processing element pe1 is in one island
and processing elements pe2 and pe3 are in another. Multiple clock-frequency
levels are provided to each of the voltage-frequency islands. As processing elements pe2 and pe3 are in a single voltage-frequency island, the clock frequency of
the island is decided by the slowest processing element belonging to the island.
Let us assume that a resource-aware application graph comprising three actors
a1 , a2 and a3 is mapped to the platform. Actor a1 has the highest computational demands, and its execution time has the largest impact on the application
throughput. Depending on the clock frequencies of islands fi1 and fi2 , given by
the chip frequency vector fc ∈ FC, different bindings of the actors to the processing elements may provide high throughput. In manufactured chips where fi1 is
operated at a higher clock frequency than fi2 , allocating actor a1 to processing
element pe1 , a2 to pe2 and a3 to pe3 provides higher throughput, as actor a1 is
given higher computational power (Table 4.1). In contrast, in manufactured chips
where fi2 is operated at a higher clock frequency than fi1 (due to pe2 and pe3 both
being faster than pe1 ), allocating a1 to pe2 , a2 to pe1 and a3 to pe3 provides higher
throughput. In this example, we do not consider the latency of communication
across the interconnect, and assume that it is infinitely fast. This demonstrates
how multiple bindings can improve the timing yield, given a certain partitioning
of processing elements into voltage-frequency islands. We proceed by introducing
the partitioning algorithm considering multiple bindings.
Algorithm 6 specifies the heuristic algorithm to partition processing elements
in a platform graph into multiple voltage-frequency islands, given a set of bindings
of the actors in a resource-aware application graph to the processing elements in
the platform graph. The algorithm requires as input a resource-aware application graph ga, a platform graph gp, a set Bmb of bindings, a specified number
n of clock-frequency levels for each voltage-frequency island, and µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr
values for the random variables describing the maximum supported frequency of
each hardware resources r ∈ R. The set Bmb of bindings are derived using the
variation-aware heuristic algorithm implementing the multiple-bindings mapping
approach, given in Algorithm 4, with each processing element placed in a separate island. Algorithm 6 is similar to Algorithm 5, which considers only a single
binding for all chips. In each of its iterations, two islands are grouped forming
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Algorithm 6: Heuristic VFI partitioning algorithm considering multiple
bindings for all chips
Require: ga; gp; Bmb ; n ∀fi ∈ FI; (µrg , σgr , δ r , σlr ) ∀r ∈ R
1: bp ∈ Bmb
2: FIv ← ∅
3: Compute c(gp, fi, n) ∀fi ∈ FI
4: while |FI| > 2 do
5:
ymax ← 0
6:
ytmp ← 0
7:
FIpe ← FI \ finoc
8:
Sort FIpe in increasing ci(ga, gp, bp , fi)
9:
for all adjacent fix , fiy ∈ FIpe do
10:
fiy ← fiy ∪ fix
11:
FI ← FI \ fix
12:
Compute c(gp, fiy , n)
13:
Derive FC
14:
for all fc ∈ FC do
15:
for all b ∈ Bmb do
16:
if τ (gb) ≥ treq then
17:
ytmp = ytmp + pc(gp, fc)
18:
break
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
end for
22:
if ytmp ≥ ymax then
23:
fitmp
← fix
x
24:
fitmp
← fiy
y
25:
ymax ← ytmp
26:
end if
27:
fiy ← fiy \ fix
28:
FI ← FI ∪ fix
29:
end for
30:
fitmp
← fitmp
∪ fitmp
y
y
x
tmp
31:
FI ← FI \ fix
32:
FIv ← FIv ∪ {FI, ymax }
33: end while
34: return FIv

a single partition (Lines 5–32). Note that an arbitrary binding bp ∈ Bmb (Line
1) is used for sorting the voltage frequency islands on criticality (Line 8). Similar to Algorithm 5, all adjacent pairs of voltage-frequency islands given by the
ordered list of criticality are merged and are evaluated for timing yield (Lines
9–28), such that the grouping that provides the highest timing yield is found. In
contrast to the algorithm considering only a single binding, the timing yield is
computed based on the set Bmb of bindings (Lines 14–21). The algorithm eval70
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uates all granularities of partitions, until all processing elements are placed in a
single voltage-frequency island. It returns a set FIv of pairs {FI, ymax } of voltagefrequency island configurations with different number of partitions and associated
timing yield values.
a1

a2
pe1

fi1

a3
pe2

pe3

fi3

fi2

interconnect

Figure 4.1: Example platform graph comprising three voltage-frequency islands. Depending
on the clock frequencies of islands, one or another binding of the three actors belonging to a
resource-aware application graph to the processing elements, which are placed in the islands, is
required to achieve high throughput.

Table 4.1: Different mappings of the actors in an application to the processing elements in a
multi-processor platform shown in Figure 4.1 based on the clock frequencies of voltage-frequency
islands.

4.3

Actors

a1

a2

a3

fc(fi1 ) > fc(fi2 )
fc(fi1 ) < fc(fi2 )

pe1
pe2

pe3
pe1

pe2
pe3

Experimental results

This section demonstrates, on both synthetic and realistic applications, how the
proposed framework can be used by system designers to make trade-offs between
the number of voltage-frequency islands (area cost) and timing yield. We illustrate
that the proposed VFI partitioning algorithm effectively groups resources into
islands for maximized timing yield. Additionally, the impact of the number of
clock-frequency levels provided to voltage-frequency islands on timing yield is
analyzed. We proceed to describing our experimental setup.

4.3.1

Experimental setup

The experimental setup in this chapter is similar to the one presented in Section 3.5.1. The same H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder, MP3 playback, Modem and
MP3 decoder (except the Sample Rate Converter) applications are used. These
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applications are mapped to a multi-processor platform consisting of three processing elements, as most of the applications have a parallelism of three processing
elements. Five clock-frequency levels are provided to each voltage-frequency island. Detailed information on the applications and the platform can be found
in Section 3.5.1 and in Appendix B. In addition to the set of real applications
described above, a single synthetic application is included for experimentation in
this chapter. The reason we include a synthetic application is that it has a higher
level of parallelism, compared to the real applications, and is mapped to a multiprocessor platform comprised of a larger number of processing elements. This
allows us to better demonstrate the important concepts of the proposed voltagefrequency island partitioning methodology. The SDF For Free (SDF3 ) tool was
used to generate the synthetic SDF graph [72, 81]. An overview of the synthetic
application, showing the number of actors and cycles, as well as the available parallelism in terms of the minimum number of processing elements that can fully
exploit it, is shown in Table 4.2. The topology of the application, together with
the execution times of the actors and the size of data tokens sent across dependency edges, can be found in Appendix B. Note that mapping an application to a
platform consisting of a higher than the minimum number of processing elements
needed to exploit the parallelism of the application will result in larger slacks in
some of the processing elements. Grouping these processing elements in a single
voltage-frequency island may have a low impact on timing yield, resulting in unfair trade-offs between the number of voltage-frequency islands and timing yield.
As Table 4.2 shows, the synthetic application has a parallelism that can be fully
exploited by a minimum number of seven processing elements. This application is
mapped to a multi-processor platform consisting of seven homogeneous processing elements. The platform-graph that describes the multi-processor platform is
shown in Figure 4.2. Each processing element and the interconnect are placed in
separate voltage-frequency islands; as such there are eight islands in total. Five
clock-frequency levels are provided to each of the eight islands. The parameters
of the interconnect and the random variables describing the maximum supported
frequency of hardware resources are the same as those presented for the platform
used for the real applications described above. These parameters are given in
Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
Table 4.2: Overview of the synthetic application

SDF graph

Synthetic cyclic

Nr. actors

Nr. cycles

Parallelism
(Nr. PEs)

17

3

7

Note that single and multiple bindings must be provided to the voltagefrequency partitioning algorithms given by Algorithms 5 and 6, respectively.
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These bindings are determined using the variation-aware heuristic mapping algorithms illustrated in Algorithms 3 and 4.

fi4

pe1

fi2

ni1

pe2

fi3

ni2

pe3

ni3
fi7

lk1

lk3

rt1

rt2

rt3

rt4

rt5

rt6

ni4

ni5

ni6

ni7

interconnect

fi1

pe7

lk2

pe4

fi5

fi6

pe5

fi8

pe6

Figure 4.2: The multi-processor platform used for the synthetic application. It consists of
seven processing elements connected to each other by an interconnect. The processing elements
and the interconnect are placed in separate voltage-frequency islands.

4.3.2

Evaluation results

Below, we demonstrate the trade-offs between the number of voltage-frequency
islands and timing yield for the set of real and the synthetic applications presented
above. The trade-offs are given for both single and multiple bindings of the actors in a resource-aware application graph to the processing elements in a platform
graph, which is a single and multiple bindings for the manufactured chips. In addition to this, the effectiveness of the proposed variation-aware voltage-frequency
island partitioning algorithm is evaluated based on a comparison with a baseline
deterministic partitioning algorithm. We also analyze the impact of changing the
number of clock-frequency levels provided to each voltage-frequency island on the
timing yield for each application.
Single binding
In this section, the results are obtained considering a single binding of the actors
in an application to the processing elements in a multi-processor platform. The
throughput requirements of the applications are determined arbitrarily. As shown
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in Algorithm 5, the proposed heuristic VFI partitioning algorithm returns a set
FIv of pairs {FI, ymax } of voltage-frequency island configurations with different
number of partitions and associated timing yield values. To better illustrate the
results in this chapter, we show not only the single timing yield value ymax for
each voltage-frequency island configuration FI, but the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the throughput of an application. This allows us to determine the timing yield for any throughput requirement. Consider the CDF of the
inverse of the throughput of the synthetic application illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The distributions are presented for four different system implementations, namely
VFI-8, VFI-5, VFI-3 and VFI-2. VFI-8 is an eight voltage-frequency domain architecture, where each processing element and the interconnect are in separate
voltage-frequency islands. VFI-5 and VFI-3 are architectures, where the processing elements are partitioned into four and two voltage-frequency islands, respectively. The partitioning is decided by the proposed heuristic VFI partitioning
algorithm given in Algorithm 5. For the given throughput requirement treq , the
inverse of which is shown by the vertical dashed line, the grouping of the processing elements and the interconnect into islands for VFI-5 and VFI-2 is shown
in Table 4.3. Finally, with VFI-2, all processing elements are placed in a single
voltage-frequency island (together with the interconnect, there are two islands).
For any throughput value t0 within the throughput spread t, the CDF of 1/t0
represents the probability that the inverse of the throughput is less than or equal
to 1/t0 (i.e. 1/t ≤ 1/t0 ), and thus the throughput is greater than or equal to
t0 (i.e. t ≥ t0 ). Therefore, for any throughput requirement t0 , the CDF of the
inverse of throughput determines the timing yield.
1

Cumulative probability

VFI−8
VFI−5

0.8

VFI−3
VFI−2
1/treq

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

1

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

1.25

1/Throughput (normalized units)

1.3

Figure 4.3: Throughput CDF for VFI-8, VFI-5, VFI-3 and VFI-2 architectures for the synthetic application. The results presume a single binding of the application to a NoC-based
multi-processor platform consisting of seven processing elements.

Figure 4.3 shows that the throughput distribution for VFI-5 closely tracks
the one for VFI-8. This is because the processing elements pe6 , pe7 , pe3 and pe2
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have low criticality values, and grouping them in a single voltage-frequency island
results in low throughput reductions. For the given throughput requirement,
VFI-8 provides a 66% timing yield, while a 62% timing yield is provided by
VFI-5. In contrast, the VFI-3 architecture results in considerable reductions in
throughput, providing a 12% lower timing yield compared to VFI-8 for the given
throughput requirement. Note that for a different throughput requirement, the
reduction in timing yield can be much higher. For example, for a requirement
resulting in an 88% timing yield with VFI-8, the reduction with VFI-3 is 32%.
Note that the partitioning of the processing elements into VFIs is based on the
requirement. Therefore, we can argue that a different grouping for VFI-3 may
be derived given a different requirement. The VFI-2 architecture results in a
sub-sampled throughput distribution, and can lead to considerable reductions in
the timing yield. For the given throughput requirement, VFI-2 gives only a 40%
timing yield compared to the 66% with VFI-8. This information can be used by
system designers to make informed trade-offs between the granularity of VFIs and
thus area cost and timing yield.
Table 4.3: Grouping of processing elements and the interconnect into VFIs, as a result of both
variation-aware (VFI-5, VFI-3) and deterministic (DVFI-5, DVFI-3) partitioning algorithms
considering a single binding.

Architecture

grouping

VFI-5
VFI-3
DVFI-5
DVFI-3

{pe6 , pe7 , pe3 , pe2 } {pe5 } {pe4 } {pe1 } {noc}
{pe6 , pe7 , pe3 , pe2 } {pe5 , pe4 , pe1 } {noc}
{pe1 , pe2 } {pe3 , pe4 } {pe5 , pe6 } {pe7 } {noc}
{pe1 , pe2 , pe3 , pe4 } {pe5 , pe6 , pe7 } {noc}

To show the effectiveness of the proposed variation-aware VFI partitioning
algorithm, we compare it to a baseline deterministic partitioning approach. From
the perspective of clock-tree routing, it is desirable to have a low number of
processing elements in each voltage-frequency island. This can reduce the complexity of local clock wiring in the partitions. Therefore, for a specified number of
voltage-frequency islands, the deterministic partitioning tries to equally distribute
the processing elements into voltage-frequency islands, thus reducing the maximum number of processing elements in a single island. Figure 4.4 shows the CDF
of the inverse of the throughput for five and three domain architectures based on
groupings of processing elements to islands derived by both variation-aware and
deterministic partitioning algorithms. The grouping of the processing elements
into islands for both variation-aware and deterministic partitioning algorithms is
given in Table 4.3. As the table shows, with the deterministic partitioning (DVFI5 and DVFI-3), the processing elements are equally distributed in the islands (except one island, as there is an odd number of processing elements). The choice
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of processing elements in the voltage-frequency islands is based on the adjacent
index values of processing elements. For the given throughput requirement, the
deterministic five-domain partitioning (DVFI-5) results in an 11% lower timing
yield than the variation-aware partitioning (VFI-5). Similarly, a 14% lower yield
is achieved by DVFI-3, compared to VFI-3. Note that for a throughput requirement resulting in a 64% timing yield with DVFI-3, the timing yield is reduced
with VFI-3. However, it can be argued that with this throughput requirement
specified, the partitioning of the processing elements into voltage-frequency islands with VFI-3 may be different, leading to improved timing yield (the current
grouping is derived based on the throughput requirement shown in Figure 4.4).
These results show the importance of variation-aware voltage-frequency island
partitioning for improved timing yield.
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Figure 4.4: Throughput CDF for five and three VFI architectures, based on both variationaware (VFI-4, VFI-2) and deterministic partitions (DVFI-4, DVFI-2).

Figure 4.5 illustrates the CDFs of the inverse of the throughput for the H.263
decoder, H.263 encoder and MP3 playback applications. For all applications, architectures with four (VFI-4), three (VFI-3) and two (VFI-2) voltage-frequency
islands, are considered. VFI-4 is an architecture where each processing element is
in a separate voltage-frequency island. On the other hand, all processing elements
are placed in a single partition with VFI-2, and thus together with the interconnect, there are two VFIs. The grouping of the processing elements into islands for
VFI-3 is performed by the proposed variation-aware heuristic partitioning algorithm. Figure 4.5 shows that for all three applications, the reduction in the timing
yield when moving from VFI-4 to VFI-2 is considerable. More precisely, there is
an 18%, 29% and 19% reduction for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and MP3
playback applications, respectively. On the other hand, VFI-3 may or may not
reduce the timing yield. For H.263 decoder, there is a negligible decrease in the
timing yield, compared to VFI-4. For MP3 playback, VFI-4 and VFI-3 result in
identical throughput distributions. This is due to two processing elements having
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(a) H.263 decoder
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(b) H.263 encoder
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(c) MP3 playback
Figure 4.5: Throughput CDF for VFI-4, VFI-3 and VFI-2 architectures for the H.263 decoder,
H.263 encoder and MP3 playback applications. The results presume a single binding of the
application to a NoC-based multi-processor platform consisting of three processing elements.
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(a) Modem
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Figure 4.6: Throughput CDF for VFI-4, VFI-3 and VFI-2 architectures for the Modem and
MP3 decoder applications. The results presume a single binding of the application to a NoCbased multi-processor platform consisting of three processing elements.

equal criticality values. Grouping them in a single voltage-frequency island does
not result in throughput reductions. In contrast, the timing yield is lower by 4%
than the 85% provided by VFI-4 fro the H.263 encoder application. Similar results
are illustrated for the Modem and MP3 decoder applications in Figure 4.6. For
both applications, VFI-4 and VFI-3 both provide the same timing yield, while
VFI-2 results in a 7% lower timing yield compared to VFI-4 for both Modem
and MP2 decoder. Note that for the Modem application, there are much more
different throughput points in the distribution, compared to the MP3 decoder application. This is dependent on the topology and the mapping of the application.
There is a large number of chip-frequency vectors (sets of clock frequencies for the
voltage-frequency islands) (Definition 5). For the Modem application, many of
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these chip-frequency vectors provide different throughput values, while identical
throughput values are obtained for most of them for the MP3 decoder application
due to its topology and mapping (e.g. only the frequency change in one processing
element affects the throughput).
The discussion presented in this section demonstrates on both a synthetic
SDF graph and SDF models of real applications how the proposed framework can
be used by system designers to make trade-offs between the number of voltagefrequency islands, and thus cost (in terms of area and power consumption), and
timing yield. Now, we proceed to demonstrating the results of VFI partitioning
given multiple bindings of the actors in a resource-aware application graph to the
processing elements in a platform graph.
Multiple bindings
In this section the results are presented considering multiple bindings of the actors
in an application to the processing elements in a multi-processor platform. The
set of bindings is derived by the variation-aware heuristic algorithm implementing
the multiple-bindings mapping approach given in Algorithm 4. Figure 4.7 shows
the CDF of the inverse of the throughput of the synthetic application for VFI-8,
VFI-5, VFI-3 and VFI-2 architectures. Initially, 125 non-identical bindings are
selected by the algorithm, out of which only 38 bindings are dominant, and thus
they provide the highest throughput for all chip-frequency vectors. However, from
the set of 38 bindings, only eight bindings are manually chosen, as the rest are
dominant only for a few chip-frequency vectors. The grouping of the processing
elements and the interconnect into voltage-frequency islands for the five and three
domain architectures is given in Table 4.4. As can be seen, a different partitioning
for both VFI-5 and VFI-3 is derived compared to the partitioning considering a
single binding, given in Table 4.3. In Table 4.4, the voltage-frequency islands
are given in increasing order of criticality (from left to right). Note that with
VFI-5 islands consisting of processing elements pe7 and pe6 are merged into a
single island, even though the island with pe1 has a lower criticality value. This
happens as merging pe7 and pe6 into a single partition provides higher timing
yield (the islands with these processing elements have close criticality values).
This illustrates the benefits of evaluating the timing yield, as a result of merging
each pair of adjacent voltage-frequency islands in each iteration of the proposed
heuristic partitioning algorithms given in Algorithms 5 and Algorithm 6.
Figure 4.7 shows significant improvements in the timing yield, compared to the
case where only a single binding of the actors in the resource-aware synthetic application graph to the processing elements in the platform graph is present. More
specifically, the eight domain architecture (VFI-8) considering a single binding
provides a 66% timing yield, as given by Figure 4.3. The same eight domain implementation considering multiple (eight) bindings provides an 84% timing yield,
resulting in an 18% improvement. Similar observations are made for the VFI-5
and VFI-3 architectures. With VFI-5, the timing yield is increased from 62% (sin79
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gle binding) to 77% (multiple bindings) with an improvement of 15%. An increase
in the timing yield of 10% is observed in the case of the VFI-3 implementation,
where a single and multiple bindings result in a timing yield of 54% and 64%, respectively. From these results, we make an observation that the benefits of having
multiple bindings (in terms of increased timing yield) are lower for a lower number
of voltage-frequency islands. Note that the throughput distributions with VFI-2
in the case of both single and multiple bindings are identical. With the VFI-2 architecture all processing elements are operated at the clock frequency the slowest
processing element in the platform can support. Therefore, multiple bindings do
not result in throughput improvements in this case. As suggested by Figure 4.3,
which presumes a single binding, the timing yield decreases by 4% and 8% when
moving from VFI-8 to VFI-5 and from VFI-5 to VFI-3, respectively. On the other
hand, in Figure 4.7, higher reductions of 7% and 13% are seen between VFI-8,
VFI-5 and VFI-5, VFI-3, respectively. We thus make another observation that
the loss in timing yield when moving to a smaller number of voltage-frequency
islands is larger with multiple bindings than with a single binding.
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Figure 4.7: Throughput CDF for VFI-8, VFI-5, VFI-3 and VFI-2 architectures for the synthetic application. The results presume multiple bindings (eight) of the application to a NoCbased multi-processor platform consisting of seven processing elements.

Table 4.4: Grouping of processing elements and the interconnect into VFIs, as a result of the
variation-aware partitioning algorithm considering multiple bindings.

Architecture

grouping

VFI-5
VFI-3

{pe5 , pe3 , pe2 } {pe1 } {pe7 , pe6 } {pe4 } {noc}
{pe1 , pe5 , pe3 , pe2 } {pe4 , pe7 , pe6 } {noc}

Figure 4.8 illustrates the CDFs of the inverse of the throughput of the H.263
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decoder, H.263 encoder and MP3 playback applications for VFI-4, VFI-3 and VFI2 architectures. The number of bindings selected for each application can be found
in Table 3.7. Figure 4.8 shows significant improvements in timing yield with both
VFI-4 and VFI-3, compared to the case where only a single binding is present.
For the H.263 decoder, the improvements are 7% and 17% with VFI-3 and VFI-4,
respectively. Similarly, a 7% and a 16% higher timing yield is provided with the
VFI-3 and VFI-4 architectures for the MP3 playback application. In the case of
the H.263 encoder application, the timing yield is the same for both single and
multiple bindings with VFI-3, while the VFI-4 architecture considering multiple
bindings increases the timing yield by 5%. Similar to the case with the synthetic
application, we observe that the benefits of having multiple bindings (in terms of
increased timing yield) are lower for a lower number of voltage-frequency islands.
Similar results are seen for the Modem and MP3 decoder applications in Figure 4.9. For MP3 decoder, multiple bindings do not benefit in increasing the
timing yield considering a three voltage-frequency island architecture (VFI-3).
With both single and multiple bindings, the timing yield is 62%. In contrast,
an increase of 15% with VFI-4, where each processing element is in a separate
island, is provided by multiple bindings. For the Modem application, there is a
considerable gain in timing yield with both VFI-4 and VFI-3 when moving to
multiple bindings. With a four domain architecture, the timing yield is improved
by 23% (from 62% to 85%), compared to the case with a single binding. Note that
the timing yield for the Modem application reported by the heuristic algorithm
implementing the multiple-bindings mapping approach (MBH) in Figure 3.8 is
70%. This result is given for the same four domain architecture, and the same
set of bindings are also used in the experiment, the results of which are shown in
Figure 4.9. The reason of this difference is that, with the MBH algorithm, some
bindings that provide high throughput for certain chip-frequency vectors, but are
not found for these chip-frequency vectors (reducing the timing yield), are in fact
located for other chip frequency vectors. However, with the VFI partitioning algorithm given in Algorithm 6, the complete set of bindings are evaluated for each
chip-frequency vector, providing a higher 85% timing yield. As such, although
the reported timing yield with MBH is 70%, in reality, the selected set of bindings
provide 85% timing yield for the Modem application. Similar to the improvement
with VFI-4, multiple bindings with the VFI-3 architecture for the Modem application provide an 18% increase in the timing yield. Note that the reduction in the
timing yield when moving from VFI-4 to VFI-3 is 5% (Figure 4.9). The results and
the discussion presented in this section illustrate that multiple bindings result in
considerable improvements in the timing yield, compared to the case with a single
binding. We also showed that the reduction in the timing yield when decreasing
the number of VFI partitions is higher with multiple bindings. This information
can be used by system-designer to make informed trade-offs between single and
multiple bindings, as well as the number of VFI partitions and timing yield. We
proceed to analyzing the impact of changing the number of clock-frequency levels
provided to islands on timing yield.
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Figure 4.8: Throughput CDF for VFI-4, VFI-3 and VFI-2 architectures for the H.263 decoder,
H.263 encoder and MP3 playback applications. The results presume multiple binding of the
application to a NoC-based multi-processor platform consisting of three processing elements.
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Figure 4.9: Throughput CDF for VFI-4, VFI-3 and VFI-2 architectures for the Modem and
MP3 decoder applications. The results presume multiple binding of the application to a NoCbased multi-processor platform consisting of three processing elements.

Number of clock-frequency levels
The results in this section presume a single binding of the actors in a resourceaware application graph to the processing elements in a platform graph. Figure 4.10 shows the CDF of the throughput of the synthetic application for a five
voltage-frequency island architecture. The graphs are presented for eight, five,
three, two and a single clock-frequency levels provided to the voltage-frequency islands in the platform graph. The figure shows that the number of clock-frequency
levels has a large impact on the throughput distribution and hence on the timing
yield. The higher the number of levels is the finer the distributions (i.e. more
points are present in them). It can be seen that a larger number of clock-frequency
levels does not necessarily result in higher timing yield. For example, two clock83
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frequency levels provide a much higher timing yield of 52%, compared to the 17%
given with three levels. Similarly, five levels provide a 3% higher timing yield,
compared to the case where the number of levels is eight. A larger number of
clock-frequency levels can reduce the timing yield, as the timing yield depends
not only on the number, but also on the specific clock frequencies. In this work,
equidistant clock-frequency levels are selected (in the same range), as detailed in
Section 2.3. Therefore, the set of a certain number of clock-frequency levels (e.g.
n = 2, and the set of levels is c(gp, fi, 2)) is not always a subset of a larger number
of clock-frequency levels (i.e. c(gp, fi, 2) 6⊂ c(gp, fi, 3)). For this reason, the timing
yield may be reduced with an increase in the number of levels. Note that the timing yield is never reduced when going from two to eight clock-frequency levels, as
shown in Figure 4.10. This is because, with the equidistant clock-frequency selection policy, the set of two clock-frequency levels is a subset of the set of eight levels
(i.e. c(gp, fi, 2) ⊂ c(gp, fi, 8)). Note that for a different throughput requirement,
two and five clock-frequency levels can result in up to 44% and 20% reduction
in the timing yield, compared to the case with eight levels. Depending on the
requirement, we observe that it is more likely that the timing yield is higher for
a larger number of clock-frequency levels. Finally, a single clock-frequency level
results in a single low throughput point and a 0% timing yield.
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Figure 4.10: Throughput CDF for a VFI-5 architecture for the synthetic application. The
results presume a single binding of the application to a NoC-based multi-processor platform
consisting of seven processing elements. The graphs are presented for eight, five, three, two and
a single clock-frequency levels provided to voltage-frequency islands in the platform graph.

Figure 4.11 shows similar results for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and
MP3 playback applications. The graphs are shown for a single binding and for
eight, five, three, two and a single clock-frequency levels provided to the voltagefrequency islands in the platform graph. For the H.263 decoder application, eight,
five, three, two and a single clock-frequency levels result in 79%, 73%, 76%, 38%
and 0% timing yield, respectively. As in the case of the synthetic application, here
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Figure 4.11: Throughput CDF for a VFI-4 architecture for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder
and MP3 playback applications. The results presume a single binding of the application to a
NoC-based multi-processor platform. The graphs are presented for eight, five, three, two and a
single clock-frequency levels provided to voltage-frequency islands in the platform graph.
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too, the timing yield is reduced when moving from a smaller to a larger number
number of clock-frequency levels (e.g. from three to five levels). With the H.263
encoder, 92%, 85%, 76% and 52% timing yield values are provided with eight, five,
three and two clock-frequency levels, respectively. This illustrates the possible
benefits in terms of improved timing yield when increasing the number of clockfrequency levels. Similar results are shown for the MP3 playback application.
Note that for this application the timing yield provided by three clock frequency
levels is higher by 5% than the timing yield of eight clock-frequency levels.
The discussion presented in this section demonstrates on both a synthetic
SDF graph and SDF models of real applications how the proposed framework
can be used by system designers to make informed trade-offs between single and
multiple bindings, the number of voltage-frequency islands, as well as the number
of clock-frequency levels provided to islands, (i.e. cost in terms of area and power
consumption) and timing yield.

4.4

Summary

Reducing the number of voltage-frequency islands in a multi-processor platform
results in a smaller number of clock-generation units, which provide a set of
clock-frequency levels to the islands. This in turn reduces the cost in terms
of area and power consumption. On the other hand, with a reduced number of
voltage-frequency levels, multiple processing elements share a single island, the
clock-frequency of which is decided based on the slowest processing element in
the island. If one of the processing elements is slow due to within-die process
variation, the whole island is operated at a reduced clock frequency. This may
lower the throughput of the application mapped to the platform in manufactured
chips, negatively affecting the timing yield. Additionally, the area and power
consumption costs of a clock-generation unit are decided based on its implementation, which in turn depends on the desired number of clock-frequency levels
and the step size between them. Thus, a reduction in the number of levels may
lead to a lower area cost. On the other hand, a smaller number of levels provide a worse matching of the actual maximum supported frequency, which can
be any value within the process-induced frequency spread, of hardware resources.
This in turn lowers the throughput in manufactured chips and as a consequence
the timing yield. This chapter introduced a heuristic algorithm, for each case
with a single and multiple bindings for the manufactured chips, to partition the
processing elements into voltage-frequency islands with a minimal reduction in
timing yield. A new metric, coined as island criticality, was proposed to guide
the partitioning process. The metric quantifies the sensitivity of the throughput
of an application mapped to a multi-processor platform to the clock frequency
of a voltage-frequency island in the platform. An island with a high criticality
value presumes a high reduction in the throughput when the clock frequency of
the island is reduced. Thus, merging an island with a high criticality value with
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other islands may result in high reductions in the throughput in manufactured
chips, as the clock frequency of the created island is lowered due to the presence
of slower processing elements in the island. In addition to this, an outline of
possible architectures of a clock-generation unit based on the desired number of
clock-frequency levels was presented, showing that the finer the granularity of the
clock-frequency levels, the higher the area cost can be.
The proposed partitioning algorithms were evaluated on a synthetic and a
set of SDF graphs modeling real applications. As such, the chapter illustrates
the trade-offs that can be performed by system designers between the number
of voltage-frequency islands (i.e. area and power consumption costs) and timing
yield. Given a single binding for the manufactured chips, we experimentally
showed that the number of islands can be reduced with a negligible reduction in
timing yield. More specifically, for the synthetic application, a 4% lower timing
yield is provided with a five-island architecture, compared to an architecture with
eight islands in a platform consisting of seven processing elements. Meanwhile,
there is no reduction in the timing yield for a six-domain architecture. This is a
positive observation, as it allows us to reduce the area and power consumption
costs with a negligible or no impact on timing yield. The reduction in timing yield
increases when the number of islands is further reduced. For example, 12% and
23% lower values of timing yield are reported for three and two VFI architectures,
respectively. Similar results are reported for the SDF models of real applications
for the same case of a single binding for the manufactured chips. For four out of
five applications, going from a four to a three voltage-frequency island architecture
negligibly lowers the timing yield in a platform with three processing elements. On
the other hand, up to a 29% reduction is seen when placing all processing elements
in a single island (i.e. two islands in total considering one for the interconnect).
For the case of multiple bindings for the manufactured chips, the following
results are experimentally reported. An observation is made that the benefits of
having multiple bindings (in terms of increased timing yield) reduce together with
a reduction in the number of voltage-frequency islands. More specifically, for the
synthetic application, the increase in timing yield due to having multiple bindings
for eight, five and three island architectures are 18%, 15% and 10%, respectively.
The reported results suggest that the loss in timing yield when moving to a
smaller number of voltage-frequency islands is larger for multiple bindings than
for a single binding. With the synthetic application example, reductions of 7%
and 13% in timing yield when moving from eight to five and from five to three
island architectures are obtained. These numbers are larger than the 4% and 8%
values that presume a single binding. Similar results are reported for the SDF
graphs of real applications.
The same chapter additionally illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed
variation-aware heuristic partitioning algorithm by comparing it to a baseline
deterministic partitioning approach. With this approach, the processing elements
are equally distributed among voltage-frequency islands to reduce the complexity
of local clock tree routing within partitions. We have observed that the proposed
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variation-aware heuristic partitioning algorithm provides 11% and 14% higher
values of timing yield, compared to the deterministic partitioning.
Lastly, experimental results of timing yield for varying the number of clockfrequency levels provided to voltage-frequency islands are provided in the chapter.
The results show that the number of clock-frequency levels has a large impact
on timing yield. However, a larger number of clock-frequency levels does not
necessarily result in higher timing yield. For the synthetic application example,
a 35% lower timing yield is reported with three clock-frequency levels, compared
to two clock-frequency levels. Similarly, five clock-frequency levels improve the
result provided by eight levels by 3%. A larger number of clock-frequency levels
can reduce the timing yield, as the timing yield depends not only on the number,
but also on the specific clock frequencies. In this work, equidistant clock-frequency
levels are selected within the same frequency range. Therefore, the set of a certain
number of clock-frequency levels (e.g. n = 2, and the set of levels is c(gp, fi, 2)) is
not always a subset of a larger number of clock-frequency levels (i.e. c(gp, fi, 2) 6⊂
c(gp, fi, 3)). For this reason, the timing yield may be reduced with an increase
in the number of levels. As such the timing yield is never reduced when going
from two to eight clock-frequency levels, as the set of two clock-frequency levels
is a subset of the set of eight levels with the equidistant clock-frequency selection
policy. With the rest of the applications, the timing yield is mostly increased
due to increasing the number of clock-frequency levels. Improvements of up to
41% when going from two to eight levels are reported. We thus observe that it
is more likely that the timing yield is improved when increasing the number of
clock-frequency levels.
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5

Reducing the design margins or guard-bands when implementing a circuit provides
the benefit of decreased circuit area, resulting in a higher number of dies on a
wafer. This in turn may provide a higher number of good dies that satisfy the
throughput requirement imposed on the system. In this chapter, we demonstrate
on case studies, how our framework is used to estimate the impact of guard-band
reduction on the number of good dies on a wafer. The number of good dies is given
by the product of the number of gross dies and timing yield. The timing yield
corresponding to a guard-band reduction value is estimated by the methodology
proposed in this thesis. We consider both cases where a single and multiple
bindings of the actors in a resource-aware application graph to the processing
elements in a platform graph are present. We additionally illustrate the impact of
reducing the number of voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph, and thus
cost in terms of area, on the number of good dies.

5.1

Number of good dies

Circuit guard-banding is typically done by using corner-files during the design and
verification stages; these files describe the worst-case and best-case delay values of
standard-cells, corresponding to slow and fast process corners, respectively. The
change in circuit area when reducing these guard-bands (i.e. implementing the
circuit with reduced WC and increased BC delay values) is assessed by Jeong et
al. in [33]. They use open-source cores and an industrial embedded processor
core with target clock frequencies ranging from 300 to 600 MHz; the cores are
synthesized using 90, 65 and 45 nm technology model libraries. Based on measured
data, the authors provide a linear regression model for circuit-area reduction
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versus guard-band reduction. Equation (5.1) shows the model, where v is the
area reduction factor and u is the guard-band reduction in percent.
v = 1 − 0.0033 · u

(5.1)

The number of gross dies on a wafer is given by Equation (5.2), where l is the
radius of the wafer and V is the die area [33]; the second term in the equation
accounts for wasted area around the edges of the circular wafer. Using Equation (5.1), the number of gross dies corresponding to a u% guard-band reduction
can be computed.

 2
2l
l
−√
(5.2)
Ngross = π ·
V
2V
We are interested in the number of good dies that provide throughput at
least equal to the minimum throughput requirement of an application. As the
timing yield metric quantifies the percentage of manufactured chips that satisfy
the throughput requirement of an application, the number of good dies is given
by the product of timing yield and the number of gross dies (Equation (5.3)).
Note that random defect yield can also be taken into account in the equation,
as shown by Jeong et al. [33]. However, due to low error density values, the
random defect yield is high, and has a negligible impact on the number of good
dies [33]. Furthermore, guard-band reduction has almost no impact on random
defect yield, as shown in [33]. For these reasons, we do not take random defect
yield into consideration.
Ngood = y · Ngross

5.2

(5.3)

Variation characterization

Each guard-band value results in a particular circuit implementation with a certain area, after the design and verification stages. By performing statistical characterization (Monte Carlo simulations) on each circuit implementation, the PDFs
of the maximum supported frequency of the hardware resources (processing elements, routers, network interfaces and links) in a platform graph is obtained. A
statistical characterization flow is proposed by Miranda et al. in [51]. However, in
this chapter, we do not perform statistical characterization to obtain the frequency
distributions for hardware resource. Instead, we make the following intuitive assumptions. With the original guard-band (i.e. 0% guard-band reduction), we
assume that manufactured hardware resource instances within the range of three
r
standard deviations from mean (≈ 99.7%) satisfy the target frequency ftg
. This
corresponds to a combined normal distribution of maximum supported frequency,
r
r
r
where (µr0% − 3σ0%
· (µr0% /100)) = ftg
, where σ0%
is the standard deviation in
percents of mean frequency. Therefore, the mean frequency µr0% is computed by
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r
Equation (5.4). For a resource with ftg
= 300 MHz target frequency, σgr = 4%,
r
r
σl = 3.3%, and thus σ0% ≈ 5.186% of mean frequency, the combined distribution
r
f r = N (µr0% , σ0%
) is shown in Figure 5.1. The mean frequency µr0% for this example is equal to ≈ 355 MHz. These numbers are based on the available data at
45nm technology [64].

µr0% =

r
ftg
r /100
1 − 3σ0%

(5.4)

With no guard-band (i.e. 100% guard-band reduction), we assume that half
of manufactured hardware resource instances satisfy the target frequency ftg considering only global variation. This corresponds to a global normal distribution
r
mean. Therefore, the mean of the
of maximum supported frequency with ftg
r
r
r
combined distribution is given by µ100% = (ftg
− δ r · (ftg
/100)), where δ r is the
reduction in mean frequency (in percents) due to local variation (Equation (5.5)).
r
= 300 MHz, σgr = 4%, σlr = 3.3%,
For the example described above, where ftg
r
r
and σ100% ≈ 5.186% of mean frequency, the distribution f r = N (µr100% , σ100%
) is
shown in Figure 5.1.
r
µr100% = ftg
· (1 −

Probability density

0.03

δr
)
100

µr100%
ftgr

µr0%

(5.5)

r
f r =N (µr0% , σ0%
)
r
f r =N (µr40%, σ40%
)
r
f r =N (µr100%, σ100%
)
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Figure 5.1: Combined f r PDF of a hardware resource due to a 0%, 40%, 100% guard-band
r is 300 MHz, σ r = 4%, σ r = 3.3%, and thus σ r
reduction. The target frequency ftg
g
l
u% ≈ 5.186%
of mean frequency.

Given the values µr0% and µr100% , a u% guard-band reduction results in a new
combined normal distribution with a mean frequency µru% given by Equation (5.6).
r
Figure 5.1 shows the combined distribution f r = N (µr40% , σ40%
) for a 40% guardband reduction. We assume that the standard deviation to mean ratio of the
combined normal distribution for any u% guard-band reduction is constant. For
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r
the example described above this ratio is σu%
/µru% ≈ 5.186%. In reality, it may
change due to local variation that depends on circuit implementation, which is
different for each u% guard-band reduction (global variation does not depend on
circuit implementation). However, only small differences in a close range of mean
frequency are expected (e.g. the ratio difference for 300 MHz and 355 MHz mean
frequency circuit implementations is much lower than for 300 MHz and 2 GHz
circuit implementations). For a given a mean frequency µru% , the frequency µrg
corresponding to a guard-band reduction vale can be computed by Equation 5.7,
where δ r is the mean reduction in percents of µrg .

µru% = µr0% − u ·
µrg =

5.3

µr0% − µr100%
100

µru%
(1 −

δr
100 )

(5.6)

(5.7)

Experimental setup

The results in this section are presented for the synthetic and the set of real applications used in Sections 3.5.1 and 4.3.1. This set contains an H.263 decoder, an
H.263 encoder, an MP3 playback, a Modem and an MP3 decoder. The set of real
applications are mapped to a NoC-based multi-processor platform consisting of
three homogeneous processing elements. As the synthetic application has a higher
level of parallelism, it is mapped to a platform consisting of seven homogeneous
processing elements. For both platform graphs with three and seven processing
elements, the number of clock-frequency levels provided to each of the voltagefrequency islands is chosen to be five. More information on the applications and
multi-processor platforms can be found in Sections 3.5.1, 4.3.1 and in Appendix B.
The target frequency and the variation-related parameters for the random variables describing the maximum supported frequency of hardware resources in the
multi-processor platforms are shown in Table 5.1. An explanation on the choice
of these numbers is presented in Section 3.5.1. The single and multiple bindings
of the actors in each resource-aware application graph to the processing elements
in a platform graph are derived using the variation-aware heuristic mapping algorithms given in Algorithms 3 and 4. Similarly, the partitioning of the processing
elements in a platform graph into voltage-frequency islands, given a single and
multiple bindings, is determined by Algorithms 5 and 6, respectively.
We assume that die area consists of standard logic cells and embedded SRAM
together with IO cells. Two scenarios are distinguished: guard-band reduction results in an overall decrease in die area; only the area of logic cells is reduced when
reducing guard-bands. For the scenario, where overall die area is reduced, the formula for area computation is given in Equation (5.8). In the formula, v is the area
reduction factor due to a u% guard-band reduction (Equation (5.1)); npe and ncgu
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Table 5.1: Target frequency and variation-related parameters assumed for hardware resources.

r
ftg
σgr
r

(MHz)
(% of µrg )
δ (% of µrg )
σlr (% of µrg )

pe

rt

ni

lk

300
4
5
3.3

500
4
0
3.3

500
4
0
3.3

560
4
5
3.3

are the number of processing elements and clock-generation units, respectively;
and Vpe , Vnoc and Vcgu are the area of a processing element, the interconnect and
the clock-generation unit, respectively. Note that an assumption that the area
of clock-generation units does not change due to guard-band reduction is made.
The area of a processing element is assumed to be 0.7 mm2 , based on the area of
an ARM Cortex-A5 processor at 45 nm technology. The area of the interconnect
is 3.1 mm2 . We assume that a typical fine-grained clock-generation unit has area
of 0.03 mm2 [68]. Note that, with 0% guard-band reduction, all processing elements and the interconnect can be clocked at their target clock frequencies. This
requires a simple clock-generation unit providing a fixed clock frequency for all
voltage-frequency islands. In contrast, a higher area cost clock-generation unit
per island is necessary with reduced guard-bands. For a fair comparison, the area
of clock-generation units with 0% guard-band reduction is neglected.
V = v · (npe · Vpe + Vnoc ) + ncgu · Vcgu

(5.8)

For the scenario, where only the area of logic cells is reduced, the are is computed by Equation (5.9), where (Vlogic + Vfixed = npe · Vpe + Vnoc ). We assume that
70% of the area of processing elements and the interconnect (npe · Vpe ) consists of
standard logic cells, and 30% of embedded SRAM and IO cells. Equations (5.8)
and (5.9) are used to compute the die area corresponding to a u% guard-band
reduction. The number of gross dies on a wafer is derived by (5.2).
V = v · Vlogic + Vfixed + ncgu · Vcgu

(5.9)

The timing yield is evaluated by means of the proposed framework, using the
mean frequency µrg of hardware resources corresponding to a u% guard-band reduction. The mean frequency µrg is computed by Equation (5.7). The throughput
requirement of the cyclic synthetic application is set based on the target clock
frequency of the hardware resources (Table 5.1). With the specified target frequencies, we assume that the application just satisfies its throughput requirement.
This assumption enables us to have fair results when estimating the impact of
guard-band reduction on timing yield (a relaxed throughput requirement creates
a large slack in performance). To determine the throughput requirement, each
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application is mapped to the platform with the specified target frequencies, such
that the throughput is maximized. The heuristic mapping algorithm presented
in Section 3.4.2 is used for finding a mapping with maximized throughput. The
result of the mapping is a throughput value, which is taken as the requirement
for each application.

5.3.1

Evaluation results

Figure 5.2 illustrates the change in the number of good dies per wafer (normalized
units) against guard-band reduction for the synthetic application with an eight
voltage-frequency domain architecture (VFI-8), and for two different assumptions:
a design with fixed blocks, where the area of embedded SRAM and IO cells does
not change with guard-band reduction; and a design without fixed blocks (i.e.
hard macros are newly designed corresponding to the guard-band reduction).
The graphs are given for both a single and multiple bindings of the actors in
the resource-aware synthetic application graph to the processing elements in the
platform graph consisting of seven processing elements (Figure 4.2). The timing
yield corresponding to different u% guard-band reduction values for both single
and multiple bindings is shown in Table 5.2. Figure 5.2 shows that the number
of good dies is maximized at a 20% guard-band reduction with a single binding
and fixed blocks. This results in a 0.6% more dies that satisfy the throughput
requirement imposed on the application. When there are no fixed blocks, a 30%
reduction in the guard-band leads to a 3.1% increase in the number of good dies.
With a single binding, the number of good dies beyond 30% guard-band reduction
gradually decreases. This is because the reduction in the timing yield becomes
considerable (see Table 5.2). It can be seen that a larger number of good dies
is provided with multiple bindings. This is due to high timing yield, as reported
in Table 5.2. Assuming a design with fixed blocks, the number of good dies is
maximized at a 50% guard-band reduction, resulting in a 6.1% more good dies.
A design without fixed blocks provides 12.3% more good dies with the same 50%
guard-band reduction. Note that a 6.1% increase in the number of good dies is
significant. For example, if 4 K wafers are required to produce 30 M good dies,
a 6.1% larger number of good dies per wafer translates into 230 fewer wafers for
the same 30 M good dies. For a wafer cost of e3000, the cost saving is e690,000.
Figure 5.3 shows the normalized change in the number of good dies per wafer
against guard-band reduction for the same synthetic application, but with a five
voltage-frequency domain architecture (VFI-5). A design with fixed blocks assuming a single and multiple bindings are considered. The timing yield for guard-band
reduction values is given in Table 5.2. With a single binding, a 0.8% larger number of good dies are provided for a 20% guard-band reduction. This is slightly
larger than the 0.6% given by the eight domain architecture due to the lower area
cost of clock-generation units with VFI-5 (approximately the same timing yield is
achieved by both VFI-8 and VFI-5 at the 20% reduction in guard-band, as shown
in Table 5.2). On the other hand, multiple bindings with VFI-5 provide a much
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Nr. good dies per wafer (normalized)

lower 3.25% improvement in the number of good dies, compared to the 6.1% with
VFI-8. This is due to the considerably lower timing yield provided by the five
domain architecture. Note that guard-band reduction also benefits in reduced
dynamic and leakage power. These results show that a higher number of good
dies with reduced guard-bands is obtained, increasing profit.
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Figure 5.2: Number of good dies per wafer against reduced guard-band for the synthetic
application and a VFI-8 architecture. The graphs are given for both a single and multiple
bindings. Designs with and without fixed blocks are considered.
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Figure 5.3: Number of good dies per wafer against reduced guard-band for the synthetic
application a VFI-5 architecture. The graphs are given for both a single and multiple bindings.
Only a design with fixed blocks is considered.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the number of good dies per wafer (normalized units) as
a result of reducing guard-bands for the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and MP3
playback applications with a four voltage-frequency domain architecture (VFI4). Both designs with and without fixed blocks are considered. The graphs are
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given for both a single and multiple bindings of the actors in each resource-aware
application graph to the processing elements in the platform graph consisting
of three processing elements. Similar results are seen for the H.263 decoder and
MP3 playback applications. Considering the design with fixed blocks, the number
of good dies is maximized at a 30% reduction in guard-bands, resulting in 1.6%
and 4.8% more good dies for single and multiple bindings, respectively. For a
design without fixed blocks, a single binding results in a 4.8% increase in the
number of good dies for the same 30% guard-band reduction for both applications.
With multiple bindings and without fixed blocks, a 30% guard-band reduction
provides 10.3% and 11.5% more good dies for H.263 decoder and MP3 playback,
respectively. For the H.263 encoder application, 0.6% and 3.7% increase in the
number of good dies is observed with a single binding and for designs with and
without fixed blocks. With multiple bindings, the improvements are 3.7% and 7%
(30% reduction in guard-bands) with and without fixed blocks, respectively.
Table 5.2: Timing yield for u% reduced guard-bands.
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The change in the number of good dies due to reducing guard-bands for the
Modem and MP3 decoder applications are shown in Figure 5.5. Significant improvements in the number of good dies are seen for the Modem application. More
specifically, with a single binding and with a design with fixed blocks, a 50%
guard-band reduction leads to an increase of 3.5% in the number of good dies.
This is due to relatively high timing provided at a 50% reduction in guard-bands.
When fixed blocks are not present, the improvement goes up to 9.5% with the
same single binding. With multiple bindings, the guard-bands can be reduced
by 70%, resulting in an increase of 9.6% and 18.8% for designs with and without
fixed blocks, respectively. The number of good dies is maximized at the 70%
guard-band reduction, as high timing yield is provided for guard-band reduction
values up until 70%. Beyond 70%, the timing yield reduces, leading to a decrease
in the number of good dies. For the MP3 decoder application, the number of
good dies is in fact reduced by 0.5% at a 30% guard-band reduction with a single
binding and a design with fixed blocks. This is due to a relatively low timing yield
for the 30% reduced guard-bands. However, multiple bindings provide a higher
timing yield and result in a 3.7% more good dies. With a design without fixed
blocks, an increase of 2.7% and 7% in the number of good dies is observed with
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(a) H.263 decoder
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(b) H.263 encoder
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(c) MP3 playback
Figure 5.4: Number of good dies per wafer against reduced guard-band for the H.263 decoder,
H.263 encoder and MP3 playback applications and a VFI-4 architecture. The graphs are given
for both a single and multiple bindings. Designs with and without fixed blocks are considered.
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a single and multiple bindings, respectively.
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(a) Modem
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(b) MP3 decoder
Figure 5.5: Number of good dies per wafer against reduced guard-band for the Modem and
MP3 decoder applications and a VFI-4 architecture. The graphs are given for both a single and
multiple bindings. Designs with and without fixed blocks are considered.

Note that the numbers for the SDF graphs modeling real applications are presented for an architecture where each processing element is in a separate voltagefrequency domain. As experimentally illustrated in Chapter 4, for most of the
applications the number of islands can be reduced without affecting the timing
yield (with a single binding). This leads to a reduction in the are cost due to
clock-generation units, and in turn to more good dies per wafer. Similarly, the
results in this section are given for an architecture, where five clock-frequency
levels are provided to each of the voltage-frequency islands. It has been shown
in Chapter 4 that more clock-frequency levels are more likely to provide a higher
timing yield. Therefore, increasing the number of clock-frequency levels to each
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island is more likely to result in an increased number of good dies.

5.4

Summary

Designing circuits with reduced margins or guard-bands, referred to as better
than worst-case design, provides the benefits of reduced circuit area and power
consumption. Due to a smaller circuit and thus die size, a larger number of dies
are placed on a wafer. This in turn may provide a larger number of good dies
that satisfy the throughput requirement imposed on the system. The number of
good dies is given by the product of the timing yield and the overall number of
dies. In this chapter, we demonstrated on the synthetic and the set of SDF graphs
modeling real applications how the proposed framework can be used to estimate
the change in the number of good dies due to guard-band reduction. The results
are presented for both cases with a single and multiple bindings for manufactured
chips, and two different assumptions: a design with fixed blocks, where the area
of embedded SRAM and IO cells does not change with guard-band reduction; and
a design without fixed blocks, where the the overall area is reduced. Additionally,
the impact of reducing the number of voltage-frequency islands, and thus circuit
area (die size), on the number of good dies is analyzed.
For the case of a single binding for manufactured chips, an average of 1.4%
increase in the number of good dies is observed due to 20%–50% guard-band
reductions assuming a design with fixed blocks. The maximum improvement is
3.5% for the Modem application for a 50% reduction in guard-bands. For the
MP3 decoder application, a 0.5% lower number of good dies is actually provided
at a 30% guard-band reduction due to a relatively low timing yield. Considering
a design without fixed blocks and a single binding for manufactured chips, the
average improvement increases from the 1.4% to 4.8%. This increase is because
of a larger reduction in circuit area when guard-bands are reduced, resulting in
more dies on a wafer. The maximum improvement of 9.5% is still with the Modem
application at a 50% guard-band reduction. This improvement is due to a relatively high timing yield value at the 50% reduction in the guard-bands. Further
reducing the guard-bands considerably lowers the timing yield, and although the
area is further reduced (i.e. more dies on a wafer), this results in a lower number
of good dies.
With multiple bindings for manufactured chips, larger improvements in the
number of good dies are obtained. This is due to higher timing yield values
at larger guard-band reductions, compared to the case with a single binding.
The larger the reduction in the guard-bands, the smaller the circuit is, resulting
in more dies on a wafer. Therefore, if the timing yield is relatively high at a
large guard-band reduction value, large improvements in the number of good dies
are obtained. On average, the number of good dies is increased by 5.5% for
30%–70% guard-band reduction assuming a design with fixed blocks. The largest
increase of 9.6% is for the Modem application, for which a high timing yield is
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provided given a large 70% reduction in guard-bands. The lowest improvement is
for the H.263 encoder and MP3 playback, being 3.7%. Note that the average 5.5%
increase in the number of good dies is significant. For example, if 4 K wafers are
required to produce 30 M good dies, a 5.5% larger number of good dies per wafer
translates into 208 fewer wafers for the same 30 M good dies. For a wafer cost of
e3000, the cost saving is e624,000. For a design without fixed blocks, the average
improvement in the number of good dies is 11.2% (18.8% the highest and 7% the
lowest) for the same 30%–70% guard-band reduction. Additionally, the impact
of reducing the number of voltage-frequency islands on the number of good dies
was analyzed on the synthetic application. A five island architecture resulted in
a negligible improvement in the number of good dies for the case with a single
binding for manufactured chips, compared to an eight voltage-frequency islands
(the timing yield for both five and eight island architectures is approximately
the same). Another benefit of a reduced number of islands is the reduced power
consumption, the evaluation of which is out of the scope of this thesis. However,
with multiple bindings for manufactured chips, the five island architecture leads
to a 2.8% smaller number of good dies with respect to eight islands. This is due
to the considerably lower timing yield provided by the five island architecture.
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This thesis proposes better than worst-case design or a design with reduced margins for real-time streaming applications, constrained by a throughput requirement, on a NoC-based multi-processor system with voltage-frequency islands. In
this chapter, we position our work with respect to related work. In Section 6.1,
we present techniques to mitigate the impact of process variation at the circuit
level, and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of them. Later, we position
the proposed mapping algorithms with respect to existing task allocation and
scheduling techniques for MPSoCs in Section 6.2. Existing voltage-frequency island partitioning methods for multi-processor systems are briefly discussed in Section 6.3. Finally, Section 6.4 presents existing solutions for performing variationaware throughput analysis of an application mapped to a multi-processor system.

6.1

Mitigating variation at the circuit level

The main ideas for reducing the impact of process variation at the circuit level
are related to adaptive supply voltage and body biasing approaches [8, 15, 43, 45,
47, 55, 85, 86]. With voltage scaling, the supply voltage of an integrated circuit is
changed, while body biasing refers to the adaptation of the threshold voltage of
transistors. With both approaches, the current of transistors is changed, affecting
the speed and power consumption of an integrated circuit. By increasing the
supply voltage and applying forward body bias, the performance is increased. On
the other hand, reverse body biasing together with reducing the supply voltage
results in decreased power consumption. As shown in [47] by Meijer et al., supply
voltage upscaling and forward body biasing are effective for process-dependent
performance compensation, and provide a large range of frequency upscaling. The
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disadvantage of the approach is the considerable increase in power consumption
[47]. The better than worst-case design approach proposed in this thesis can be
used in combination with voltage scaling and body biasing methods to further
reduce design margins and increase the number of good dies.

6.2

Task allocation for MPSoC

There has been extensive research in the area of task allocation and scheduling
for MPSoC [1, 9, 10, 14, 16, 30, 74, 79, 88]. The researchers in [1, 9, 10, 79] proposed
methods to map throughput-constrained applications modeled as SDF graphs to
resources in an MPSoC. However, none of them considers the impact of process variation. With a variation-unaware mapping approaches, the impact of
process variation cannot be reflected by having different resources with different
frequencies as the availability of a resource with a specific frequency is a matter
of probability.
Wang et al. [88] introduced a new design metric called performance yield, defined as the probability of an assigned schedule meeting a predefined performance
constraint. They proposed a variation-aware scheduling algorithm that allocates
and schedules tasks with latency requirements modeled as an acyclic task graph
to MPSoC, such that the performance yield is maximized. Resource sharing in
task allocation and scheduling under process variation has been studied by Chon
and Kim [16]. They proposed a statistical static timing analysis technique, which
schedules and binds tasks in an acyclic task graph to the resources in an MPSoC
in the presence of resource sharing, such that the performance yield is maximized. Singhal and Bozorgzadeh [74] introduced the problem of stochastically
optimal task allocation, which tries to minimize the overall execution time of
tasks in sequence and in parallel under process variation. Huang and Xu [30]
took into account the spatial correlation characteristics of systematic within-die
variation and presented a scheduling algorithm that schedules tasks with latency
constraints in an acyclic task graph, such that the performance yield is maximized. With their solution, a set of schedules is synthesized off-line and based on
the variation in each chip, a run-time scheduler selects the right one, such that
the latency constraint is satisfied whenever possible.
All the solutions above that account for process variation use acyclic task
graphs for application modeling and are based on latency requirements. Acyclic
task graphs are not able to capture the iterative and overlapping execution of
real-time streaming applications, which are primarily constrained by throughput
requirements. Several real-life streaming applications, such as our H.263 Encoder,
MP3 Playback and Modem benchmark applications, presented in Section 3.5 and
in Appendix B, include cyclic data dependencies. For these applications, none
of the solutions in the above work apply, as they cannot capture the cyclic data
dependencies in the applications. In contrast, we allow arbitrary task graphs
that may include cyclic data dependencies. Our solutions are primarily based on
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throughput requirements, but can be extended to cover latency requirements [58].
We additionally distinguish best-effort, firm real-time and soft real-time application classes, which benefit from having different optimization criteria. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the problem of variationaware task allocation for cyclic task graphs.

6.3

VFI partitioning

The works in [38] and [31] address the problem of partitioning a tile-based network on chip architecture into voltage-frequency islands for minimized energy
consumption, subject to performance constraints. The authors in [62] solve a
similar problem, and propose a methodology for a run-time energy management
through voltage (frequency) scaling, given workload and technology-related variations. None of these works consider process variation in the partitioning process.
Majzoub et al. include process, voltage and temperature variations in the VFI
partitioning process to minimize energy consumption [41]. They estimate expected voltage and temperature variations, and assume a given core-frequency
map across a chip due to within-die process variation. In contrast, we consider
both within-die and die-to-die variations, such that different chips have different
core-frequency maps with associated probabilities; this is how the variation in
reality behaves, as demonstrated by measurements in [64]. Moreover, the authors
in [41] perform voltage-frequency island partitioning to minimize energy consumption, while we maximize timing yield in a probabilistic setting. We are not aware
of any other work addressing the problem of voltage-frequency island partitioning
for improved timing yield, considering process-driven variations.

6.4

Variation-aware throughput analysis

Marculescu et al. analyze the probability distribution of latency of systems with
multiple voltage-frequency islands, considering within-die variation [42]. Their approach is only applicable to systems specified as acyclic task graphs, which are not
able to capture the iterative and overlapping execution of many real-life streaming applications primarily constrained by a throughput requirement. In contrast,
we allow arbitrary task graphs that may include cyclic data dependencies. We
model a system by means of an SDF graph, which is well-suited for modeling
and analysis of real-time streaming applications with throughput requirements.
A methodology to perform system-level throughput analysis of multiple VFI designs, considering process variation, is presented in [23] by Garg et al. However,
they only account for within-die variation, while we consider both within-die and
die-to-die variations. Their approach is based on Homogeneous SDF (HSDF)
graphs, which is a special case of an SDF graph, where all token rates associated
with edges are equal to 1. We use an SDF graph for system modeling. An SDF
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graph provides much more compact application models, which is why many realtime streaming applications are modeled in an SDF formulation. To be able to
use the approach in [23] for an application specified as an SDF graph, a conversion
from the SDF graph to an equivalent HSDF graph is required [75]. This can lead
to an exponential increase in the graph size (in terms of the number of actors and
edges), as compared to the original SDF graph. For example, the SDF graph of
our MP3 Playback benchmark application consists of only four actors, while the
number of actors in an equivalent HSDF graph after conversion becomes 10601.
Performing throughput analysis on such a large graph results in prohibitively high
computation times, making the approach in [23] unsuitable for many applications.
Additionally, the work in [23] assumes a one-to-one mapping of tasks to processing elements, while we allow resource sharing and assume static-order scheduling
among tasks of an application allocated to the same core.
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This chapter provides concluding remarks on the work presented in this thesis.
The limitations of the proposed approaches are briefly discussed and possible
future directions for the work are proposed.

7.1

Conclusions

This thesis addresses the problem of designing real-time streaming applications,
constrained by a throughput requirement, on a multi-processor system under
better than worst-case design (i.e. with reduced design margins). With better
than worst-case design, circuit area is reduced, resulting in more dies on a wafer.
However, with reduced guard-bands, the target maximum supported frequency
of hardware components in a multi-processor system is not guaranteed anymore.
The goal of the work is to provide more good dies, which satisfy the throughput
requirement of a real-time streaming application. To this end, a design flow
is proposed in this thesis, consisting of several steps. Firstly, an application is
allocated to a multi-processor platform, such that the timing yield, quantifying
the percentage of chips that satisfy the throughput requirement of the application,
is maximized. Maximizing the timing yield is essential, as the number of good
dies is given by the product of the overall number of dies and timing yield. In
this stage, we take advantage of having faster and slower processing elements in a
multi-processor system due to process-induced within-die variation, which affects
different hardware components on a chip die differently. The binding of the actors
in the application to the processing elements is adapted based on the frequency
of the processing elements in a chip instance. This is accomplished by deriving
a set of bindings at design time, and based on each manufactured chip, the right
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binding that maximizes the throughput of the application is selected. Heuristic
algorithms to derive a single or a set of bindings for manufactured chips, such
that the timing yield is maximized are presented in this thesis. Once the binding
(or set of bindings) are derived, a system designer can perform trade-offs between
the number of voltage-frequency islands, as well as the number of clock-frequency
levels provided to each island, and timing yield. Both the number of voltagefrequency islands and clock-frequency levels per island have an impact on the area
cost of the clock-generation units associated with voltage-frequency islands. By
reducing the number of islands and clock-frequency levels, circuit area is reduced
and more gross dies on a wafer are provided. However, the timing yield can also
decrease due to reducing the number of VFI partitions and clock-frequency levels.
This may in the end provide less good dies. This is why careful trade-offs must
be made. Heuristic algorithms are proposed to perform voltage-frequency island
partitioning, such that the minimal loss in timing yield is achieved.
Having selected the binding (set of bindings), the voltage-frequency island
configuration (set of configurations) and the number of clock-frequency levels, the
number of good dies on a wafer is evaluated for different guard-band reduction
values in the final stage of the flow. The reduction in guard-bands providing the
most good dies is selected. All the steps of the design flow are evaluated on both
synthetic and real applications. We show that the proposed better than worstcase design methodology can increase the number of good dies by up to 9.6%
and 18.8% for designs with and without fixed SRAM and IO blocks, respectively,
compared to worst-case design. Intuitively, the design without fixed blocks, where
the overall die area is scaled down with guard-band reduction, results in more good
dies, as smaller circuit area and thus more gross dies on a wafer are provided. Note
that a 9.6% increase in the number of good dies is significant. For example, if
4 K wafers are required to produce 30 M good dies, a 9.6% larger number of good
dies per wafer translates into 350 fewer wafers for the same 30 M good dies. For
a wafer cost of e3000, the cost saving is e1,050,000.

7.2

Future directions

The work in this thesis can be extended in multiple ways. This section briefly
outlines possible future directions.
• Systematic within-die variation exhibits spatial correlation. At the level of
gates, this correlation is high, such that the parameters of nearby gates are
affected similarly. However, it dies out quickly as a function of distance
between gates on a die, resulting in much lower correlation between larger
adjacent logic blocks. For simplicity, zero correlation between hardware
components, such as processing elements, routers, network interfaces and
links, is assumed in this thesis, as presented in Section 2.2. As an extension,
the models presented in Section 2.2 can be extended such that correlation
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between hardware components can be specified. This will provide a modeling framework that more accurately captures the physical phenomenon of
process-induced variation. The impact of different correlation maps on the
number of good dies can also be analyzed.
• To evaluate the timing yield for an application, given a single or multiple
bindings of it to a multi-processor platform, the throughput of a bound
application graph must be computed for each chip-frequency vector. This
can be seen in Algorithms 3, 4, 5 and 6. Given a large number of voltagefrequency islands in a platform graph and a large number of clock-frequency
levels per island, the number of chip-frequency vectors (Definition 6) becomes very large, resulting in a very large number of throughput evaluations.
This limits the scalability of the proposed mapping and voltage-frequency
island partitioning algorithms. The scalability can be improved by pruning the combinations of chip-frequency vectors or by sacrificing accuracy.
The treatment of this scalability problem will enable experimentation for
future embedded systems with larger applications (in number of actors),
platform graphs (in number of processing elements) and a larger number of
clock-frequency levels.
• In the mapping stage, it is important to derive a binding or a set of bindings
providing high timing yield. This ultimately translates into more good dies
at the end of the flow. As illustrated in Section 3.5, the heuristic mapping
algorithm is unable to find the binding that provides high timing yield for
the MP3 playback application, resulting in a 70% reduction in the timing
yield. An improvement of the heuristic algorithm can be a future extension
to this work. A possible place to start is to implement a topology-aware
actor criticality estimation (Section 3.4.2), such that a better initial resource
allocation is performed.
• With reduced design margins, the power consumption of a circuit is lowered
due to smaller area. It is interesting to evaluate the impact of the proposed better than worst-case design methodology on power consumption,
compared to worst-case design. To this end, algorithms to minimize dynamic power consumption subject to throughput constraints can be devised
considering the impact of process variation. This requires implementing
necessary models to capture power consumption.
• In the proposed design-flow (including variation-aware mapping, voltagefrequency island partitioning and estimation of the number of good dies
with reduced guard-bands), a single application is considered. In practice,
multiple applications are mapped to a multi-processor platform. Possible
future work is to extend the proposed design-flow, such that multiple applications are considered. For example, this can be achieved by TDM virtualization, where each application is given a portion of a multi-processor
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platform, such that there is no temporal interference between applications.
In such a case, the presented mapping approaches for each application on
a virtual platform may require no changes. However, as there are multiple
applications mapped on the same platform, the metric of island criticality
in the voltage-frequency island partitioning step of the flow must be reconsidered.
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Glossary

A

This chapter provides a guide to the abbreviations and the symbols used in this
thesis. Section A.1 contains the list of abbreviations, while the list of symbols are
given in Section A.2.

A.1

List of abbreviations

The abbreviations used in this thesis are listed below.
MPSoC
NoC
TDM
GALS
VFI
CGU
FIFO
SDF
HSDF
MCM
PDF
CDF

A.2

Multi-processor system-on-chip
Network on chip
Time-division multiplexing
Globally asynchronous, locally synchronous
Voltage-frequency island
Clock-generation unit
First-in-first-out
Synchronous data-flow
Homogeneous synchronous data-flow
Maximum cycle mean
Probability density function
Cumulative distribution function

List of symbols

Table A.1 contains most of the symbols used throughput this thesis. For each
symbol, a description and the page number in which the symbol is introduced are

given. The symbols are sorted in alphabetical order, where the Greek symbols
precede the Latin.
Table A.1: List of symbols.

Symbol

Description

αd
β

Buffer space (in tokens) of a dependency edge d
Maximum bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) of a connection in an interconnect
Bandwidth requirement (in bytes per cycle) of a dependency edge d
Timing yield of a bound application graph for a
resource-aware application graph ga, a platform
graph gp and a binding b
Mean-frequency reduction of a hardware resource r

23
13

38

κ
µr

Sum of throughput degradations of a bound application graph for a resource-aware application graph
ga, a platform graph gp and a binding b
CDF of a normal random variable x with mean µ
and standard deviation σ
CDF of the minimum of the maximum supported
frequencies of hardware resources belonging to a VFI
fi in a platform graph gp for a random variable x with
respect to a global frequency value f0
Repetition vector of an SDF graph
Mean of a normal random variable f r

µrg
σr
σgr
σlr
τ (gb)

Mean of a normal random variable fgr
Standard deviation of a normal random variable f r
Standard deviation of a normal random variable fgr
Standard deviation of a normal random variable flr
Throughput of a bound application graph gb

15
17
15
15
30

τavg (ga, gp, b)

Average throughput of a bound application graph
for a resource-aware application graph ga, a platform
graph gp and a binding b
Average throughput degradation of a bound application graph for a resource-aware application graph
ga, a platform graph gp and a binding b
PDF of a normal random variable x with mean µ
and standard deviation σ

35

βdrq
γ(ga, gp, b)

δr
ζ(ga, gp, b)

θ(x, µ, σ)
θm (gp, x, fi, f0 )

∆τavg (ga, gp, b)

φ(x, µ, σ)

Page

120

23
36

15

15
19

22
17

38

15

Φ(x)
χ(pe)

CDF of the standard normal distribution
VFI to which a processing element pe belongs

15
14

ψ(fi)
Ψ
a
A
b

Set of resources belonging to a VFI fi
Number of hops of a connection in an interconnect
Actor
Set of actors
Binding vector

14
13
21
21
25

B
c(gp, fi, n)

Set of all bindings
n equidistant clock-frequency levels provided to a
VFI fi in a platform graph gp
Criticality of an actor a
Criticality of a VFI fi in a platform graph gp for a
resource-aware application graph ga
Dependency edge

25
18

Set of dependency edges
Execution time (in cycles) of an actor a on a processing element pe
Execution time (in seconds) of an actor a on a processing elements pe
Chip-frequency vector
Set of all chip-frequency vectors

21
23

17

fi
FI

Normal random variable of the maximum supported
frequency of a hardware resource modeling both dieto-die and within-die variations
Normal random variable of the maximum supported
frequency of a hardware resource modeling die-to-die
variation
Normal random variable of the maximum supported
frequency of a hardware resource modeling withindie variation
Voltage-frequency island
Set of VFIs in a platform graph

ga
gb
gp
ni
NI

Resource-aware application graph
Bound application graph
Platform graph
Network interface
Set of network interfaces in an interconnect

23
29
14
13
13

ca(a)
ci(ga, gp, fi)
d
D
ec(a, pe)
et(gp, a, pe)
fc
FC
fr

fgr

flr

121

43
67
21

26
18
18

15

15

14
14

noc
lk
LK
lpe(pe)
MBE

Interconnect
Link
Set of links in an interconnect
Load of a processing element pe
Exhaustive algorithm implementing the multiplebindings mapping approach

13
13
13
43
50

MBH

Heuristic algorithm implementing the multiplebindings mapping approach
Mean-frequency based exhaustive mapping algorithm
Mean-frequency based heuristic mapping algorithm
Local probability of a chip-frequency vector fc in a
platform graph gp with respect to a global frequency
value f0
Probability of a chip-frequency vector fc in a platform graph gp

52

MFBE
MFBH
p(gp, fc, f0 )

pc(gp, fc)
pe
PE
i
pf(gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )

r
R
rt
RT
sdfg
SBE
SBH
szd
szfl
sztb
treq

Processing element
Set of processing elements in a platform graph
Probability that a VFI fi in a platform graph gp is
i
operated at a clock-frequency fclk
with respect to a
global frequency value f0
Hardware resource
Set of hardware resources in a platform graph

50
51
21

21
13
13
20

13
13

Router
Set of routers in an interconnect
SDF graph
Exhaustive algorithm implementing the singlebinding mapping approach
Heuristic algorithm implementing the single-binding
mapping approach

13
13
21
50

Token size (in bytes)
Flit size (in bytes)
TDM slot table size (in slots)
Throughput requirement of a resource-aware application graph

23
13
13
23
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B

Application SDF graphs

This chapter presents the SDF models of the H.263 decoder [82], H.263 encoder
[63], MP3 playback [91], Sample rate converter [7], Modem [7], MP3 decoder [82]
and synthetic applications [71]. For each SDF model, the (worst-case) execution
time (in cycles) and the size of data tokens (in bytes) communicated between
actors across dependency edges are reported. The (worst-case) execution times
of the actors in the H.263 decoder, H.263 encoder and MP3 decoder applications
are given for a processor architecture similar to ARM7. The size of data tokens
for the MP3 playback, Sample rate and Modem applications was not available
at the provided references. For these applications, a size of four bytes is used.
Similarly, no profiled or simulated data on execution times of actors for the Modem
application is available. For this application, arbitrary execution times are used.
H.263 decoder
Figure B.1 illustrates the SDF graph of the H.263 decoder application. The
(worst-case) execution time of the actors, together with the size of data tokens
on the dependency edges, is given in Table B.1.
a1
1
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a2
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a3

1

594

a4

1

1
Figure B.1: An SDF model of an H.263 decoder.
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The throughput requirement used in the experimental sections throughout
this thesis is 858 iterations per second.
Table B.1: The execution time (in cycles) of actors and the size of data tokens (in bytes) sent
across the dependence edges for the H.263 decoder.

Actor
a1
a2
a3
a4

Execution time

(VLD)
(IQ)
(IDCT)
(Motion comp.)

26018
559
486
10958

Edge

Token size

a1 self-edge
a4 self-edge
Others

1024
38016
64

H.263 encoder
The SDF graph of the H.263 encoder application is presented in Figure B.2. The
execution time of the actors and the size of data tokens are given in Table B.2.
The throughput requirement is set to 230 iterations per second.
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1
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Figure B.2: An SDF model of an H.263 encoder.

Table B.2: The execution time (in cycles) of actors and the size of data tokens (in bytes) sent
across the dependence edges for the H.263 encoder.

Actor
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5

(Motion est.)
(MB enc.)
(VLC)
(MB dec.)
(Motion comp.)

Execution time

Edge

Token size

382419
8409
26018
6264
11356

a3 self-edge
a5 self-edge
a5 to a1
Others

1024
38016
38016
384
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MP3 playback
Figure B.3 illustrates the SDF model of the MP3 playback application. Each
actor includes a self-edge with a single initial token, which are not shown in the
figure. The execution time (in cycles) of the actors a1 , a2 , a3 and a4 are equal to
7510, 10000, 22 and 22 cycles, respectively. The size of the data tokens is chosen
to be four bytes for all dependency edges. A requirement of 1227 iterations per
second is imposed on the throughput for this application.
1
a1

1152 480

a2

441

1

a3

1
1

1

a4

Figure B.3: An SDF model of an MP3 playback.

Sample rate converter
The SDF graph for the Sample rate converter application is given in Figure B.4.
The self-edges with a single initial token for all actors are not shown in the figure.
The execution times of the actors a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 and a6 are 11, 4, 6, 2, 9
12 cycles. The token size is chosen to be four bytes for all dependency edges.
The requirement on throughput is 140000 iterations per second, as used in the
experimental sections in this thesis.
a1

1

1

a2

2
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a3

2

7
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8
7

a6

1

5

a5

Figure B.4: An SDF model of a Sample rate converter.

Modem
Figure B.5 shows the SDF graph of the modem application. Each actor has a selfedge with a single initial token on it (not shown in the figure). The execution times
of the actors a1 , a5 and a16 are 130, 7000 and 1200 cycles, respectively. The rest of
the actors take 1000 cycles to finish their execution. For all dependency edges (also
the self-edges), the size of data tokens is four bytes. The throughput requirement
used in the experimental section throughout the thesis is 12180 iterations per
second.
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Figure B.5: An SDF model of a Modem.

MP3 decoder
The model of the MP3 decoder application is illustrated in Figure B.6. Table B.3
contains the (worst-case) execution times (in cycles) of all actors and the size of
data tokens being communicated between actors across dependency edges. In all
the experiments throughout this thesis, a throughput requirement of 76 iterations
per second is used.
Table B.3: The execution time (in cycles) of actors and the size of data tokens (in bytes) sent
across the dependence edges for the MP3 decoder.

Actor
a1 (Huffman)
a2 , a3 (Req.)
a3 , a5 (Reorder)
a6 (Stereo)

Execution time

Edge

Token size

151977
72695
34684
53602

a1 self-edge
a2 , a3 self-edge
Others

1024
64
576
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a7 , a8 (Antialias)
a9 , a10 (Hybrid synth.)
a11 , a12 (Freq. inv.)
a13 , a14 (Subb. inv.)

409
7414
4912
1865001

Continued from previous page
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Figure B.6: An SDF model of an MP3 decoder.

Synthetic
Figure B.7 illustrates the topology of the synthetic application. The execution
time of actors and the size of data tokens sent across the dependency edges are
given in Table B.4. The requirement on throughput for this application is set to
322 iterations per second.
Table B.4: The execution time (in cycles) of actors and the size of data tokens (in bytes) sent
across the dependence edges for the synthetic application.

Actor
a1
a2

Execution time

Actor

Execution time

62018
82208

a10
a11

78280
50228
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Edge
a12 to a13
a15 to a16

Token size
20
10

a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8
a9

62544
52720
72352
78244
85628
59422
82302

a12
a13
a14
a15
a16
a17

61122
89112
35852
89012
89012
89012

a11 to a12
a1 to a2
a7 to a8
a2 to a5
a6 to a7
a2 to a3
Others

100
128
8
30
40
50
4
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Figure B.7: An SDF model of a synthetic application.
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